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May all your days
be merry and bright . .
official magazine of The

A.MERICAN SQUARE DANCE SOCIETY

FUN VALLEY SQUARE DANCE RESORT
SOUTH FORK, COLORADO

proudly announces
The 1984 Spring and Fall Institutes
SPRING 1984

FALL 1984

May 27-June 2
Wade Driver, Houston, TX
Tony Oxendine, Sumter, NC
Bob & Barbara Wilder, Longview, TX

August 19-25
Sleepy Browning, Jayton, TX
Jerry Story, Fairfield, IA
August 26-September 1
Allen Garrett, Tyler, TX
Randy Baldridge, Joplin, MO
Norman & Helen Teague, Wichita, KS

June 3-9
Pat Barbour, Montgomery, TX
Johnny Wykoff, Indianapolis, IN
June 10-16
John Gorski, Lawton, OK
Zack Owen, Burleson, TX
Bob & Barbara Wilder, Longview, TX

September 2-8
Lem Gravelle, Jennings, LA
Tony Oxendine, Sumter, NC
Sonny & Charlotte Ezelle, Longview, TX
September 9-15
Lem Gravelle, Jennings, LA
Bill Wright, San Antonio, TX

WRITE FOR
SUMMER DANCE
PROGRAM

September 16-22
Wayne Baldwin, McKinney, TX
Wade Driver, Houston, TX

Our entire staff

September 23-29
Wade Driver, Houston, TX
Pat Barbour, Montgomery, TX

wishes You and Yours
a very Happy Holiday Season
Mack and Jean Henson
Make Square Dancing a must for your vacation. Dance in the most beautiful square dance hail in the
world with a mountain and river backdrop. We have cabins, kitchenette motels, trailers for rent plus a
lovely 300 unit trailer park. If there is a week you wanted to get on but accommodations were full, please
try again. We are in the process of adding 100 RV spaces.
For reservations or more information on our Rummear Dance qtherhila (June °3 through,-,uost
A , 18) call or write:

FUN VALLEY RESERVATIONS
Oct 1
to May 1

23 Fairway Oaks Blvd.,
Abilene, Tx. 79606
phone (915) 695-2498

May 1
to Oct. 1

Box 208

So. Fork, Co. 81154
phone (303) 873-5566

catch it one night and we have been avid
11
- radio
broadcasts catering to square dancing? I also
understand that the Rochester, New York,
square dance clubs made a TV commercial
which can be used, for a fee, by other dubs to
publicize square dancing. Wouldn't it be great
to have that commercial aired nationally either during Square Dance Week or just before
and after the Rose Parade Float?
Phyllis and Frank Rendon
La Jara, Colorado
Dear Editor:
While in the process of moving and cleaning out a 21-year-oldcollection of "things," I
came across this picture. Mike hasn't seemed
to change in 19 years. He is still one of the
nicest and most dedicated young men I know.
He has nothing left to prove considering his
multiple talents in the square/round/contra
world and in addition he has a tough professional (dental) career to follow.
Don Pfister
San Diego, California
I

FROM THE
FLOOR
Letters of interest to readers
appear in this section. Send
your comments to the editor
giving full name and address.
Unsigned letters are ignored.

D ear Editor
I'm trying to locate all the Senior Citizen
Square Dance Clubs and their callers. I'd like
to have this list printed so the callers may be
able to communicate and exchange ideas. I'll
be glad to compose the list if callers would
send me the following information: Club
name, caller and taw, address and phone
number.
"Happy Hal" and Helen Petschke
69 Gillett St.
Hartford, Connecticut 06105
Dear Editor:
I would like to inform square dancers about
the excellent radio show available to listeners
in the Midwest, South and Southwest. Otto
Dunn's show is broadcast weekly at 10:30 PM
Central time (9:30 Mountain, 8:30 Pacific and
11:30 Eastern) on KBOO, 1170, out of Tulsa,
Oklahoma. My husband just happened to

Mike,1964

Mike, 1983

Please see LETTERS, page 63
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T's MID-SUMMER for the square dance folks
in Sidney, Australia, and Auckland, New
Zealand. At the same time, it's midwinter for those who square dance up in
Keene, New Hampshire, Ottawa, Ontario,
Canada, or in Oslo, Norway. Regardless of
where you're square dancing this December,
there's no getting away from the fact that it's
Christmas time.
While it might seem strange to those who
have always lived in the Northern Hemisphere for folks "down under" to celebrate the
Yule season in mid-summer, chances are that
the Christmas parties, the decorations and the
ho-ho-hoing of the club Santa makes the season and the dances this month something
special.
As we have done each December for 30
years or so, our staff joins with others who
have worked with us on certain projects in
extending our holiday greetings to you in the
form of folio messages at the bottom of a number of the pages in this issue.
We'll be having our office Christmas party
up at the house as we've done each year,
exchange a few silly gifts, sing Christmas
carols and pause a moment to be grateful for
our many blessings.
A very Merry Christmas to you all and a
Warm Wish for a Joyous and Happy Square
Dancing New Year.
You may have noticed over the past two
months that we are making an effort to gain
new Leaders for SQUARE DANCING Magazine. You saw, last month and the month
before, what a difference it makes when we
are able to use full color — especially on the

Style Lah and Fashion Feature pages. As our
circulation inerettses;so, hopefully will- he
number of full-color issues. Some are already
planned for 1984 and there could be others.
Our biggest source of new readership
comes from those of you who tell your friends
about us. To all of you, our thanks for your
efforts. If you're enthusiastic about the magazine and feel it would be interesting and helpful to other dancers, then let your friends read
this issue and encourage them to fill in the
membership subscription form on page 107,
or mail us their names and addresses and we
will bill, accordingly. Figure on the first issue
arriving four tosix weeksafterwe receive the
order. There's a good chance that if you enjoy
the magazine, your friends will enjoy it also.
Note: The editorial "we" is usually used in this
column, but because of my personal feelings on
the subject, I decided the following segment
would read more easily if expressed in the first
person singular.

No

Club Caller?

D

heat wave this past
summer, I was asked to attend a meeting
of square dance club representatives and talk
to them about planning their coming fall classes. Sensing the reluctance of anyone to come
out during the heat, I mentioned this to the
person in charge and was told that, despite the
warm weather, there was great interest in the
subject and we could probably count on as
many as 50 diehards to attend.
To the amazement of virtually everyone,
more than 110 dancer-club leaders, association officers and a few callers showed up, all
loaded with questions which related to the
treatment and mechanics of putting together a
successful square dance class.
It was a good session but about halfway
through, I perceived that those attending
were on a slightly different wavelength than I.
Finally, in answer to one of the questions,
"How will the callers know what the recently
graduated dancers can and cannot do?", I
asked if their club caller did not also teach
their beginner class. At that point I realized
the term "club caller" was unfamiliar to their
ears.
"Let's stop here for just a moment," I said
to the group. "How many of you represent
URING OUR UNUSUAL
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clubs that have a regular caller who calls for
your club, either every time it meets or every
other time?"
Not one hand went up. Perhaps this was
something that I should have realized but it
caught me off guard. "No club caller? Then
how do you manage to maintain continuity
within your club?"
What I had in mind, of course, were the
times when, as a club caller, my routine was to
make written notes of everything I had programmed for every dance, squares I had
called, the rounds I had used, the basics or
combination of basics that needed more work
in the future, and things of this nature. These
program notes would, whenever possible, be
written immediately following each dance.
Such notes could be passed along to a caller
who might fill in for me as well as serving as a
guideline and future planning. But that was
only a part of it.
As the regular club caller, an individual
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becomes accustomed to the people who make
up the club as well as to the group as a whole.
He learns the members' names, can call a
dancer Jim or Janice rather than "the man in a
red shirt with the freckle-faced partner." He
knows when it's someone's birthday or when
it's the club's anniversary and he also knows
when it's the best time to include a workshop
tip, review a round or switch to easy calling.
When many of us started calling, we
thought first in terms of the two all-important
factors in the activity — the dancing and the
dancers. The caller was that individual whose
good fortune it was to bring the two, the
dancer and the dance, together.
There was a time, in our area, when all
dances were run by the callers and the callers'
partner, the same individuals, perhaps, who
conducted the classes that often grew into
clubs. When, ultimately, the clubs became
dancer run, there existed in many successful
clubs a partnership, with the dancers and the
callers working closely together. Whether or
not the caller was given an opportunity to vote
on club policies was relatively unimportant.
He was still consulted when a decision was to
be made and his viewpoints were usually seriously considered in setting club policy.
Being a part of the club for which he or she
calls is an important element in today's activity. If it is the club caller who also teaches the
new dancers, then there is a ready-made
communication between the class and the
club. No class caller bringing a new group of
dancers into the club would risk the chance of
embarrassing newcomers by calling things
they didn't know.
He would be hesitant to use any movements that they had not learned yet. Thus, the
segue between class and club is rarely a problem and in areas where this practice is still
enjoyed, the new dancer has a better chance
of moving into active club dancing once the
class experience has been completed.
It's hard for some of us to think of calling as
a string of one-night-stands. The challenge to
the caller who faces the same group week after
week not only tests his ability but provides
proof of his thoughtfulness and dedication.
Taking part in nondancing club activities,
pienitmq,
firm cu.xxin rmin gc,
nrp all
bonuses that come with the job of being not
simply a hired hand for a night, but a respected and active member of the club for
which he calls.
❑❑❑

Recognition
an important service of
the American Square Dance Society
VER THE YEARS and

throughout the pages of
SQUARE DANCING Magazine, more
than 498 individuals have been recognized as
Callers of the Month. Additionally, some 304
couples have been featured in Paging the
Round Dancers. Include the hundreds who
have appeared as authors of various chapters
of the magazine over 35 years and a reader will
get a fair idea of the men and women who have
maintained the responsibility of leadership
during the growth of this activity. As these
features continue, others will be spotlighted
in coming issues.
There are other areas in which the
SIOASDS encourages, supports and honors
men and women in the activity. Here is a
rundown:

The Square Dance Hall of Fame
In any activity the size and vastness of
square dancing, there emerge great leaders.
There are a number of these individuals who
have contributed something extra, not just to
their own community, for which they may
have been appropriately and adequately applauded by friends and neighbors. These are
well-established leaders who were able to add
their experience and expertise to help
strengthen the activity. From 1961 to the
present, 34 leaders (including five couples)
have been inducted into the Square Dance
Hall of Fame. Here, arranged alphabetically,
are their names:
Carl and Varene Anderson ('81), Don
Armstrong ('70), Charlie Baldwin ('81), Al
Brundage ('70), Bill Castner ('83).
Marshall Flippo ('70),
Jimmy Clossin
Ed Gilmore- (61), Cal Golden ('78), Les
Gotcher (79).
Herb Greggerson ('61), Frank and Carolyn
Hamilton ('71), Lee Helsel (70), Jerry Helt
('79), Bruce Johnson ('70).
Earl Johnston ('70), Fenton "Jonesy" Jones
SQUARE DANCING, December, 1983

('61), Arnie Kronenberger ('70), Frank Lane
('70), Johnny LeClair ('70).
Dick Leger ('78), Joe Lewis ('61), Melton
Luttrell (77), Jim Mayo (78), Ralph and Eve
Maxhimer ('81).
Bob Osgood (72), Bob Page (70), Ralph
Page (61), Bob Ruff (81), Dr. Lloyd "Pappy"
and Dorothy Shaw ( 61).
Manning and Nita Smith ('71), Ray Smith
(61), Dave Taylor (71), Bob Van Antwerp
(70).

The Silver Spur
Many of the workers in the world of square
dancing play their role virtually unnoticed.
Among these dedicated individuals are those
who serve as club officers, association leaders,
editors of area square dance publications and
in many other demanding positions. Their
only thanks is often the knowledge that what
they are doing is contributing to the future
good of the square dance activity. Some,
whose actions go far beyond the local scene,
are considered by the SIOASDS Board as
being possible recipients of the prestigious
Silver Spur.
The first Silver Spur was awarded in 1956.
The most recent in 1983. Here are the names
of the 18 individuals (or couples) who, to date,
have received the Silver Spur:
Carl and Varene Anderson ('72), Charlie
and Bertha Baldwin ('76), Dick and Jan Brown
('83), Stan and Cathie Burdick ('79).
Harold and Thelma Deane ('57), Ed
Gilmore ('67), John Kaltenthaler ('79),
Lawrence Loy ('56), Gwen Manning ('82).
Jay Metcalf (81), John Mooney (58), Corky
and Paulette Pell ('77), Dorothy Stott Shaw
('72).
Dr. Lloyd "Pappy" Shaw ('56), Ted and
Gladys Sparshatt ('81), Steve and Fran
Stephens ('74), Howard Thornton ('56), Dale
Wagner ('81).
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UBLIC OPINION POLL
It's one thing to determine the thoughts and concerns of
the dancing public: Little has been accomplished, however, until action has been taken to analyze and if
possible, correct the ills — whatever they may be.

ryl HE VOICE OF THE DANCER is sometimes heard
1 in the land and sometimes acted upon.
Many times, however, the viewpoints of individuals are passed over for one reason or
another. Either the voice is not loud enough
or it may fall on deaf ears. This new feature is
designed to serve as a soap-box for square
dancers who wish to express a viewpoint,
sometimes critical, sometimes complimentary, about the activity and those involved in

it.
This past year the results of a Legacy poll
were released. The percentages on different
subjects were interesting and the several
thousands who filled out the questionnaires
were combined to form a composite of public
opinion. More important than the answers to
these questions and their total tabulations
were the personal viewpoints. Individuals taking part in the poll were invited to add a
paragraph or more of their personal thoughts.
Many did — some taking several pages to air
their views.

Varied Concerns
Some expressed concerns over extravagances, detours, problems, Others wished
that certain habits and practices would be
more generally observed, We've discovered
that if one person takes the time to write and
express a viewpoint, that there are dozens,
maybe hundreds of others, who have similar
feelings but do not write, thinking "what good

will it do?" We know, very definitely, that it
does help and that people in positions of leadership, dancer-leaders, callers and teachers,
are interested in these thoughts and, if the
messages come through loudly and clearly and
frequently enough, action will be taken.
We have sifted through the massive collection of comments as abridged by Jan and Dick
Brown, who compiled the questionnaire's results, and selected some that seem to best
express the opinions of a good cross-section of
the square dancing public. We invite you to
read them and apply them to the square dance
situation in your own area, If a large percentage of those responding to the poll cite lack of
friendliness as a prime concern, then the poll
would only have value if square dance leadership acknowledges this problem and sets out
to do something about it. If many believe that
there are too many new movements or that
there is a need for a limited basics Mainstream, then efforts should be made to find
practical solutions before the activity has lost a
large number of potential dancers.
Although unsigned, the comments have
been gleaned directly from the recent poll.
We have grouped them into sections by subject matter, indicating more than one viewpoint when possible. We have interjected
editorial comment whenever it seemed
appropriate. If any of these concerns apply to
your area, it may be a good time to do something about them.

n Here is a good example of pollsters from different areas with different demands on

Ii

their time presenting varied viewpoints. You will notice that individuals are not
able to provide a pure apples-for-apples input. Note the following pair of similar
views on moving into the Plus program:

(From one pollster) . . . Our club exposes its students to Plus and all-position dancing
before graduation. Hence our standards are higher, relative to most other area square
10 — Rejoice and Have a Fun Filled Year — Dawn Draper
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dance clubs. Numerous times we have had to lower our level of dancing to accommodate dancers from visitingclubs so as not to-lalow-them away . . . -(Andfrom another) . . .
Would like more emphasis on Plus calls at every dance . . .
While from other dancers came these viewpoints on the same subject:
I think dancers are being pushed into Plus programs before they can do Mainstream
. . . Square dancing suffers from the use of Plus figures, making those who are not well
experienced feel inferior and so they become discouraged and drop out. We know
several callers who have retired from square dancing because they refuse to call
"garbage"
And so it goes. The fact that viewpoints change from one dancer to another and
from one area to another doesn't mean that one is right and one is wrong.
Actually, the concern is not a case of right or wrong as much as "are the dancers
needs being met?" Naturally, not everyone agreed on certain points. Some were
quite outspoken. The following samples of opinions are divided by three ellipses.
'

The grouping of calls by family serves to do nothing but confuse a new dancer . . . We
are definitely opposed to the use of "yellow rock" as a means of getting acquainted. This
is especially true when we are at a large dance and many of those present are persons
we've met for the first time . . My pet peeve is "yellow rock". I asked a number of
women if they liked the call and everyone said they'd rather it was not called. One
woman had two ribs cracked.
Many of the respondents were short and to the point.
. Arky style
ot
..::

ugh!

Concerns show up in a number of categories. Check these:

. . . I would like more slow to medium dances rather than ones that are so fast you have
to run to keep up . . . Square dancing would be more fun if it wasn't so fast . . . The
speed is too fast . . . At a recent festival there was not one tip called at a good,
comfortable speed in two hours of dancing . . • Roughness is a direct result of the high
speed dancing and this brings about loss of position and loss of timing with the result
that the dancers end up either pulling and jerking others or being pulled and jerked by
others in an effort to keep from breaking up the square . . Let's put the dance back
into square dancing! It's become a speed contest so that we're not even moving in time
with the music.
Good points! To correct, we need the attention of the callers who may, particularly when calling with other callers on a festival program, be unaware that the
speed has increased. Dancers: Solve this problem by voicing it to your club

11
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officers who may be in the best position to talk it over with the callers. And by the
way, here's a good point for Callerlab to work on. Read on.
Many callers and round dance cuers play the music too loud. This makes it extremely
difficult to hear the call(s) and results in squares breaking down much more frequently
than they would normally . . . When too loud sound has been brought to the caller's
attention, you would think that he or she would at least attempt to eliminate the
problem. Such has not been the case. As a rough estimate, at least 50% of the dancers
experience the problem of hearing what is being called. Here is a case where callers
should relate more to the needs of the dancers . . . We dearly love square dancing but
the loud music has damaged my hearing, so we must drop out. According to the U.S.
Department of Labor: "Each time your ear is assaulted by loud noises, some of the
delicate hair cells in the cochela are torn away. Since there are thousands of hair cells,
there is no obvious hearing loss at first, but keep up that kind of abuse for years and the
damage becomes apparent and permanent." Square dance calls should be kept below
90 decimals. The sound levels can easily be measured with a sound level meter. Is your
hearing worth monitoring noise levels?
No one knows for certain how many dancers leave the activity because of
problems such as these. Again, here is a situation that is under the direct control
of the caller. Any individual who cares about the dancers' wellbeing should make
an effort to monitor both the sound and the speed levels. Here's another concern,
"voiced" by a number of dancers:
Why is it that some callers insist on calling such long tips? We've had some experiences
where the needle has been replaced at the start of the record, not just once but several
times, making a particular patter call go on anywhere from 12 to 20 minutes — this is
just too long, especially when you consider that the caller will usually follow up the
patter call with a singing call. It's one thing for the caller standing up at the microphone
to keep us moving and on our feet for such long periods; it's quite another for those of us
who are doing the dancing. The result is that dancers often leave early. We know, from
visiting other dances, that the club members will stay to the end, happily, if they're
allowed normal rest-periods in between . . . We don't seem to remember callers
calling such long tips in past years but it is becoming a problem here in our area. It's an
unwritten law" to never leave a square before the tip has ended but there are times
when my husband has felt, for health reasons, that he should leave the square and sit
down. As a result, on some occasions, we have left the dance early rather than be
embarrassed by sitting out.
C4

Okay. Even if only a few dancers have voiced these concerns, it's important that
they be listened to and that action be taken. This doesn't mean that sound levels
have to be turned down so that we can no longer hear the caller and the music, nor
should speed be decreased to the point where the excitement of the dance is lost,
nor should the dances become so short that the callers cannot develop good
choreography. The majority of 45 rpm 7" hoedowns are recorded to last from
three and a half to four minutes. The SIO Premium hoedown records are
extended to play about five minutes. Several callers and dancers who were
questioned, suggested that five minutes is sufficient time for a patter call. Others
II have said that twice through a normal hoedown (approximately seven minutes)

I

. allows for a good patter call tip. On the subject of tempo, many of today's hoedown
records time out to around 128 mbm (metronome beats per minute). Some callers
prefer a slightly slower tempo, others slightly faster.

. . . Square dancing is an activity that is social by nature and affords the opportunity to
meet people and have a good time. The necessity of taking lessons is the price of
membership. Once accepted, I object to the idea of continually learning new and/or
more complicated calls. There is nothing wrong with upgrading the dancing patterns
with an eye toward overall improvement of square dancing in general. What I object to
is the seeming determination of some club members in making square dancing a
religion rather than a social experience that can be enjoyed by many with a moderate
amount of lessons . . .
This exemplifies very well the tenor of many of the responses.
It seems odd that we are always pushed to learn more and more without ever getting
some of the complicated movements down pat. Callers can watch the dancers stumble
over a particular movement and yet never take a moment when the dance is finished to
review the portions that were a problem. Too bad but squares and rounds are often
tough on people who work all day . . .
turned into hard work
While some individuals may be concerned over the constant learning process,
there are others who perhaps are retired and can devote all the time they wish to
dancing. For that reason, answers to a general poll such as this should be
considered along with the realization that we all have different frequency allotments. Those who dance only once a week would likely enjoy an evening of
dancing with little or no workshopping, while others who have the time and the
opportunity to dance more than once each day and several times during the week
may wish to absorb more. This especially applies to the retirement communities.
All of these things need to be considered when we're looking at the picture of
square dancing as a whole. Finances, too, received a share of the comment in the
written responses. Remember, we ye always used the low cost of square dancing
as a big selling point in gaining new dancers. Check this!
. . . Square dancing is getting very costly. For example, one square dance dress we
priced cost $60 and is not worth $15 . . Recently several clubs in our area raised their
admission because hail rentals had increased. The callers reponded by increasing their
fees. This does not help the club's financial situation. Soon it will put all of us on an
inflation level where nobody ever gains. Clubs are not there to make a profit. Their
admission fees are simply to pay expenses . . . Square dancing used to be fun and
inexpensive and now some cannot attend because of increasing costs . . . The cost is
still minimal though rising. It's gone up 100% in the six years I've been here . . . $5.00
every time is getting a little too expensive. It's too much for the younger dancers who
have to pay babysitters . . . It is hard for smaller clubs to meet expenses because hall
rents are getting higher and the expense of callers simply cannot be met. The situation
with our club is that we simply cannot meet expenses . . In California, the price of a
dance has recently gone to $6.50 per couple. Too much! . . We re beginning to get a
bit worried about the admission price for festivals and hoedowns which is continually

inflating. $3.50 per person, for example, is rather high. Some are dropping out . . . If
we pay $5.00 a couple and dance five tips during an evening that's $1.00 per tip . . .
Young couples cannot afford months and months of lessons plus the price of babysitters, etc., before they are ready to go to a Mainstream dance for fun.
Certainly prices for square dancing today vary all over the place with those
dancing in retirement communities paying less perhaps than individuals in areas
where halls are at a premium and callers' fees are high. There needs to be a happy
medium when it comes to what we pay for an evening of square dancing but we
must realize that situations do vary from one area to the next. The increasing
numbers of callers who are going "full-time" and thereby depending upon calling
for their entire income are in a different situation than those who are also holding
down a job that meets all their requirements. The activity needs to take a good
hard look at the future. From a practical standpoint, if large rents are being paid
for moderate to large-sized halls that are only partially filled, then the apparent
solution is to find ways to fill the halls, perhaps with popular programs that will
bring in greater crowds. Not all of the comments have been critical ones. Far from
it. Asked to point out concerns they had regarding the activity, respondents
obliged with a good cross-section of opinions filled with positive thoughts regarding the activity, its present situation and its future possibilities. Here are a
number of thoughts culled from the many responses. Again, please note that
segments split by ellipses indicate opinions from different individuals.
. . . For me, square dancing offers an opportunity for social interaction with people
who share common interests. My neighborhood is very fragmented and it is hard to
make an acquaintance, let alone a friend. Square dancing has solved this for me. Square
dancing gives continuity to my life since my husband is in the military and we move
around a lot. No matter where we go, once we find a dance, we automatically have a
support group ready to help us in our transition, whether traveling or settling in a new
community. This is like a worldwide extended family network and has helped us ease
through several moves to strange and distant lands . . We particularly enjoy being
with the people we find in square dancing and we're attracted by the fact that it is a
good, clean family fun activity involving no alcoholic beverages . . . We greatly
appreciate being with people who do not drink before or during a square dance. We
like the family aspect — all ages are welcome and because our own children were
grown before we started square dancing, we wish we had known about it so we might
also have participated as a family. There has been no discrimination relative to class,
racial or financial in the areas where we have danced . We are learning to accept
others — warts and all — and hope they accept us as well . . .
We think square dancing is a wonderful hobby. When we were transferred to Toledo,
we were able to get right into the swing of things and have made many friends through
square dancing. We feel it is extremely important to keep the levels and basics
standardized throughout the country so that we and others can feel comfortable
dancing anywhere we go . . .
Without the wonderful friendships that my husband and I have made during our years
in square and round dancing, I would have been totally lost when he passed away.
There's a very close bond of friendship among the dancers, and their concern is so
appreciated by those who have had a loss of this type. I have been very lucky to have
had these friends when I needed them . .

The most important plus is counted in terms of the friends we have made while
dancing,calling,teaching_and _cueing, It's a great couple -ftetivity-my husband and
have shared for many years . . . During an evening of dancing, all our cares and woes
seem to fly away. Square dancing has the effect of making all people equal, whether
doctor, lawyer, merchant or chief . . . I appreciate the liveliness, the lightheartedness, the friendliness of square dancing. After a demanding career day/week,
the relaxation and, yes, stimulation, is welcome. At the same time, the challenge is fun
too. The callers and square dancers in most instances are committed to making the
evening fun for everyone! . . .

In reading through the volumes of notes resulting from the poll, we can't help but
sense a genuine feeling of pride in being a part of the activity. The emphasis on
friendliness and the caring of other dancers keeps cropping up. Although m
these thoughts are repetitive, we nevertheless Think that they should be ineluded.
. . . Square dancing has been a very fulfilling activity for me and something I hope I am
able to continue until I am 92. We have made many valuable friends through square
dancing and it is one of our main forms of entertainment . . . Square and round dancing
are a big part of our life. We have grown closer and more understanding of each other;
our entire life has been changed due to dancing. We both love it, and the people we
have met . . . We enjoy the old-fashioned hospitality, the joy and enthusiasm that are
the hallmarks of square dancing. We like the idea that friends are waiting for us at every
dance we attend and we find the welcome mat is always out . . . Being hopelessly
addicted to and obsessed by square dancing, it's hard to find anything negative about it.
The people we have met and now call friends are a wonderful breed. Our prayer is that
we will always be involved, absorbed and consumed with square dancing, and we do so
enjoy the giving of ourselves within the clubs as much as what we are receiving from
them . . . Square dancing is a good place to meet the best people! . . .
We enjoy meeting friendly people and doing things with them. This includes club
activities such as potluck dinners, cookouts, beach parties and those wonderful special
event dances . . . Square dancing is a great activity and square dancers the nicest
people in the world . . . I enjoy square dancing as a means of exercise, fellowship and a
good time. I do not favor great challenge . . . As parents of school-age children (we are
in our thirties) we have found square dancing to be an enjoyable, inexpensive night
out. As a result of dancing, we have met many new friends and have found square
dancers in general to be friendly, sociable and very helpful . . . I regret the fact that we
did not start square dancing sooner . . .
Since discovering square dancing, my husband and I spend more time together . . .
We are having lots of fun . . . We really do love square dancing and the general
socializing it offers. THANK YOU ONE AND ALL!
just the tip of the iceberg, with
And there you have it. The first installment
some pros and cons that tell us something of the public opinion surrounding the
•• activity. We have divided this great collection of paragraphs into categories and
plan to run some of them in coming issues. Our purpose is to share the genuine
concerns and thoughts of dancers across the country and urge leaders, who are in
a position to help with the future direction of square dancing, to note these
concerns so that those who shared their thoughts will not speak out in vain.

REFRESHMENT TIME

Let's Have an
Old-fashioned Christmas Dance
By Barbara McDonald, Los Angeles, California
HRISTMAS IS FOR FAMILY, and,

in our case, we
strongly feel our square dance club is
family! We like to recapture some of the feelings of yesteryear by observing time-honored
traditions that linger in our memories.
One such tradition involves popcorn. Remember when you used to get out the wire
basket and pop corn over the fire — or a bit
later, when you'd shake the pan over the
stove? Well let's pop'n dance, pop'n dance
this holiday. A friendly, old-fashioned "family" evening of dancing can include a popcorn
snack. It's festive, and fitting for a wintryevening, but remember, it also can be
adapted to dances at any time of the year.
We like to have something out on the table
for the dancers to snack on during a dance.
Assorted nuts are usually too expensive; candy
is generally too sweet; popcorn seems just
right.
Ask several members to bring corn poppers
and have different couples take turns "popping" during the breaks. (Be sure to check
ahead of time that your electric wattage will
handle the number of poppers you plan to
plug in.) With many of today's hot-air poppers, you can "pop" your corn easily into large
paperbags (no mess!). Then have four or five
large bowls or baskets ready to hold the
freshly popped goodies.
For "nibbles" during breaks you don't need
to make a lot. Just pop enough to "shake" up
the routine dance and add an extra dimension
of friendliness. You might want to include a
basket of apples with a knife for dancers to cut
a tasty slice. The two make an attractive centerpiece to a refreshment table as well as
being "yummy in the tummy."
To butter or not to butter (or add oil) is a
matter of individual preference — perhaps
you'll decide to offer some of both. Be sure to
have plenty of paper napkins on hand so your
grand rights and lefts won't be sticky.
J6 Joyeux Noel — Rusty and Barbara McDonald

The smell of fresh popping corn is tantalizing. It's tasty; it's fun, and a wonderfully festive feeling is assured. It's just a little extra for
any dance at any season.
If you want to carry the theme one step
further, you can string popcorn and cranberries into festive chains to drape around the hall
and on your Christmas tree. This will surely
carry the family feeling back a century or two.

A Great Cookie
When using an extra snack to perk up your
dancing fun, refreshments at the end of the
evening can and should be very light. Cookies
would be an ideal finish for an old-fashioned
Christmas dance. One easy idea is to have
each couple bring one or two dozen of their
favorite homemade cookies and a recipe card
to place by them so people can copy their
favorites for later use. (Incidentally, sharing
recipes in this way is a good idea anytime
during the year when homemade food is presented.) Be sure to have plenty of blank cards
or scratch paper handy with pencils or pens so
eager, hungry dancers can have their cookies
and bake them, too!
Some cooks never tell, but I will. Here is a
luscious little cookie recipe to make and take
to your next dance

Snow Drop Kisses
3 egg whites
1/2 tsp white
1/2 tsp vanilla
vinegar
1/2 cup Quaker or
1 cup
Mother's Oats
granulated
(quick or oldsugar
fashioned
'/2 cup mixed
uncooked)
candied fruit
or chocolate chips
Heat oven to slow (300 degrees). Beat egg
whites until frothy. (Save egg yolks for Spritz
cookies later.) Add vinegar and vanilla to egg
whites. Add sugar a tablespoon at a time beating well after each addition. Beat until mixSQUARE DANCING, December, 1983

ture is stiff and glossy. Gently fold in candied
fruit (or chocolate chips) and oats. like red
and green cane ied cherries cut in large
pieces for a Christmas or New Year's dance.)
Drop from a teaspoon onto greased cookie
sheets. Bake in preheated oven, 20-25 mi-

'lutes. Remove from cookie sheets when
41
• •
cooled, Ms
"Kisses" are super for Valentine's dances,
too. Just add a drop of red food coloring to
make them pink and use red candied cherries.
Actually, "kisses" are delicious any time.
.1,

•• "

Looking for a fun idea?

Dance
Try an Old Time
Two Callers Revive the Traditional Dances
for an Annual Affair. A Very Successful OneL

T

HERE ARE COUNTLESS SQUARE DANCERS

enjoying the contemporary scene who
travel successfully from one program to the
next and when, at last, they whirl thru Advanced, there's a "cloud nine" feeling that
they've just about accomplished it all. But,
happily the world of square dancing is filled
with surprises and if those same dancers were
turned loose for a few hours with a pair of
seasoned callers, who have bridged the gap
from traditional to contemporary, they're
likely to discover a new challenge combined
with great fun.
Every year The Valley Stars of Somis, California, sponsor a truly traditional, old-time
dance at the Macey Union School in Simi
Valley. Ray Orme and Fenton "Jonesy" Jones
combine their many talents. Both have a firm
grasp of what it takes to get folks dancing with
minimal instruction and an abundance of
smiles.
This specific event is held on a Sunday
afternoon from 2 to 5 pm, followed by a potluck supper. Its style is that of 25 to 35 years
ago when there were few classes, as such, and
participants quickly absorbed the joy of it all as
skillful callers danced them through the routines. When Ray and "Jonesy" put together a
program, it's pure nostalgia for those who initiated their square dancing in the early years
and quite a revelation for those who are new to
square dancing or have yet to test the traditional.
No swing thrus, spin the tops or diamond
circulates to set the senses astir, but a program

of dances so unique that even the most experienced contemporary dancer is grateful for a
walkthru. A brief checkout before each patter
or singing call and the dancer is able to flow
through the routine and concentrate on a lot of
fun — and that's really what an afternoon or
evening of "oldies but goodies" is all about.
Playing It By Ear
Rather than a pre-set program, Ray and
"Jonesy" jointly compile a list of dances and
are prepared to make choices to suit the floor.
Maybe you'll recognize some of the dances
listed and perhaps they 11 serve as a guide
when your club programs a special party with
the theme of yesteryear. It can really be a
special event.

Patter: The Lady Goes Halfway Round;
Birdie In the Cage; Dallas Route; Dip 'N
Dive; Talking Up a Square;Take A Little
Peek; Forward Six; Inside Out Outside Under; Texas Star; Sally Goodin'; Wagon Wheel;
Arkansas Traveller; Ladies Center Back to
Back; Indian Style.
Singing Calls: Night Train To Memphis;
Cornin' Round The Mountain; 'Til The End of
the World; Crawdad Song; Marching Thru
Georgia; Marina; Hot Time In The Old Town
Tonight; Blue Tail Fly; Ocean Wave; My
Little Girl; Kingston Town; Maria.
Rounds and Mixers: White Silver Sands; Jiffy
Mixer; All-American Promenade;Oh Johnny;
Pattycake Polka; I Miss My Swiss; Lili
Marlene; Waltz of the Bells; Blue Pacific.

"We're not trying to sell you on going back 35 years. What we're selling is that 35 to 40
— Ray Orme and Fenton "fonesy" Jones
years ago square dancing was fun-filled."
SQUARE DANCING, December, 1983
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4

th NATIONAL
Canadian Square & Round Dance Convention
August 2, 3, 4, 1984

there is more than one National
Square Dance Convention in North
America. That's right, in addition to the Annual National Convention held in the United
States, the Canadians take great pride in the
fact that they, too, have a National — an affair
which has become that country's showplace
for an activity that has been a part of their
heritage from the very beginning. August 2, 3,
4, 1984, will mark the 4th Canadian National
and this year square dancers will be traveling
not only from all parts of North America but
from many overseas' countries as well. Large
contingents are expected from New Zealand,
Australia and the British Isles.
While not as large an event, perhaps, as
their U.S. counterparts, the Canadians have
succeeded in producing a Convention that
embodies the spirit of fun and pleasure considered so important in square dancing as a
whole. Folks coming from other areas will he
delightfully impressed not only with the
friendliness of the dancers but with the general excellence of their dancing and calling.
IVES VIRGINIA,

Night lights dramatize the Winnipeg Convention Centre.

Winnipeg Manitoba Canada
The Winnipeg Convention Centre is
located in the heart of the city. This facility
has its own shopping concourse and is only 10
minutes away from most downtown hotels.
The Centre boasts plenty of indoor parking,
two fine restaurants, a sidewalk cafe and a
movie theatre. It is fully air-conditioned and
has elevator and escalator access to all floors.
The Manitoba Mosiac is the Convention
theme, representing the various countries
that settled the province of Manitoba and city
of Winnipeg. Plans call for the many cultural
groups, wearing colorful traditional costume,
to take part in the opening and closing ceremonies.
After the Convention, the Winnipeg Folk
Arts Council will stage its annual extravaganza, Folklorama, featuring delicious ethnic
food and lots of folk dancing. This event runs
the full week following the Convention and is
the largest event of its kind in North America,
often ranked equal to the Mardi Gras in size
and attractions.
Special Events
You name it — they have it! Sewing and
pattern clinics, a fashion show, dancer panel
and educational discussion groups each morning, a callers' seminar coordinated by the local
caller's association, shopping boutiques featuring dance fashions, records, accessories
and a street dance are all planned for the
three-clay convention.
One very special event will be the dance
held on the final evening of the Convention.
Here, on the upper level of the Convention
Centre, they intend to set the record for the
largest dance ever held in Canada under one
roof and on one dance floor.
Top calling and cueing talent has been
lined up for this Convention. Nationallyknown Canadian callers will handle the closing dance.
Watch for the 4th Canadian Convention
registration form in the January issue of this
magazine.

Enjoy it more in '84
18 — Happiness at Christmastide — Debbie Attardo
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dancer retention runs about 86% a year later.
However the first class we taught on a twicea-week basis was what would be considered
Mainstream today and it worked just as well.)
Teaching is Education
Teaching people to dance is teaching,
therefore it is education. Many college or
by Mona and Len Cannell,
adult night school classes are twice a week
Kettering, Ohio
) two classes or one class and one lab session.
Therefore the idea of twice-a-week learning is
HIS ARTICLE IS NOT INTENDED to advocate accepted by students. Only to callers and club
1 cutting the number of lessons. It is in- dancers is it a radical idea.
tended to provide an alternative class strucMany beginners are already dancing twice
ture which will allow the same number of a week, although-the second session is inforlessons in a shorter time frame. The current mal. In our area, members of the largest local
Callerlab recommendation of 40 two-hour class get together informally on a second night
sessions, if taught weekly, occupies over nine to dance to tapes of that week's lesson. In
months of the year. Twice-weekly sessions effect, they have a rerun of the week's class.
reduce the time space to between four and
Advantages:
five months without sacrificing floor time.
1. Retention is excellent;review time is
Most importantly, the shorter time frame re- reduced and dancers learn more completely.
quired for lessons allows new graduates to
2. If dancers should have to miss one lesdance with clubs for several months before the son, they still will attend once that week
club programs wind down for summer.
instead of having a two-week break between
sessions.
The Beginning
3. Clubs benefit by getting better trained
About 18 years ago, a combination of luck,
necessity and an extremely enthusiastic group and more confident new dancers in half the
of beginners resulted in twice, and sometimes time. If a class starts during the third week in
three-times-a-week, beginners' classes. In September, the graduates can begin dancing
that place and at that time, when 25 weeks of with the club by the middle of February, havlessons were standard, our "jet" class gradu- ing had the 40 sessions even allowing for the
ated in 10 weeks and students attended their holidays.
4. There is time to hold a second class
first dance with marked skill and confidence.
Many of the folks from that class are still yearly, if desired.
Disadvantages:
dancing.
1. It takes an extra amount of very careful
Like most callers, we went back to the
once-a-week lessons, but the idea must have planning by the teacher to utilize lesson time
taken root in the back of our minds because fully. Since the need for review is greatly retwo years ago we tried it again. It has been so duced, there is more dance time to fill. For
successful that we have been convinced it is a the available floor time, the caller must be
good solution to the formidable time corn- prepared with more regular tips, using matemitment beginners are asked to make today. rial already learned.
2. Hall availability a second time during the
(Perhaps at this point I should insert that ours
is not a typical program. We teach for senior week can be a problem.
Example of Class Structure
citizen recreation-oriented programs. We inMonday Teaching Session: With the exelude Basics 1-34, selected traditional figures
and several rounds. Our fall class begins the ception of the first week, new terms are limthird week in September and ends the week ited to three or four. Periodically this session
before Thanksgiving. Spring classes begin the includes allied topics such as history of square
middle of February and end the middle of dancing, good dance manners and a survey of
April. The graduates go into two clubs which the different programs included under the
dance once a week, the year round. Our generic term, "square dancing."

An Aiternative
Class S tructure
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Thursday Dance Session: Tips are designed to feature or emphasize a new term or an
old term which needs more exposure. Rounds
and solo dances are taught at this session using
those which can be quickly learned. Examples
are the Bird Dance, Jiffy Mixer, Ruby Baby
and, if spread over several sessions, Left
Footer's One Step, Jessie Polka or CottonEyed Joe.
Both sessions vary formation and style by
using quadrilles, contras, Sicilian circles and
mixers. Proper styling is taught as the basic is
presented and is encouraged and expected
throughout the course.
Caller Cooperation
This approach lends itself to the cooperative efforts of several callers by allowing each
caller to have his individual "teaching" ses-

sions at his home facility and then combining
with his fellow callers for the "dance" sessions
at rotating locations or at a common site.
Rotation of Callers
With caller "A" teaching on Tuesdays,
caller "B" teaching on Wednesdays, caller "C"
teaching on Thursdays, the combined dance
sessions might be held on Sundays. Students
could even eliminate absences by attending a
parallel class before or after their own. In
addition, an individual caller could reduce his
obligations to four sessions per three-week
cycle if necessary.
All these suggestions are made in an effort
to encourage the student dancers with a shorter time-span commitment and by putting the
goal of club dancing within their reach from
the beginning.

Working With
Special
Groups

these special groups might eventually exchange ideas with each other.

by Peter Mazik, Memphis, Tennessee

y

Memphis had a "Very Special
LAArts Festival," sponsored in part by the
National Arts Council for the handicapped.
Over 30 artists were featured, using different
mediums, with each one working in 30minute segments with groups of from 12 to 20
persons. Finger-painting, coloring, ceramics,
cutouts, etc., were demonstrated.
My category was "Dancing for the Handicapped." It was a challenge as some of the
participants were deaf, some had visual defects, others had various crippling ailments or
were mentally retarded. Every group I
worked with was beautiful. I consider this
type of dancing therapeutic dancing. It
teaches coordination, concentration and relaxation.
I modified the dance taught to the popular
"Birdie Song" so it could be used with people
in wheelchairs, sitting on the floor or even by
the bed patients. I want to share it with others
who work with handicapped people and I
would hope that those of us who work with
AST SPRING,

BIRDIE SONG
Music: SA 1006A or ESP 001
Formation: This can be done seated (in wheelchairs, on floor or in bed)
PART A
With hand up in a waving position, fingers
together and thumb under extended fingers,
pretend it's a bird beak. Close hand to your
thumb three times and say "cheep" each time.
With hands in a wing position, arms out in front
of you, make a flapping motion three times.
Wiggle upper part of body three times.
Clap hands three times to each beat of music.
Repeat the above four motions three times.
PART B
Wave right hand around
Wave left hand around
Wave both hands around
Clap hands together 8 times

Here are the cue calls as I use them for this
dance.
PART A
Cheep, cheep, cheep,
Flap, flap, flap, —
Wiggle, wiggle, wiggle, —
Clap, clap, clap, —
PART B
(Prompt before Part B starts)
Wave your right hand around
now your left
use two hands
now we clap hands
from the top

20 — Extending the Season's Best — Milt and Lorraine Zabaro
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The American
Square Dance Society's

SCHOLARSHIP
FUND
If square dancing is to continue to grow and
prosper, there will be an ever increasing need
for new and trained caller/teachers. A newcomer to the field may learn the hard way, as
many of today's veteran callers learned, by
being apprentices to experienced callers in
their areas or by simply watching others and
learning by doing. The latter method carries
with it the risk of making many mistakes and,
in the process, discouraging and possibly driving many potential dancers out of the activity.
Callers' schools, operating independently,
have been in existence for many years and
each summer at various locations, aspiring
callers sign up for these courses. We have
been aware for some time that there are individuals in areas where no callers or teachers
exist, who could attend a callers' school but
only with some form of financial help. Here,
they would receive training and advice from
experienced leaders and have an opportunity
to start out on the right foot.
In the spring of 1970, Dick and Marge Pentecost of The Dalles, Oregon, were provided
funds by the SIOASDS to attend a callers'
school of their choice. This was the start of our
Scholarship Program.
In the years that followed, more than 63
individuals have received full or partial scholarships to attend a callers' school. At first, the
criteria was based on the individual's talents
and potential in the field of calling and teaching. Eventually, the criteria changed. We
took the stand that an individual who could
make a financial sacrifice and attend a school at
his own expense would undoubtedly gain the
maximum from attending such a course. For
that reason, we limited our scholarships to
those who, in addition to having the right
motives for wanting to call, found it impossible to attend such a school without financial
help. At times we have been aided by special
donations from SQUARE DANCING readers, and, to this date, the Society has contribSQUARE DANCING, December, 1983

uted more than $12,750 to this project.
Here are the names of those who have received scholarship awards.
(1970) Dick and Marge Pentecost. (1971)
Clyde and Ruth Cullings, Joseph Mainini,
Leroy and Carol Foster, Tim Ryan. (1972) Jim
Cholmondeley, Jim Lanier, Henry Lehman,
Allan Marjerison, Clint McLean. (1973) Tom
Winters, Truman Burton, Bob Lockeby, Al
Eblen.
(1974) Bill Gates. (1975) Bernie Baker,
Chuck Meyer, Mike Woods, Bill Lincoln.
(1976) Bill Litchman. (1977) Roy Fulcher, Jo
Clinefelter, Lisa Moore, Gerald Pinkston,
Lester Stahly. (1978) Bill Ellis, William C.
Fage, Douglas B. Foster, Bill Franck, Steven
Moore, Burt Summers, Dale and Arlene
Whiting.
(1979) Murphy Chang, Kim Davis, Danny
and Kara Lynn Greenfield, Bill Jenkins, Terry
Stafford, Marilyn L. Stertz, Frederick W.
Strang. (1980) Terry Cora, Kurt Dinsmore,
Jack Harkins, Cindy Ketzler, Kenneth P.
Miller, Jerry L. Reed.
(1981) Thomas J. Bell, D. Hobert Herron,
V. S. Houston, G. K. McNeal, Richard Tayloe.
(1982) Barry Bartlette, Claude Fightmaster,
Linda Hinton, Greer Jackson, Phil Rowan,
Bill Womack, Don Wood. (1983) Hardy
Rothrock, Jon Sanborn, Frank Gatrell, Tim
Glendening, Carl Dougherty, Judith Hogan.

1984 Scholarship Program
Those wishing to apply for a scholarship
to attend a caller's school of their choice in
1984 may send us a letter explaining why
they would like to enroll and stating
whether or not financial help is necessary.
Address your letter to this publication and
mark it, Attention: Scholarship Fund.
Letters of application should be received no
later than March 15, 1984. No replies or
acknowledgments will be sent unless more
information is needed.
Also, the Overseas Dancers Association
will be accepting applications for overseas
dancers to attend a caller's school. The
SIOASDS will supply limited, matching
funds to make this possible. Write Len
Bergquist, Chairman Overseas Dancers
Scholarship Committee, 14735 Sun Hills
Drive, Colorado Springs, CO 80908.

Best Wishes For a Happy Holiday — Charlie and Bettye Procter — 21

SPOTLIGHT A LABEL

Red Boot Productions
A Growing Concept AL
TF

Red Boot, Red Boot
'Star, Gold Star, J Bar Kay, G&W, Flutterwheel and Pilgrim ring a bell with you, it's
small wonder. They're all part of a single organization — the Red Boot Record Company.
Headquartered in Greeneville, Tennessee, the organization was the brain child of
Don and Mildred Williamson in the early
1960's. As with many record labels, Red Boot
started out with the timely hit — White
Christmas — that has remained a favorite over
the years. Recorded more than 20 years ago
with one dance pattern, it has since been redone as White Christmas #2, with different
and updated choreography. Chances are
you'll be dancing to one version this month.
Two of the Red Boot classics, West Virginia
and Oklahoma, have remained favorites
among dancers and callers and in their two
decades of activity, Red Boot has enjoyed a
number of "hits" — a hit, according to Mildred
Williamson (who claims she's general flunky
for the corporation) is right around 6,000, a
count that makes everyone happy.
Variety is the keynote for Red Boot. A team
of more than a dozen callers are constantly
coming out with new releases on at least one of
the Red Boot labels.
THE RECORD LABELS

And what's so unusual about Red Boot? For
one thing, it has a built-in promotional team
— the Red Boot Boys. Johnny Jones and Mike
Hoose swap leads. When one takes the vocal
lead, the other sings tenor. Wayne McDonald
sings bass and Don Williamson, baritone.
They not only record as a quartet but have
initiated a series of dance/concerts where the
four of them .split an evening of calling and
follow it up with a nondancing song fest,
sometimes backed "live" by their recording
orchestra. At other times they perform with
specially prepared pre-recorded accompaniment.
A Good Combination
The combination of an excellent dance
supported by a relaxing after party concert is
growing in popularity, and the Red Boot Boys
find this type of promotion keeps the Red Boot
name continually in front of the public.
What are the future plans? Wayne
McDonald, national sales director for the
newly re-organized Red Boot Productions,
Inc., says that things look bright and this,
coming from someone whose company is built
solidly around the world of square dancing,
sounds like good times ahead for all who are a
part of this activity.

CALLERLAB members
HELP YOURSELF HELP CALLERLAB
Help SQUARE DANCING Magazine gain subscribers
C QUARE DANCING Magazine is on a subscription drive campaign and Callerlab mem-

bers are helping. As you may have noticed
SQUARE DANCING Magazine has increased in size and scope. Some of the recent
issues have been the largest in this publication's history and, with a number of new fea22 — Christmas Gladness — Mike and Gail Seastrom

tures introduced in the past couple of months,
and others promised for the future, "growth"
is our middle name. Our goal is to bring you
the most complete, the most interesting, the
most professional magazine it is possible for us
to produce.
We know of no better way to reach the
SQUARE DANCING, December, 1983

square dance public than through the two
major methods now in operation. The Sales
Reps Program with its several hundred Reps
(see page 31) has been a valued segment of our
sales force for a number of years. The
Callerlab subscription sales promotion,
started last year, and, as a result, more than
1,200 new subscriptions were produced. For
each one of these subscriptions, a cash payment has been made to Callerlab and for each
subscription sold a registered Callerlab
member receives valuable credit dollars with
which Caller/Teacher Manuals, quantities of
the various handbooks and paid-up subscriptions to the Magazine may be purchased.
Once again, this year, members of
Callerlab who register for this special subscription program will be in line to win one of
the 40 valuable prizes. Starting with two
quality sound systems and a professional column speaker, prizes will include many items
that will be personally valuable and useable to
the Caller/Teacher.

Callers
By now, you will have received your information flyer from Callerlab on this special

program and Sweepstakes. If not, drop us a
line in care of this magazine and the information will be rushed to you. SQUARE DANCING Magazine subscriptions are easy to sell.
If you like SQUARE DANCING, chances are
other dancers and callers in your area will
enjoy it also. All the information necessary to
be a part of this promotion will be sent directly
to callers as their registration has been completed.

Dancers
It may be that your caller/teacher is a
member of Callerlab and has registered for
thisprogram. Why not give him the opportunity to make a pitch to your members and
perhaps increase the readership of SQUARE
DANCING within your group? As a reader, if
you feel this publication has been helpful to
you, then it is also likely to appeal to others
within your group.
This is our one major drive each year to
increase circulation. As the circulation increases, so will features in the magazine be
increased, more color photography be included and extra specials be introduced.
Thank you in advance for your assistance.

SWEEPSTAKES DRAWING
2nd
PRIZE

INCENTIVE PROGRAM
GRAND PRIZE

The caller selling the most subscriptions
earns the Ashton sound amplifier (below).
The seller of the second greatest number of
subs gets this Yak Stack (right).

Winner of the
SWEEPSTAKES
drawing gets this
Clinton Sound
System
(above and left).
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How
Can It
■

Best Serve
Square

Dancing?
and the late, late show is flickering
on the big tube in the living room. Tonight
it's "Ma and Pa Kettle Go To a Square Dance."
Naturally, the title intrigues us and though
we're tired, having been home these past
three hours following our weekly dance with
the Allemande Lefters, we don't want to miss
an opportunity to see our favorite activity on
the screen.
Finally, the titles appear followed by half a
dozen commercials then, whoops — there's
Percy Kilbride and all the friendly folks unravelling the story line for us. We wait. We
wait some more. The scene shifts to the exterior of a barn. We can hear the party sounds
and before entering we know there's a square
dance in progress. The three foot high letters
on the sign outside tell us there's a "Square
Dance Tonight!"
As we move in, we hear the caller shouting
(that's exactly what he's doing, because sound
systems, as we know them, hadn't yet been
introduced and the picture is set some time
during the 20's or 30's). "Ladies to the center,
back to the bar. Gents to the center, make a
right hand star!"
Now the camera moves to a long shot of the
dancers. Most are doing an allemande left and
a right and left grand. Few, as far as we could
see, were making any attempt at a right hand
star. We didn't have too great an opportunity
to watch or listen because now the camera has
zoomed in on the young heroine and one of
her male admirers and, as we listen, he's asking her for a date to attend Sunday's picnic. Ah
ha, now we know why they had a square dance
in the first place. It was the "hook" or business
the director is using to unfold the story. So
TT'S 2:00 AM

much for Ma and Pa Kettle — we're off to bed.
* *
Hollywood's treatment of square dancing
in the movies over the past 40 years has fallen
into this general format. If you want a grand
costume scene where Clark Gable's Rhett
Butler is going to flirt with Vivian Leigh's
Scarlet O'Hara, then you set up a massive
Virginia Reel as a key scene for "Gone With
the Wind." As a square dancer, you wish they
would show more of the dancing but for the
average viewer the setting is appropriate and
the scene most effective. In the film "Giant,"
Elizabeth Taylor stops the caller, the music
and the dancing so that we see an appropriately stunned audience when she announces
the engagement of her son. And so it goes.
Slight Improvement With T.V.
Television has perhaps fared a little better.
A number of productions have included
square dance sequences as a means of establishing a story line. Frequently these segments involve costumed square dancers who
are delighted with the opportunity of appearing on TV and are able to perform on a onetime basis without joining the union, a loop
hole provided by the Taft-Hartley Law.
The whole thing boils down to the fact that
from an entertainment standpoint, neither
commercial motion pictures nor television
have truly taken advantage of the opportunity
to present square dancing with all its color and
audience appeal. In a few instances, square
dancing has had good exposure. One example
was the Phil Donahue show with Lee Kopman
and Dave Taylor at the helm, and, while there
have been others, they have been few and far
between.
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Perhaps square dancing's best potential lies
in the realm of public service television. A
series, produced by the South Carolina Educational Television Organization, and covering the complete Mainstream program was
made available to local public service television channels earlier this year. A few years
ago, a private production company out of
Chicago did an excellent one-shot which followed a nonsquare dancing couple through
their early experiences in square dancing. Up
to this point however, this has just about been
the extent of the exposure.

Do We Need Something Different?
A number of years ago, a 15-minute color
and sound film was produced as a "pilot." It
was a sampler film, illustrating four or five
different types of patterns and featuring a
square of young married couples, eight preteens, a square of teenagers and a square of
old-timers — men and women who were
grandparents and great-grandparents.
When it was produced, it was a good representation of the forms of dancing and costuming popular at that time. It received excellent
exposure throughout North America and
when the State Department purchased the
film rights, and translated the narrative (but
not the calling) into more than six different
languages, it was released through American
Embassies around the world. That film, of
course, is no longer available.
Today there seems to be a need for a film or
a series of films aimed not so much as an
interest-getter for nondancers but as an indoctrination for those entering the activity. As
pointed out in an earlier issue, the new dancer
today finds that most class time is filled to the
brim with learning the basics. As a result,
much of what is important is being omitted.

Time A Factor
Many of today's leaders, callers and experienced dancers alike are unaware of the activity's traditions. The colorful heritage of the
folk dance of America is frequently kept secret
from those who take part in it. The caller, who
once had the time to explain proper styling
and timing, now uses those hours to explain
modern choreography. Stressing the importance of dressing according to accepted
guidelines and outlining club rsponsibilities
are among segments of the learning process
that are simply omitted. As time goes on a

large, growing portion of the square dance
population will be aware of-how TO move
correctly to the music, or how to be a courteous and thoughtful dancer.

The colorful heritage of the
Folk Dance of America is
frequently kept a secret from
those who take part in it.
Since proposing a series of video tapes or
five to 10 minute films as a supporting element
to the teaching process, we have had letters,
phone calls and personal conversations with
those who agree that a series of this type could
be invaluable.
The idea would be to produce about five
short films or video tapes under the best possible conditions. Copies would be made available through local associations to square dance
groups, and particularly to class participants.
These would be scheduled so they would be
shown to class members (and others perhaps)
as the class progresses. Each segment would
include some history and heritage of square
dancing. Each would include segments stressing smooth dancing, pointing out styling fundamentals and utilizing model dancers who
not only would dance correctly but smile and
look as if they were having a great time
which they would be.

Costumes Pace Class
The contemporary dancer models would be
costumed in a manner suitable to the progression of the new dancers in class. Moving
from full skirt, blouse and soft-soled shoes for
the ladies; slacks, long-sleeve shirt and comfortable shoes for the men, the clothing, all in
good taste, would change gradually until in
the final segments, the fancier outfits would
be displayed.
There would be an opportunity to include a
taste of the era of traditional dancing that preceded the contemporary forms. Even though
today's dancers may not have the opportunity
to dance in the manner of yesteryear, they will
be extremely interested in viewing first hand
the authentic mountain dances, the qua-
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drilles, Lancers, contras, and the simple couple dances that were the forerunners to today's choreography.
A ill_
_
rulnutign
our LI iluntuilai 1l eader s,
Lloyd Shaw, Benjamin Lovett and others
are no longer with us, today's dancers should
be reminded of the part they played in bringing square dancing to us.
And what about attitude? It's one thing to
read the do's and dont's of square dancing, to
be reminded by the caller/teacher of the 10
Commandments of Square Dancing in the Indoctrination Handbook, but it's quite a different proposition to watch as these points are
acted out on film. This way a person can grasp
the importance of courtesy on the dance floor,
of never leaving a square once it is formed, of
saying "thank you once the tip is ended.
What is often explained briefly or read in a
book can be forgotten. What one sees, one
usually remembers.

The Idea Unfolds
Slowly but surely, the elements for a film
series are beginning to fall into place. Soon,
we will present an outline of what might be
included in five progressive scripts. Presently, we are trying to determine: Is the number of sequences correct? Should there be
more? What should be included that hasn't
been mentioned thus far? Remember, this is
not to be a teaching series to show individuals
how to execute certain basics. That is the
caller'ss job. The films we are considering can
most effectively explain body mechanics and
cover the steps necessary to execute movements smoothly.
It's one thing to say to a group, you should

RESEARCH MATERIALS
If you have any old movies of square dancing you'd like to share for researching this
project, please drop us a line.
do thus or so, or dress this way rather than
some other way. It's quite another thing to
illustrate the point and show why these
guidelines exist.
What would be most practical — Super 8
millimeter sound films or video tape cassettes? Remember that an average size television set is limited to a fairly small viewing
audience. Setting up a projector and screen on
the other hand might be preferred. How
should the mechanics be arranged so that during class or during a refreshment break, the
film might be shown?
What Means of Distribution
How should distribution be handled —
through Legacy or Callerlab or through existing associations or combined clubs? And how
would something like this be financed? It's
interesting that we mention this last. Perhaps
it's because we feel if the benefits are great
enough — the financing will not be a problem.
All of these things we hope to work out with
the help of your ideas and suggestions. Our
major concern right now is whether or not a
project of this type might help to prolong the
interest of the new dancer and assist in the
learning experience. If we can justify the use
of a pictorial presentation, then all of the
nitty-gritty will simply fall into place. There'll
be more on this and a rough script of potential
segments coming up soon.

WHAT ABOUT SQUARE DANCING
IS MOST PHOTOGRAPHIC?
Have you ever sat high in the stands at a State or National Convention watching

several hundred square dancers skim through their paces? If you were looking down,
chances are you were impressed with the patterns. Were you also impressed with the
way the dancers were moving to music? Did they appear to be having the "fun time"
that we all boast about? What we're getting at, is if square dancing is to be portrayed on
film, what do you feel will encourage others? Just dancers having a good time may not
be the answer. Perhaps, dancers rehearsed to synchronize their movements would be
more effective. What do you think should be considered in order to translate this
activity favorably onto film? Your ideas and suggestions will be appreciated.
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33" National
Square Dance
Convention®
Baltimore, Maryland
June 28, 29, 30, 1984
in '84! What's a shey, Pennsylvania, offering everything from
MOTwo-Fer? That's when you get double a tour of the chocolate factory to band concerts
what you bargained for. For instance, if you and an amusement park. Hop over to New
combine a National Square Dance Convention Jersey and Atlantic City, the Las Vegas of the
with your vacation and they're both great, East.
that's a Two-Fer. Baltimore in '84 offers you a
See some possibilities for a Two-Fer? Get
chance to do just that; read on and you'll see those crinolines packed for travel, we'll be
ready and waiting for you come June, 1984.
what we mean.
Speaking of Seafood
Maryland's slogan is "America in Miniature" because from the forests and mountains
The 33rd National presents Culinary
in the west to the Atlantic beaches of the Delights, a spiral-bound, accurately indexed
Eastern shore, there's plenty to see and do. A cookbook containing over 400 mouthhalf-hour drive from Baltimore takes you to watering recipes. Historic Maryland has been
Annapolis, a charming, old-world town that is captured in beautiful sketches throughout the
the site of Colonial mansions, fine restaurants, text. Priced at $7.00 each, plus $1.50 postage,
sailboat regattas and a bustling, dockside mar- make checks payable to the 33rd National and
ketplace. Continue across the Bay Bridge and mail to: bill and Elaine Fontz, 529 Goucher
in a couple of hours you can enjoy the wide, Blvd., Towson 21204.
Here's a sample recipe for Seafood
clean beaches of Ocean City, Maryland's
popular, family-oriented vacation spot on the Supreme: Take 11/2 cups chopped green onion,
Atlantic. Dotted along the Eastern shore are 2 tblsps. butter, 2 tsps. dry mustard, 11/3 cups
quaint communities where descendents of flour, 4 tsps. salt, 1 tsp. pepper, 1/2 gal. milk, 34
English and Cornish settlers still speak the lb. sharp cheese (cubed), 12 ozs. mushrooms
patois and live much as they did in the early (stems and caps), 2 tblsps. lemon juice, 1 tsp.
days, depending on the water for their liveli- Worcestershire sauce, '/3 cup sherry (optional
hood. (Read James Michener's Chesapeake but good), 4 lbs. assorted seafood (shrimp,
lobster, crab meat and/or scallops) all cooked,
before you come.)
Western Maryland offers a cool retreat for and 1 2-oz. jar chopped pimento. Brown onnature lovers in its many parks, where you can ions in small amount of butter. Mix mustard,
camp or rent a lakeside cabin while enjoying flour, salt and pepper with small amount of
swimming, fishing, hiking or boating.
milk to make a thin paste. Heat remaining
Now That You've Seen Maryland .. .
milk in a large, heavy pan or skillet and stir in
A 45-minute drive south of Baltimore will paste until mixture thickens. Add cheese to
bring you to Washington, D. C.. Pennsylvania mixture and stir until melted. Add remaining
Dutch Country is two hours north of Balti- ingredients and allow to heat through, but do
more with Amish homes and farms that are not boil. Serve over fluffy, hot rice. Serves 16
open to the public. Not too far away is Her- to 20.
DD
ALTIMORE OFFERS TWO-FER

Register NOW for the 33rd National in Baltimore, June 28-30, 1984. A
Registration Form can be found in the center of the October magazine.
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ADVANCED DANCING
by Bill Davis, Sunnyvale, California

A

have not seen discussed to
Ak.any great extent is the frequency of events
in the square dance scene. To my knowledge
no one has conducted any surveys with the
objective of finding out if more individuals are
dancing more frequently now than they did 5,
10, 15, or 20 years ago. In another vein, are
there more dances now? Are there more major
events than in the past? My own opinion is
that there has been a very clear trend toward
more people dancing more frequently. There
are certainly more major events than there
used to be. There are probably more clubs and
open dances in general. We have seen a trend
in our area to somewhat smaller open dances,
but this has been accompanied by an increase
in the number and kind of dances.
How about the dancers themselves?
Twenty years ago only a few dancers danced
more than twice a week. Most danced about
three times per month. Just as a guess, I
would say that in the northern California region perhaps only 30% of the dancers danced
more than six times per month. And probably
less than 10% danced more than eight times
per month. I estimate that today most of the
dancers dance about three to four times per
month (not much different), but 30% now
dance more than eight times per month; and
there are 10% of the dancers who are dancing
12 times per month or more. Nationwide, I
am sure that there are local differences. Some
areas probably have not changed much from
the status of 20 years ago. In other areas, such
as retirement communities, an even greater
increase has been experienced.
Twenty years ago the dancers who went to
events outside their own club functions might
have gone to one or two per year. Now there
are many outside events, and many dancers
who go to one a month or at least every other
month. In the northern California area, there
are more than 12 major (festival-type) events
each year. That is more than one in every
SUBJECT THAT I

month! We already know that the average
dancer dances many more calls than he did 20
years ago. The number of frequently-used
calls has increased over the years at about the
same rate as inflation in our national economy.
What is the significance of these frequency
observations? I have always been interested in
two aspects in this type of situation. The first is
to recognize and determine the frequency
characteristics, and the second is to understand and use that information in some productive way. Quite often (and in the case of
square dancing — usually) it is not clear why
the frequency of a phenomenon has changed.
One can however, speculate. Let's.
More Time For Leisure
Clearest in my mind is the reason for the
increase in the frquency that individuals
dance. I think the reason is that more people
have more leisure time. They have picked up
on the game aspect of square dancing, coupled
that with the social aspect, and have found it to
be a rewarding way to spend their increased
leisure time. So, the same number of dancers
dancing more, tends to produce more events.
This is more likely than fewer, bigger events
because the increase in total dance time
means more people promoting and wanting to
do their own thing in the square dance world.
(In this connection look also at the increase in
the number of record companies and records
released, the number of ads in the magazines,
the number of high quality magazines, etc.
etc.) This seems the normal way of things and
not something that will be stopped or slowed
down on a voluntary basis.
To the extent that these conclusions about
the frequency of events and involvement are
correct, what can/should we do about it?
Should we attempt in some way to turn the
clock back and lower the frequency of everything? I think this would be futile and not what
most would prefer. What then? My own reaction is to see where I best fit into the picture
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and try to use the facts in the most productive
and satisfying manner — for myself as well as
the dancers. Because I enjoy involvement
with square dancers at all degrees of paticipation, I have elected to teach dancers and conduct programs for dancers with a wide range of
involvement (frequency-wise). Each program

has its own rewards. The enthusiasm of lowfrequency dancers is evidenced by their noise
and antics. The enthusiasm of high-frequency
dancers is manifest in their keen interest in
understanding the calls and the choreography. I like 'em both. I would not like to have to
choose between them!

CONTRA T-0)12)LYI $41444411 ►444$
A DifferentRhythm
by Glen Nickerson , Kent, Washington
the round
dancer's square dance. The fitting of the
movements to the measures and phrases of
the music, as in round dancing and the use of
square dance type movements combine to
make an enjoyable dance.
Most contras require the dancer to walk in
what a round dancer would call "one-step
rhythm," that is, one step on each major beat
of the music. However, there are contra
dances that are danced to other than the
one-step rhythm and these dances can enhance a dance program by providing a change
of pace, variety and a different rhythm. One
such rhythm is the waltz.
The following waltz contra dance dates
back to at least the late 1700's. It was included
in an unnamed British Collection of 1802,
complete with musical notation for the tune.
The dance was reproduced in Kentish Hops,
edited by A. Simons of Orpington, England,
and published by the English Folk Dance and
Song Society (EFDSS) in 1970.

C

ONTRA DANCING HAS BEEN CALLED

THE DUKE OF KENT'S WALTZ
Longways Duple Minor
(adapted from Triple Minor)
Right hands across, left hands back

(8 waltz measures) In modern terms this is
translated as right hand star, left hand star back,
each of which takes 4 waltz measures. Since this
is danced as a proper duple minor, (uncrossed)
the actives form the stars with the inactives next
below to make a four hand star.

First couple, taking both hands
Side step down the middle and back
And cast one place

(8 waltz measures) Only the actives step into
the middle and side step, or canter, down the
center for 4 measures, then return up the center
and cast off (or down) one position. At this point
progression has occurred. Some prefer an unassisted cast-off while others allow the inactives
to "hand" the actives around during the cast. The
unassisted cast is most probably the correct form
in keeping with the dance style of the period.
Giving right hand to partner
All balance forward and back and then
Change places, man turning partner under
Repeat with left hand
Each man turns woman below with right hand
Then turns his partner with the left

All dancers join right hands with their partners
and in 4 waltz measures balance toward their
partner (1 meas.) away from their partner (1
meas.) turn the lady under like a box the gnat (1
meas.) and drift slightly apart (1 meas.). The sequence is repeated with left hands joined, turn
the lady under is like a swat the flea. For the
second half, each man faces the lady diagonally
to the right of his partner and turns her right hand
round (a two hand star) and drifts back to place in
the line in 4 waltz measures. Each man then turns
his own partner left hand round (4 measures). As
all dancers come out of the left hand two-hand
star they flow directly into a four-hand right hand
star with the next duple grouping to begin the
sequence again.

The waltz rhythm calls for three steps (step,
step, close) for each measure of music for a
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total of twelve steps to each phrase. Normal
one-step rhythm requires eight steps to the
phrase, so in waltz contra dances you may find
the dancers tending to finish the movement
too soon. Remind them to use up all the music
and, if necessary, travel a little further in the
pattern to accommodate the extra time in the
waltz rhythm. One sign of a good dancer is the
dancer's ability to adjust his movements to fit
the musicalphrase or measure.
Music for waltz contra dancing is in short
supply. While much good waltz music is available, few records are long enough to go
through the dance sequence more than three
or four times. One good waltz record is Love
Makes the World Go Round on Lloyd Shaw
Recordings, #180-45. A good short record is
Fainilie Vals on Folklore Village #FLV 7801.
If you can find it, a Scottish LP, Waltzing with
Jimmy Shand, has twelve bands of good waltz

music. The bands run from four to six times
through the dance sequence. It's on the Waverly label, SZLP #2133.
Add a waltz contra to your repertoire for
the variety and change of pace it offers.
* *

A NEW CONTRA COMMUNIQUE
Mona Cannell of Kettering, Ohio, has undertaken to publish and edit a new contra
newsletter. Entitled, "Contra Conversations," the publication will appear quarterly
and is, according to the editor, "conceived as a
sharing forum of opinions, ideas and information" relating to contra dancing. It will not
include advertising but will be dependent
upon subscriptions, $3.00 per year, and contributions of material from those interested in
this part of the activity. For additional information or to subscribe, write the editor at
2201 Hazelhurst Ct, Kettering, Ohio 45440.

MOSTLY
MODULAR
by Cal Campbell, Ft. Collins, Colorado
I thought I would travel to the
1 other end of the spectrum and talk a little
about Plus program modules. For those of you
who follow this column, don't worry, most of
the feature will continue to concentrate on the
Mainstream area. I just felt it would be interesting to kick in a few Plus modules once in a
while.
Even if you specialize in Mainstream
dances, if you do any amount of guest calling,
you will occasionally be asked to do a Plus tip.
If the rest of the program is Mainstream then
you never know what to expect from the
dancers who join you for that tip. They may be
accomplished at the Plus level or they may be
just getting up to see if they can do it. In either
case, it is very comforting to have a set of
modules that you know work. 1 use the following as floor testers to see what terms we know
in common.
HIS MONTH
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ZS-ZB

ZS-ZL

Heads pass the
ocean
Ping pong circulate
Extend
Right and left thru

Heads pass the
ocean
Ladies trade
Ping pong circulate
Extend
Swing thru
Men run
Bend the line
•

ZB-ZB

ZL-ZL

Touch one quarter
Load the boat
Follow your neighbor Slide thru
Right and left thru
and spread
Touch
Explode the wave
Chace right
Single hinge

Pass the ocean
Swing thru
Girls fold
Peel the top
(ocean wave)
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SQUARE DANCING Magazine's SALES REPS PROGRAM
O ONE IS A BETTER salesperson

for this publication than he who is thoroughly acquainted
1.11 with it and "sold" on it himself. Chances are, there may be dozens of enthusiastic
square dancers in the club you dance with who, like you, are interested in knowing more
about this activity, would like to become better dancers and would enjoy reading
SQUARE DANCING every month. Why not be the one to introduce them to this
publication and, at the same time, gain for yourself cash dividends or points with which
you can earn valuable premiums for yourself, your club or for your caller. For information
on how to become a SQUARE DANCING Magazine Sales Rep, just send your name and
address to the Circulation Promotion Dept. , SQUARE DANCING, 462 N. Robertson
Blvd. , Los Angeles, CA 90048.
A couple of notes on the zeros. The load the
boat zero works very well as a fractional half
zero by cutting out the right and left thru.
When used as a half fractional zero, each couple gets to dance both the inside and outside
portions. The peel the top zero actually ends
up in a tidal wave. If this bothers you, acid two
right and left thrus to put everyone back into
facing lines of four. One more thing — don't
overlook the option of using some equivalents
in place of slide thrus or right and left thrus to
help stretch the material.

ZB-AL

ZL-AL

Swing thru
Touch one quarter
Follow your neighbor Girls fold
Peel the top
Left allemande
Pass thru
Left allemande

ZL-ZB (tz)
Veer left
Crossfire
Single file circulate
Men run
Slide thru
Two ladies chain

ZL-ZB (tz)
Touch a quarter
Triple scoot
Single file circulate
Triple scoot
Men run

There are several Plus calls that are either
true zeros or technical zeros. These are teacup
chain, spin chain the gears and relay the
deucey. I like to interject relay the deucey and
spin chain the gears at any point in the module
where I recognize a normal eight chain thru
formation. Remake the thar works very well as
a half fractional zero.
The above modules are only an introduction to the Plus program. In a few months I'll
explore some of the other terms and also explore some terms from the dance by definition
approach.

EXPERIMENTAL NOTES
Compiled by Ray Rose, Van Nuys, California

FLIP THE WIDGET: From a wave or line: Centers run and roll; new centers tag and touch.
From a static square: Heads square thru four . . . swing thru . . . Flip The
Widget . . . scoot back . . . men run . . . slide thru . . . left allemande.

FAN THE DECK: From parallel (R-H) waves: Centers cast (left) three-quarters as ends
circulate one half; wave of six grand swing thru; center diamond circulate; center four (wave)
cast (left) three-quarters as outside four one half circulate. Ends in parallel waves.
From a static square: Heads square thru four . . . Fan The Deck . . . centers
trade . . . men run . . star thru . . . pass thru . . . trade by . . . slide thru . . .
star thru . . . allemande left.
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CHECKING OUT THE
EMPHASIS CALL
PEEL OFF
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BARBARA: Callerlab has been quite per- and I). Meanwhile, each trailing dancer steps
ceptive in electing some existing calls in the forward (B, E and H) and does a U turn back,
Mainstream program that tend to confuse us
even when we're on our toes. In this, the final
month of the year and the final quarter for
1983, let's take a look at Peel Off.
JOE: In the definition, it is stated that the
movement can be done from a setup with one
couple following another (A), a box circulate
(D) or a Z formation (G).
BARBARA: Quoting from the definition, it
states that each lead dancer turns away from
the center of the starting formation (B, E, and
H), walks in a semi-circle and steps forward to
become an end dancer in the new line (C, F,
32 — Let the Bells Chime and Rejoice — Betty Terry

turning away from the center of the starting
formation to become the center dancer of the
new line (C, F, and I).
JOE: As you can see from the diagrams,
from one couple following another, the ending formation is a line of four (C). From a box
circulate, the dancers have taken a step forward to adjust to a two-faced line (F). And,
from a Z, the ending formation is a two-faced
line (I).
BARBARA: Once we understand that despite the starting setup, the action is
similar in each instance, we stop having problems.
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TENDERFOOT
CHRISTMAS
By Edwin L. Dodds, Pueblo, Colorado
'Twas the night before Christmas
and all thru the hail
Not a skirt was swishing nor did a foot fall.
The boots and slips were all placed with care.
In the hopes of next dance night for us to wear.
01' Grumpy and I with our Basic Handbook
Had just settled in to give it a look.
When out in the lot there arose such
a clatter,
I rushed to the door to see what was the
matter.
And what to my wondering eyes should give
pause,
But a jolly round caller and eight tiny taws.
His eyes they did twinkle
and his manner was sage;
He spoke not a word
but went straight to the stage.
He put on a record and picked up the mike
And began to call
like I've ne'er heard the like.
With a do sa do and a left allemande
All the dancing and laughter
and friendship began.
Box the gnat, wheel and deal,
right and left thru;
You'd be surprised, not one call we blew.
We promenaded with the gal we got . . .
When all of a sudden the music stopped.
And I heard him exclaim
as he circled left out of sight,
Merry Christmas to all,
and to all a good night. *
*With apologies to Clement C. Moore.
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A FESTIVE REUNION

W

there's scarcely a club
two years old or older that hasn't an
alumnae group made up of individuals who,
though supportive of square dancing, are inactive for one reason or another. Perhaps because of the loss of a partner or an illness, but
whatever the reason, they have fond recollections of friendships made during their years as
active club members.
Several clubs, traditionally, invite past
members, even though they may no longer be
dancing, to attend the Christmas dance or
perhaps a non-dancing holiday party. You
might think about it.
E VENTURE TO SAY

BADGE OF THE MONTH

Cracker Jacks
PHIL KOZLOWSKI

16

The Cracker Jacks were formed in September, 1982, with a charter membership
of 30 dancers. Dancing on Tuesday nights,
a multi-level program is featured with the
Plus program on the first Tuesday of each
month, Mainstream on the second Tuesday, Plus again on the third Tuesday,
Mainstream and Experimentals on the
fourth Tuesday and an all-singing call program on the fifth Tuesday. Something for
everyone! The club dances at the Wyoming
Police Association Activity Center in Wyoming, Ohio.
The badge is white with red stripes and
red lettering (reminiscent of the edible
Cracker Jacks' printing). A threedimensional, gold square dance couple and
a blue circular name plate are attached.

Joyous Holiday Season — Frank and Ethel Grundeen — 33

QUICKIE
CHRISTMAS DECORATIONS
by Jessie Hartley, Agoura, California

W

designed for Christmas
tree ornaments, these easy-to-make seasonal decorations could be used as special
name tags for a holiday party, mementos to
gift your club members, or hall decorations
hung from wire strung across the walls or on a
small tree or bare branch.
Three patterns are given here but with very
little experimentation you will probably create some original pictures. Come to think of it,
the idea could be adapted to any season or
theme simply by selecting appropriate designs.
You can make these squares larger or smaller than I suggest. You will need one square of
canvas or plastic with holes (both available in
hobby and craft shops) for each decoration.
The patterns shown were worked with yarn
in a continental stitch from right to left and
from top to bottom. My suggested colors are:
x = red
• = white
• (small dot) = flesh or pink
❑ = black
+ = yellow
= brown
HILE ORIGINALLY

ttt

The candle fits
easily within
a 2" x 2" square.
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A Santa face makes up well in a 3" x 3" square.
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The background may be filled in with any
color of your choosing.
Once the stitchery is completed, add a ribbon hanger and glue a felt square to the back
to hide your work.
You'll find these make up very quickly and
are fun to do. Why not get several of your club
1T1embers to join in?
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A rocking horse needs width.
31/2" x 3" works well.
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A RECAP

GET TO KNOW
THESE
ORGANIZATIONS
The Dancers
Walkthru has presented a monthly column on various square dance organizations
which serve a broad segment of the activity.
Compiled by Dave Senko of Daingerfield,
Texas, these combined columns comprise a
knowledgable background of square and
round dance strength. We suggest this information be retained for future reference.
Here, for your information, is a quick
rundown of what was included and when it
appeared:
January — East Texas Association (given as
a representation of all State Associations;
Dave Senko is a member of this association)
February — Legacy
March — Callerlab
April — Roundalab
May — The Lloyd Shaw Foundation
June — The National Square Dance Convention Executive Committee
July — Universal Round Dance Council
August — Overseas Dancers Association
September — NASRDS (suppliers)
October — Square Dancers of America
(Rose Parade Float)
November — Single Square Dancers, USA
In addition, Dave covered (but we did not
include) CROWD (now discontinued), The
American Square Dance Society (this magazine is the official publication of the Society),
Listening Posts (now a part of Legacy), and
Area Publications and Periodicals (a Directory
of these appears each June in this publication).
Again, our thanks to Dave Senko for his
helpful research.
1E1OR THE PAST 12 MONTHS,

r

SQUARE DANCE

PUBLICITY
91,HERE ARE MANY WAYS to

approach the field of
square dance publicity. The end result is
to get a story printed, to attract new people to
beginner classes and to let the nondancing
world know about this recreation — all done,
of course, in good taste.
Here is a novel approach which paid offas it
appeared in the Los Angeles Herald Examiner daily newspaper in September, during
Square Dance Week. It is shared by David
Haskell of La Crescenta, California, who
commented, "Most of us tend to be square or
at least formal in publicity releases. Here's an
approach that may bring a smile to your lips."

Today
"Square dancing?" wondered our beatnik
friend doe. "You mean like the foxtrot and the
box step and all that other middle-class,
gray-flannel white bread? Man, I just can't dig
that stuff."
"No, Daddy-O," we said (in the only argot
he could understand). "You are way, way out
on this one. We're blowing no Arthur Murray
gig here. Square dancing, baby — not dancing
squares. It's like pure Americana, a communal
incarnation of the cosmic rythmiosity of the
universe. Proletarian all the way, my friend.
Grab your partners, do si do. Endsville."
"I'm hip, brother, but I understand not the
intricacies of said terpsichory. Where might I
learn this groovy art?"
"Canoga Park is the place to take your face.
The Jubileer Square Dance Club is starting a
new beginner s class this very p.m. at the hour
of 7:30. Columbus Jr. High, 22250 Elkwood
Street is the locale and remember to BYOP."
"BYOP? Hip me, chum."
"Bring your own partner, and dig the
phone: 349-8080."

WHERE DO THE IDEAS COME FROM? While some of the articles that appear in the
Walkthru are generated by staff members and office research, most of the proven ideas
published are submitted by square dancers from all over the world. A theme, thoughts about
decorations or refreshments, after-party games and many other topics that fit this section come
from you. We can always use more and appreciate your willingness to share with others.
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By Ed Butenhof, Rochester, New York

IF

of traditional
'square dancing, at least in the minds of most
present day dancers, it's "dip and dive." Judging by the frequency with which it appears in
square dance books of 40 years ago or so, the
same was true then. There are many, many
versions — another sign of popularity.
The source of the two related dances featured this month is "All-American Square
Dances" by Allemande Al Muller — 1941.
THERE'S ANY FIGURE TYPICAL

DUCK AND DIVE
Music: "Little Brown Jug" is recommended. It's
presented as a singing call but is just as useable
as patter.
First couple lead out to the right
Swing four hands around and round
First couple circle once and a half with the
second couple.
Duck and dive six in line
Hurry up there you're way behind
No you're not you're right on time
Duck and dive six in line
Second couple arches and first dives through.
Then first arches and fourth couple dives
through. Fourth then arches for second. This
continues until the first couple is on the outside
facing the second as at the beginning.
Duck to the next and circle four
First dives through second again and goes to
third.
Circle four halfway round
Duck to the next circle four
Circle four hands round and round
First couple now circles once and a half with
couple four.
Duck and dive six in line
Hurry up you're way behind
No you're not you're right on time
Duck and dive six in line
Duck to your place allemande left
Same as before, everybody now at home.
Grand right and left
Arid enoughpgttPr to gn .q// the way arc)! ind
then repeat dance for second, third and fourth
couples.

Incidentally, the same dance with different
.36

—

words appears on Folkcraft 1332 as "Redwing,"
probably one of the more popular singing calls
of all time.
DUCK FOR THE OYSTER
Music: "Little Brown Jug" is recommended.
First couple lead to the right
Swing four hands round and round
First couple lead right and circle once and a
half.
Duck for the oyster duck for the clam
Duck for the hole in the old tin can
First couple ducks through an arch made by
the second and backs out again. Then the second ducks under the first in the same manner.
The first then goes through and drops hands with
the second and goes on to the third.
On to the next circle four
The first goes through the same sequence
with the third and then through it again with the
fourth. The second, third and fourth couples then
lead through the same pattern.

In New York and I'm sure elsewhere, the
"duck through the hole in the old tin can" is
done in "dishrag" fashion. That is, the duck
through is done without dropping hands. The
first couple dives through and backs under
their own arching arms. They then pull the
other couple through that same arch. The
other couple goes under their own arms and
the circle is reformed without ever dropping
any hands. This method is useable with onenight-stands. Its challenging, but possible.

EXHIBITION IDEAS
Much of the spectacular choreography
that attracts attention was created decades
ago. In contemporary square dancing, variety stems from the unexpected, moving
from ocean waves into facing lines, grids or
circles. The great variety of patterns involving stars and other eye catchers will be
found in the notebooks of callers who have
been around awhile. If you have "unusuals"
to share please send them along.

We Wish You a Happy Holiday — Ed and Barbara Butenhof
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by Kaye Anderson, Jackson, Missouri
are taking then you should have more questions which
lessons, do they hesitate to ask ques- you need to ask,Please ask them!
Allow me to share some insights about how
tions? Probably because they think, "If I ask a
question, the other couples will think I'm not people learn. According to today's scholars we
very smart;" or "I'm the only one who doesn't are constantly trying to make sense out of our
get it. I guess they're all smarter than I am." environment, so we build constructs which
Actually, both statements are based on erro- make our observations and experiences fit together reasonably and rationally. This has
neous beliefs!
First of all, you aren't the only one who been described as "schema theory," wherein
doesn't get it. Rather, like you, the others we individually construct a mental framework
simply may be too bashful to ask questions. If for understanding something.
Incomplete Schema
you will be brave and risk asking your quesApparently, no matter who you are, each of
tions, you'll not only do yourself a favor but
you'll be helping out a friend who, at the same your schema is incomplete. The less experitime, is most likely puzzled about the very ence you have with something, the less complete that schema is. As you gain more inforsame thing.
Secondly, you don't demonstrate igno- mation, you are able to "fill in empty slots of
rance by asking a question. On the contrary, your schema. When you encounter something
you are rather bright to identify what it is that that doesn't match the schema you have conyou don't know. It is not just a good thing to structed, you say to yourself, 'Hey, wait a
ask questions, it is absolutely essential for minute. That doesn't make sense!" When that
learning. Consider these statements: "The happens, you should listen to yourself and ask
door to the temple of wisdom is the knowledge a question. The problem is not that you are
of your own ignorance." The ability to ask dumb — you are operating logically and rathe right question is more than half of the tionally. There simply needs to be an adjustbattle of finding the right answer." — From ment in your schema, your operating image,
Teacher's Treasury of Stories for Every Oc- your belief.
As an example, in my beginning round
casion by Dale M. Baughman.
While it is true that some people learn to dance group the couples learn the figure
round dance faster than others, the reason is walk-face initially from the semi-closed posinot that some are brighter. The vast majority tion. A notion that is easily developed is that
of adults have the ability to learn to dance. The face means to turn one-quarter in, to end
difference is primarily that some have a facing your partner. I stress that on the face
stronger background in dancing-related con- movement you must step forward, blending
cepts than others. For example, some people to face your partner as you conclude that sechave developed a good sense of rhythm by ond step. Sometimes, people correlate face
listening to music, playing an instrument, with the through movement, since from the
singing or prior dancing experience. That is semi-closed position face and through are
simply the way life is. If your background of often identical. This becomes their operating
experience lacks dancing-related concepts, image, or schema.

W

HY, WHEN NEW ROUND DANCERS
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A problem emerges when the couple is in
banjo position and they are cued walk-face. It
would not present a problem for a man, since
his movement would be the same whether he
begins in semi-closed or banjo position. However, if the woman believes that face is like
through, then she'll typically step backwards
with her right foot (as she should do) and then
turn to step through and blend to face. It
results in an awkward movement and tangled
feet! On the other hand, if she walks backwards with her right foot and also walks backwards with her left foot, blending to face as she
completes that second step, the figure feels
smooth and comfortable, as it should.
The example of doing a figure incorrectly

Reatha and Leo Lange,
Mountain Home, Idaho

for
.111Leo and Reatha Lange, active participants
in the activity since 1945. Square dancing began, for them, in Denver, Colorado. Two
years later an Air Force transfer took them to
Sacramento, California, and four years later
they were enroute to Erding, Germany. It
was here the Langes started round dance lessons which, upon their return stateside in
1955, led to the formation of the Shuffler
Square and Round Dance Club in Idaho. Leo
and Reatha have been members ever since.
With two sons interested in learning to
dance, the Langes decided to organize classes
for children, ranging in age from 5 to 13, at the
Mountain Home AF Base and the USO. Soon
these groups were staging benefit dances, performing for the Elk's Rehabilitation Center in
Boise and appearing on television.
In 1961, Leo was elected to the Board of
OUND DANCING IS FULL TIME ENJOYMENT
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was entirely logical and rational, but it was
logical and rational in relationship to an incomplete or incorrect schema. To rectify the
error, it is essential to alter the schema. This
can often be done by clearing up the misconception — which probably will necessitate
asking a question.
In conclusion, if your question-asking
schema is out of focus, then you need to replace your beliefs with some new ones more in
keeping with the way learning takes place,
such as: "Smart people ask questions" and
"The only dumb question is the one you refuse
to ask." So, get your question-asking schema
adjusted properly and start asking those
questions!

Directors of the Intermountain Square and
Round Dance Association and held office until
being transferred to the Philippines. While on
Mactan Island he taught squares and rounds
to an all-Filipino group and traveled the
islands giving exhibitions. The Mayor of Lapu
Lapu City presented him with a plaque of
gratitude for his interest in the community.
The next move was to Charleston AFB
where the Langes continued to dance and
teach. Today, in Mountain Home, once again,
Reatha and Leo conduct beginner and intermediate classes annually. They also cue
rounds for square dance clubs. For the past 11
years this dedicated couple have been leaders
and teachers for the Kings and Queens Round
Dance Club, Struttin' A Rounders Intermediate Round Dance Club, the Jet Twirlers and
the Sagebrush Shufflers.
Members of Roundalab and URDC, Leo
and Reatha guest cue regularly at the Silver
State Festival in Reno, and are in demand to
conduct workshops at other special events.
They have taught at a number of Nationals.
You might also keep a lookout for the
Lange's Traveling Dancers. Known as the
LTDs, this group has 50 active couple members who dance their way around the country.
Future plans include trips to Canada and Hawaii. Leo and Reatha have also choreographed
three dances — all have been chosen at one
time or another as Round of the Month in
Idaho. They are Our Dream, Last Cheaters
Waltz and Paper Roses.
0 0 0
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By Jac and Yvonne Fransen, The Hague, The Netherlands
What is it that caller/leaders overseas, oceans away from most sources of
square dance information, hunger for? Everything! If they are able to read
English, they have access to the same books and periodicals as callers in North
America. If they can afford the expense and the time and if they understand
spoken English, they can attend a caller's school in America, or possibly one
somewhere in Europe. Not all foreign-speaking square dance leaders are this
fortunate and for them dedicated leaders have turned out textbooks and note
collections in other languages. Here are some English translations of a series of
notes in the Dutch language aimed at callers and teachers in The Netherlands.
You will see from them the essence of the type of material that the Dutch leaders
long for. We have excerpts from the collection and quote from the material
almost verbatim – editor.
ONCERNING THE LEARNING PROCESS: As we accept that learning to become a
caller, cuer or leader is a constant process of analyzing and developing
one's own skills, we must find guidelines to help this process. When
attending a caller's school or clinic, the teacher can explain where to look for
and how to use available material. Reading and absorbing the written material
is the student-caller's responsibility. The teacher can, and is willing to, illustrate the material with his or her own practical experiences. These experiences
are very valuable and important for self-study, and in many cases will provide
the right interpretation of the written word.
For this reason, it is important to attend leader's sessions and caller's schools
whenever and wherever they are conducted. Listen closely to the person who
is speaking and take notes. Later, analyze your notes and convert them into
your own words so they are ready to be used when you need them.
During the period between these learning sessions, time should be spent
reading books and articles on the various subjects. It is important to read and
study whatever you can lay your hands on. While some articles may appear
meaningless when first read, quite frequently some of the material which
appeared useless becomes important to you later on. It may be that your future
success depends upon the knowledge you were storing up.
FIRST THINGS FIRST — ASKING QUESTIONS: Make a point of analyzing your skills in order to determine where you need improvement. It just may
be that you are hungry for information on a particular subject. You might wish
to specialize in a specific field. These are reasons for searching for information
and they are good reasons, when you are attending a caller's school or clinic, to

c
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ask questions. On this point, it's important that you first determine exactly
what it is that you want to know and then decide who it is that is the authority in
this particular field, and seek that individual out.
Don't take on too many subjects at one time. Determine those that are most
important to you and go after them. The subjects that appear to be less
important to you now may simply be taken care of during your learning
process. When asking questions, be as clear as possible, writing the questions
out on paper first so that you will know what you need answered. Sometimes
it's possible to come up with different answers to the same question and both or
all of them may be correct, depending upon the viewpoint of the person who is
giving the answers.
BE PATIENT: Going after information you need in order to become a caller

ABOUT THE AUTHORS: Our contributors this month are as dedicated a
square dance couple as you will find anywhere. Residents of The Hague in The
Netherlands, Jac and Yvonne Fransen are accomplished teachers, leaders,
dancers and callers. With a background offolk dancing, music and calling, the
Fransens spend considerable time and expense each year in overseas travel,
coming to the United States to attend caller's schools, the Callerlab Convention
and Legacy to absorb knowledge which they take home with them and, in turn,
pass along to their Dutch friends. This chapter in the Caller's Notebook is just
one of the examples of information sharing taken on by Jac and Yvonne.
may take considerable time but sooner or later all the pieces will begin to fall
into the right places. It's helpful at times to get together with a group of other
individuals who are learning to call and compare notes, discussing the material
each has gathered. Find a mentor, an individual whom you feel has the
necessary authority on the subject, and ask that person to lead the discussion.
Make an effort to develop a satisfactory final statement, set of guidelines or
solution. And, because others will be interested in the research results,
forward your findings to the local caller's school or caller's organization so those
attending the course later will derive benefits from your efforts.
GUIDANCE: Those leaders in the training departments of local, national
and international organizations have an open ear for questions and are usually
ready and willing to provide helpful answers. Don't hesitate to talk to them or
send them a letter. While you may not always receive a reply, the very fact that
you put forth the effort to place the question on paper as clearly as possible will
help to sharpen the knowledge you possess.
KEEPING NOTES: Always have a pencil and paper handy. When attending
a leadership session, don't trust your memory. Take notes. Or, if more convenient, once the talk is over, have a personal conversation with the speaker,
particularly if he or she is someone whose views you are interested in. Notetaking is one of the most important aids to self-education. Having your note pad
and pencil handy when reading special articles and books on the subject of
calling will fill the same purpose. Notetaking is an art that you can develop.
Don't try to take down the entire speech or conversation. Chances are, if you
are writing too much, you will miss some of the lecturer's most important
statements. Try to recognize special portions of the talk where the speaker's
intonations and emphasis on certain words underline what is considered to be
important. Include these points in your notes. As you listen to the speaker, try
to mark "key" words. You may wish to look these up later or discuss them with

the speaker after the presentation.

OUESTIONS: Agyou listen, if questions are permitted and something is not
clear, take advantage of the opportunity and speak up. Be sure to note the
reactions of the audience and the lecturer to your intervention. Don't be silent
if you wish to make a point, and then complain afterward.
On the other hand, be sure that questions and comments are welcome
before you make them in front of the entire assembly.
In instances where the talk is being given before an organized session, those
in charge of the meeting should appoint a qualified individual to take notes of
the speech to be transcribed and distributed to the participants after the
session. If the speech has been prepared beforehand, perhaps the lecturer will
have copies available for distribution. This, of course, allows the listeners to
pay undivided attention with the knowledge that they will be able to read the
speechlater on.
TAPE RECORDERS: When permissible the use of a tape recorder during a
training lecture is an ideal way to store information. First, it permits you to give
full attention to the speaker. Second, it gives you the opportunity to study the
talk more thoroughly once you arrive home, catching those words or phrases
which the speaker has emphasized. It's important, however, to ask permission
before you set up your recorder. Occasionally an individual will prefer not to be
recorded and, if this is ignored, may limit the information included in the
planned speech.
Asking the speaker for permission may not be enough. Be sure the organizers ofthe meeting wish to grant permission. Sometimes tape recorders cause
a distraction. It is important if you do set up your recorder to make sure the
equipment runs silently — no motor rumble. Occasionally, on some recorders
and tapes, an alarm will sound when the tape runs to the end. This, and the
noise of changing tapes, sometimes can be detracting. To avoid adjusting the
knobs and stopping the tape during a session, use long-running cassettes or
reels that will easily cover the entire session.
Be aware of the courtesy required when using a tape recorder. What may be
an advantage for you, could be a disadvantage for others who hope to gain from
the meeting. And, a final never. Never plug your recorder into equipment
which is not yours. Sponsors of large meetings frequently get permission from
the speaker to make one master recording of the entire event. Then, they
either allow others to borrow or retape from the master or make copies
available at a price for those who wish them.
Once the session is over and you have returned home, as soon as possible
review your notes and listen to the tapes if you have them. There will be some
suggestions you will wish to use immediately. Fine, make note of them. There
may be other material for which you don't have an immediate need. Don't
throw it away! Make a reference note so when you require this specific
information later on, it will be available.
Begin using the information. Apply it to your calling and teaching as quickly
as possible so that you become more familiar with it. As you apply the
knowledge related to your calling or teaching, make a point of taping yourself.
Then, listen to the tape in order to note your progress. You may have to do this
over and over again until you achieve the desired effect. Self-evaluation is a
most important form of learning. Don't hesitate to discuss your study with your
partner. He or she will likely be as interested in your endeavors as you are.

Don't be easy with self-evaluation. When others critique you, they can be
severe, so look at yourself impersonally and work to become the very best.
PRACTICE, Practice, practice: The calling and cueing of dances is the
most visible skill that you perform for others. Practice vocal ability, pitch,
projection, articulation, clarity and showmanship, in front of a mirror. See how
you appear to others. Tape your practice sessions and analyze the audible
results. If you have access to a video recorder, set up the equipment as you're
practicing and get the full result, of how you look and how you sound when you
are performing.
Work your choreography thoroughly at home as part of your practice session. Use checkers for the dancers, moving them around to follow a call or,
better yet, learn to use diagrams, which have the advantage of being there for
you to check afterward. Watch for body flow and smoothness, not just for a
portion of the dancers but for all eight dancers. Strive for variety and determine the degree of difficulty your dancers may have with the material you are
preparing. Design your own choreography on all the basics, using up to 10
basics at any given time. Make your choreography as interesting as possible,
mastering as many getin and getout modules as you can.
Working with diagrams and checkers has its limitations so in order to find
out what the dancers prefer, find a group of friends who will work with you
during "live" practice sessions.
GUEST TIPS: As a developing caller, you may have opportunities from
time to time to call a guest tip at a dance where another caller is in charge.
When asked, be modest, be natural. Taking this opportunity to show off won't
help you in your development. Showing offwill most likely spoil your performance and create the impression that you are trying to compete with the group's
regular caller. If you allow this to happen, there's a good chance you won't be
asked to call a second time. First impressions are often lasting impressions.
Don't try to impress the dancers with some intricate choreography that might
possibly cause the squares to break down. By using good judgment and aiming
to keep everyone dancing, you will be remembered as a thoughtful, intelligent
caller.
Your learning experience never stops — no matter how long you have been
calling. One even learns from inexperienced individuals (in such instances, you
occasionally learn what not to do as well as what to do). Again, attend as many
training sessions, caller's schools, special lectures as possible. Read all the
books and articles that will add to your development, as a caller and as a
teacher.
Participate and support the entire activity which includes the local associations that are working hard to promote the activity. Cooperate with others by
sharing your knowledge and ideas. Realize the benefits you derive from the
activity and then make every effort to return payment with your own interest,
ideas and enthusiasm, for this phase of the activity is, indeed, a two-way street.

Editor's Note: It's easy to see that many of the concerns of an overseas caller
correspond closely to those of his North American counterparts. Of a special
importance is the advice to take notes — written or recorded — and then to refer
back to them from time to time as the individual's capacity to learn has been
enlarged. Not all advice on calling is understood thoroughly until a person has
reached a certain plateau of comprehension. That point may be just around the
corner or it may be months or years into the future.
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OOKING FOR SOME IDEAS for

your next square
Ldance outfit? Bev Warner of Saginaw,
Michigan, sends along these fashion photographs and write-ups of two active dancing
couples from her area. Too bad we don't have
color to show the bright red and white in one
outfit and the delicate lavender and white in
the second costume
Marge and Frank Beatty
Marge Beatty has three loves, sewing,
dancing and husband, Frank, not necessarily
in that order. The ever-popular Authentic pattern #317 was used to make a peasant-style
dress. Marge chose white broadcloth for the
bodice, sleeves and underskirt with homemade red seam binding as trim. The overskirt,
midriff and belt are of a red, floral calico. The
same fabrics were used with Authentic pat-

Marge
and
Frank
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Don
and
Bernice

tern #278 for Frank's shirt. Marge says her
husband encourages her to sew as many
dresses as she likes because with each dress he
gets a matching shirt. The Beattys are members of the Flint Motivator Square Dance
Club.
Bernice King and Don Mahi
Bernice King chose a C&C Original pattern
for her mom to make this lacy, sheer lavender
dress. The v-neck bodice is lined and accented with lavender bows. Eight gores were
cut to make the skirt swirl, with lace from
waist to hemline between each gore. 121/2
yards of white lace were used as trim. Don
Mahl, Bernice's dancing partner, is matched
to a tee with a lavender shirt and white trousers, tie and shoes. And speaking of tees,
Bernice is an avid golfer.
Merriest of Christmases — Ken and Sharon Kernen — 43

HORSESHOE
TURN

AN A-1 MOVEMENT
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that not all A-1 movements are difficult, they simply become a
challenge to the individual because they add
one additional definition for the dancer to
learn. Here is the Callerlab definition for
Horseshoe Turn:
Starts from completed double pass thru or
trade by formation, to end in eight chain thru.
Outsides cloverleaf while the centers partner
tag (face partner and pass thru).
Follow the definition as we take a look at
OMEONE ONCE SAID

May Your Holidays Be Happy — Bruce and Mary Johnson
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Horseshoe Turn, starting from two different
setups. First, from a completed double pass
thru (1) the two couples in the lead cloverleaf
(2) while the other two turn to face their partner (quarter in) then pass thru (3) until the
movement ends in starting eight chain thru
formation (4).
Our second example starts from a trade by
formation (5). Again, following the definition,
the leading (outside) couples cloverleaf (6)
while the centers quarter in (turn to face their
partner) and pass thru (7) to end the action in
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eight chain thru formation (8).
This is a relatively simple action involving
Mainstream movements. Sometimes, as in
Horseshoe turn, it's simpler to learn the
movements once you have seen them. That is
the purpose behind Style Lab. When a problem arises as to the correct method of going
through a traffic pattern, a close study of a
group of pictures will often set the record
straight. During the coming year, we plan to
run movements from various programs and
hope they will be helpful to you.

May Peace and Joy Be Yours — Ray and Margaret Orine -- 45
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(CC) - Contra Corner; (CM) - Caller of the Month; (CN) - Callers' Notebook; (CQS) Callerlab Quarterly Selections; (D) - Discovery; (EN) - Experimental Notes; (FC)
Feature Caller; (G&K) - Gavel and Key; (LADIES) - Ladies On The Square; (0) - Obituary;
(PC) - Pro & Con; (POP) - Public Opinion Poll; (PP) - Publication Profile; (PRD) - Paging
the Roundancers; (RM) - Roundancer Module; (SPLB) - Spotlight A Label; (SL) - Style
Lab; (TGL) - Take a Good Look; (TT) - Traditional Treasury; (VS) - Vox Salt atoris;
(WKTHR) - Walkthru; (W) - Workshop.
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learning to call squares. Sometimes they can
be persua
. If
they continue together, they will no doubt be
strong contenders for the longest dancing
partnership; certainly they qualify for the
youngest.
The Caller, Memphis
Texas
Joel White of DeSoto, Tracy Lea Hewitt
from Sequin and Robert Chris Armstrong of
Vidor were awarded the 1983 Frank Monk
Memorial Teen Scholarships at this year's
Those with items of special interest
State Festival in Houston. The awards are
should send them to NEWS EDITOR,
given to students who have shown their dediSQUARE DANCING, 462 No. Robertson
cation to square dancing in many different
Boulevard, Los Angeles, Calif. 90048.
ways and have been recommended by their
Letters will be read and appreciated
peers and adults from their area.
although time may not allow the perThe Texas Star
sonal acknowledgment of each one.
Colorado
Al Horn speaks a universal language. No
.tr,oxePoti,v4.,
matter where in the world he entertains, he's
Tennessee
"They started young," is surely an under- understood . . . He's called in every state but
statement. Misty Jones, age 9, and Mark the Carolina's, in Saudi Arabia, Japan, Australia, New Zealand, England and Switzerland . . . Horn started square dancing in 1956
while stationed with the military in Hawaii
. . . Since then, he has taught between 4,000
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Misty Jones
and
Mark Hickey

Photo by George
and Wanda Jones

Hickley, age 10, dance together. Misty has
been dancing since she could walk. Mark is
currently taking round dance lessons and
SQUARE DANCING, December, '83

SIOASDS scholarship winners, Tim and Jan Giendening, from Ord, Nebraska, are joined by Frank and
Barbara Lane and Frank's secretary, Daramis Montz,
after attending Frank's caller's school, Estes Park, CO.
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and 5,000 persons to square dance. His wife,
Donna, operates a square-dance recording
company in Denver. Their son, Gary, 17 years
old, is also a square dance caller.
— from "Grit"

Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday nights we
have a beginner tip. This introduction to
square dancing helps build enthusiasm and
also reminds the current dancers that they
were beginners at one time. Some visitors
have commented that the Community House
is "a square dancers' breeding ground." We
do have fun here! — Toots Richardson

Louisiana
After 30 years of providing enjoyment to
area dancers, Chuck Goodman will retire at
the end of this year. Chuck started calling in
1953, providing his own accompaniment by
playing a banjo ukelele. Later he called for an
average of 13 clubs a month and for nine years
had his own square dance band. He was one of
the coordinators and callers for the television
program "TV Time," in New Orleans for oneand-a-half years, recorded on Bogan records,
was first president of the Callers Club, has
conducted classes for callers, is a member of
Callerlab, has called at many festivals and influenced square dancers abroad through tapes
he sent to Saudi Arabia and Cairo. He has
received many, many awards over the years.
In 1974 LSU asked Chuck and his wife, Opal,
to write an article on their square dance activities and this was placed in a capsule to be
opened in 100 years. Chuck is retiring from
calling but never from helping the activity.
— Hoedown Hotline
Jr. and Toots Richardson, Director of the Community
Pennsylvania
House, and callers and taws, Peggy and Dean Rogers
and Judy and Toby Thomanson, from Texas, part of the
Through the efforts of Village Square
summer staff at Red River, New Mexico.
Dancers who have entertained residents, staff
and visitors at the Hickory House ConvalesNew Mexico
cent Home in Downington over the last three
Approximately 4,000 people visited the years, the Activity Director at the Home is
Red River Community House this past now "schooling" to become a square dance
summer. 50% of them were square dancers caller for handicapped persons. Square dancand we like to feel the other 50% were poten- ing will then be used as a form of therapy, as
tial square dancers. During our dances on well as entertainment, for the residents. As
Harry and Dorothy Waters
and caller George and Anne
Drier from California joined
with the Fjord Frolickers of
Oslo, Norway, and their
club instructor, Kjell
Vardenaer, for a "fun" night
of dancing.

the saying goes, "It does feel good when you
do a good deed for others." — Gussie Irons
Ontario
The Toronto & District Square Dance Association sponsored a day at Canada's Wonderland (similar to the United States' Disneyland) in September. 1,200 dancers attended,
enjoyed the rides and shows and danced from
Jane Jaffray
12:00 noon to 6:00 pm.

Vickie and
George, surrounded by Joan
and Robert
Springall, who
stood up with
them at their
wedding in
British Columbia.

dancing well-wishers. Vickie and George met
at a square dance a year ago and are the first
couple to be married at a square dance on
Vancouver Island. "We felt if we met this way,
we might as well get married the same way,"
Vickie said, and added, "I think it is romantic." — R.S. Thierstein
A tip of Siamese squares is danced under the unusual
West Germany
petticoat-decorated ceiling in Illinois.
During June and July the Stintfang Square
Photo by Mrs. Max James
Dancers from Hamburg made a five-week trip
to the United States. 39 dancers participated in
the National Square Dance Convention in
Illinois
Our dance in Effingham over Labor Day Louisville and then visited Illinois, Oregon,
found us with a difficult accoustical problem in California, Texas, Florida and New York. We
our hall. We solved it by hanging petticoats would like to take this opportunity to say a
from the ceiling. To complement this, dresses hearty thanks to all the kind and friendly
and shirts were placed on the walls as added square dancers who gave us hospitality and
decor. A good time, with good sound, was had arranged dance nights and excursions for us.
Square dancing indeed does speak the interElloise Holsappie
by all.
national language of friendship.
Georgia
— Waiter Voss
At the September Georgia State Square
Dancer's Association Convention in Macon, Members of the Stintfang Squares of Hamburg, West
the Georgia Callers Association had a booth Germany, posed at the 32nd National Square Dance
outside the Mainstream Hall at which they Convention in Louisville, Kentucky.
collected over 3,000 signatures on letters and
telegrams to Congress supporting the National Folk Dance movement. This should
help with the current legislation which will
permanenently supersede that of two years
EAST HALL
ago which limited the National Folk Dance to
only two years — Frederick Reuter
British Columbia
Vickie Robertson of Courtenay and George
Squire of Campbell River were married at the
annual square dancers get-together at
Mountain-Aire Campsite before 100 square
—
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THE AC-300A.
EVERYTHING THAT THE AC-300 HAD, PLUS ALL OF THESE:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Twin meters, one for voice, the other for music
Stereo taping and playback capability
Tone arm reset with digital readout
78 RPM capability
New Styling
EVEN BETTER SOUND QUALITY!

For complete information, write or phone:

HILTON AUDIO PRODUCTS
1033-E Shary Circle • Concord, CA 94518 • (415) 682-8390

FOR LEADERS IN SQUARE AND ROUND DANCING
December, 1983

THE FULL
POTENTIAL

by Gene Trimmer, Paragould, Arkansas
EADING A DEFINITION to understand its full
nichoreographic potential reveals many
uses that have been overlooked. The call, Slip
the Clutch, although used in parallel left hand
ocean waves which does not fall within the
defined starting formation, is seldom used
from any formation other than an allemande
thar with men in the center. This does not
mean it is not a good call to use. Let us look at
it from a thar with ladies in the center and
from wrong way thar with either in the center.
In all three uses following we will get into the
thar with original opposites so we can slip the
clutch and skip one girl to the next call.
Thar

Girls Center

. ladies center
Circle left
Gents sashay . .. circle left
(with new corner) ... allemande left
Turn thru ... turn corner left to
(girls center)
Allemande thar .
Slip the clutch . .. skip one girl
Do paso (end with courtesy turn)
Promenade

Wrong Way Thar

Boys Center

Circle left .. . ladies center
Gents sashay .. . circle left
All around the left hand lady
See saw the taw
Turn corner right to wrong way thar
Slip the clutch .. . skip one girl
Turn thru . .. allemande left

Another call with which many uses are
overlooked is the Trade Family. We tend to
use it only when centers or ends of waves are
to trade, same sexes are to trade with an arm
turn or partners are to trade. We can also use
it from numbered lines and waves where designated dancers are easily appointed by terms
such as ends, centers, boys or girls. The use of
this call can really become challenging within
the Mainstream program. Let's look at some
zeros and equivalents and then into choreography.
Line Zeros
Pass thru ... couples trade
Pass thru . .. ends trade
Centers trade
Pass thru . . . partner trade
Right and left thru
Pass thru . .. tag the line in
Box the gnat . . . pull by . . . partner trade
Pass thru ... tag the line in
Pass thru ... boys trade . . . girls trade
Pass thru . . . half tag .. . swing thru
Girls trade . . . star thru... pass thru
Trade by ... star thru
Flutterwheel . .. pass thru... half tag
Swing thru . . . boys run . . . partner trade
Pass the ocean . .. all eight circulate
Single hinge . . . girls trade . . . flutterwheel

Box Zeros
Touch one quarter .. . girls trade
Pass thru ... girls trade . . . boys run
1.111U

Wrong Way Thar

Girls Center

Circle left . .. rollaway . . . circle left
Rollaway . . . circle left
Allemande left new corner
Turn new partner right to wrong way thar
Slip the clutch . .. skip one girl
Box the gnat . . . right and left grand
SQUARE DANCING, December, 1983

Touch one quarter . . . centers trade
Swing thru . . . boys run . . . partner trade
Slide thru
Star thru
. pass thru
. girls trade
Boys trade . . . box the gnat . . . slide thru
Happiness To Your House — Gene and Thelma Trimmer — 53

Touch one quarter .. . walk and dodge
Partner trade .. . reverse flutterwheel
Star thru
Touch one quarter ... scoot back
Centers trade .. . swing thru ... boys run
Star thru
Touch one quarter ... scoot back
Boys trade ... pass thru
boys trade
Cast off three quarters . .. girls trade
warp-tip
Heads pass thru ... partner trade
Reverse flutterwheel ... square thru
Circle to a line . .. pass the ocean
Boys circulate . .. single hinge
Girls trade .. . pass the ocean
Girls trade ... swing thru
Girls circulate ... boys trade
Right and left grand
Sides touch one quarter ... walk and dodge
Touch one quarter ... walk and dodge
Partner trade . . . pass thru . . . couples trade
Pass thru . tag the line in
Pass thru . couples trade . .. pass thru
Tag the line in
Touch one quarter ... circulate ... trade
Circulate ... boys U turn back
Right and left grand
Heads swing thru ... boys trade
Swing thru ... right and left thru
Square thru ... circle to a line
Pass thru ... ends trade and pass thru
Boys fold .. . star thru ... boys trade
Boys circulate ... ferris wheel
Square thru three hands
Allemande left
Heads square thru ... swing thru
Single hinge ... boys trade ... pass thru
Boys trade . .. single hinge ... boys trade
Swing thru ... boys circulate ... swing thru
allemande left
Turn thru
Sides pass the ocean . .. girls trade
Recycle ... pass thru ... swing thru
Boys run ... tag the line in
Pass thru ... boys trade ... pass thru
Girls fold ... star thru
. couples circulate
Girls trade . .. couples circulate
Bend the line . .. pass thru ... partner trade
4.1.69 1
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We can also get into and out of some ocean
wave and line combinations with some same
54 — Peace On Earth — Bill and Betty Peters

sex trades. Try the next four routines.
Head ladies chain and rollaway
Star thru ... circle to a line
Pass thru ... boys trade ... left swing thru
Ends circulate . .. girls run ... pass thru
left swing thru
Boys trade .
Ends circulate . . girls run . .. star thru
Square thru three hands
Allemande left
Sides pass thru ... partner trade
Half square thru ... star thru
Right and left thru
Dixie style to ocean wave ... boys trade
Left single hinge . .. boys trade
Pass thru ... wheel and deal .. . zoom
Centers star thru . .. pass thru
Partner trade . .. corner allemande
Heads swing thru ... spin the top
. swing thru ... single hinge
Step thru
Boys fold ... Dixie style to ocean wave
Boys trade ... left single hinge
Boys trade ... star thru . .. pass thru
Trade by ... allemande left
Sides lead right .. . touch one quarter
Walk and dodge . .. boys trade
Centers trade . .. left swing thru
Girls trade ... pass thru . .. boys trade
rollaway
Girls trade ... star thru
Right and left grand

The Mainstream Quarterly Selections also
lend themselves to good use with trades.
Ripple, which is the latest of the MSQS, can
get a bit wild with or without trades. Here is
the definition from facing couples. Facing
dancers join both hands with each other and
circle half, then pass thru. Ends with dancers
back to back. Ripple right, left, in or out. After
doing the ripple, dancers face in the direction
indicated by the caller.
Heads ripple . .. separate
Around one — lines ripple . .. tag the line in
Star thru
Pass thru
trade by
Right and left thru ... rollaway
Ripple ... trade by . . . allemande left
Sides pass thru
U turn back ... ripple
Separate .. . around one — lines
Centers pass thru
U turn back
tag the line in
Everyone ripple .
Star thru
. rollaway .. . ripple .. . trade by
Ripple ... right and left grand
SQUARE DANCING, December, 1983

THE DANCE MATERIAL IN THIS REGULAR SECTION
Many years before sight calling in its many variations and even prior to the form
of calling known as "hash" each patter call was a complete entity within itself. If it
had an introduction, that would be included as part of the dance, and that's the
way it would be printed in the early issues. Center breaks, endings, ideas for
variety, gimmicks, were all part of the dance write-ups into the mid 1950's. Over
the past decade, callers have been taught to build their own choreography in their
heads, so the write-ups or patter calls have a different look. No longer would the
call be written as "forward up and you come on back, forward again and do sa do,
make an ocean wave and you balance, then you swing thru, go two by two, then
the boys run." No, as you see in the first line of the call in the right hand column,
directly below, most of what might have been written in several lines now-use&
only a single line, ". . . ocean waves . . swing thru . . . boys run.
Let your dancers know that a ripple — in
from facing lines is basically the same as we
have used in the last two routines with a ripple
followed by tag the line. They must first face in
for the tag the line and can identify with that
turning action. They simply hold after facing
in instead of doing the double pass thru as they
would in doing the tag the line. With that
information given them, try the following:
Heads pass thru ... separate
Around one — lines ... ripple — in
Double pass thru
Centers in .. . cast off three quarters
Ripple — in .. . centers pass thru
Swing thru . boys trade . .. boys run
Bend the line . . ripple — in . .. zoom
Centers ripple . .. allemande left
Sides lead right ... swing thru
Single hinge .. . scoot back . .. girls run
Ripple — in ... double pass thru
Centers in ... cast off three quarters
Ripple — in .. . double pass thru
Centers in . .. cast off three quarters
Ripple . .. partner trade .. . star thru
Rollaway ... ripple ... allemande left
Heads half sashay ... sides cross trail thru
Separate ... around one ... ripple in
Zoom ... star thru ... right and left thru
Ripple — out ... allemande left
RIPPLE AND CLOVERLEAF
Heads ripple and cloverleaf
New centers star thru
Right and left thru
Ripple and cloverleaf
New centers ripple .. . do sa do
SQUARE DANCING, December, 1983

Ocean waves . . . swing thru... boys run
Pass thru ... wheel and deal
Centers star thru ... rollaway
Ripple and cloverleaf
Centers square thru three quarters
Allemande

Ripple left is not a very good use but ripple
right can be used very well.
Heads half sashay . .. ripple right
Walk and dodge .. . swing thru . boys run
Couples circulate . .. bend the line
Pass thru ... tag the line in
Ripple — right .. . circulate
Single hinge . . recycle . . . pass thru
Wheel and deal .. . zoom
Centers ripple right . . . boys run
Allemande left

We can also put it to good use with some of
the Plus program
Heads pass thru . separate
Around one — lines ripple out
Track Il ... boys run
Boys circulate . couples circulate
Bend the line . . pass thru
Tag the line in . .. ripple right
Coordinate .. . girls circulate ... boys fold
Ripple right ... walk and dodge
Partner trade .. . reverse flutterwheel
Ripple . ends fold . . . box the gnat
Right and left grand
SPECIAL WORKSHOP EDITORS
Workshop Editor
Bob Van Antwerp
Round Dances
Joy Cramlet
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Sides pass thru . . . U turn back . . ripple
Chase right . .. single hinge .. . extend
Swing thru . . . boys trade . . . boys run
Bend the line . . . pass thru
Partner trade .. . load the boat . . . ripple
Right and left grand
Heads square thru . . . swing thru
Boys trade . . . scoot back
Explode and ripple . . . tag the line in
Pass the ocean . . . explode and ripple
Tag the line in . . . load the boat
Allemande left
Sides touch one quarter . . . girls run
Ripple . . . spin chain the gears
Single hinge .. . girls run . . . ripple
Bend the line . .. ripple right
Circulate .. . boys run
Square thru three quarters
Allemande left
Heads lead right . .. swing thru
Boys trade . . single hinge
Split circulate . . . girls run
Ripple right . . coordinate
Tag the line .. . ripple right
Coordinate . . . boys run
All eight circulate
Right and left grand
Heads touch one quarter . . . girls run
Ripple . . . do sa do . . . ocean waves
Swing thru . . . single hinge . . . boys fold
Dixie style to ocean waves . . . boys trade
Left swing thru . . . girls trade
Boys cross fold . . . ripple . . . trade by
Star thru ... right and left thru
Dixie style to ocean waves . . . boys trade
Left swing thru . . . boys cross fold
Ripple .. . trade by ... allemande left
Heads ripple right . .. walk and dodge
Ripple right .. . ends circulate
Girls run .. . ripple right .. . circulate
Boys run . . . square thru three hands
Allemande left

A lot of use has been given to the interrupt
principle with square thru by using square
thru but on the third hand, and some other
call is then given. There is also a good use with
interrupt on the fourth hand and it can be used
in the following manner as examples:
From zero box ready for allemande left
Star thru . square thru
But on the fourth hand . . . allemande left

From zero line 1P2P use the following getout
Right and left thru ... square thru
But on the fourth hand left swing thru
Boys cross fold . .. right and left grand
From zero line another getout which uses do
paso with a courtesy turn to promenade.
Rollaway .. . square thru
But on the fourth hand . . . do paso
(end with courtesy turn) Promenade

ROUND DANCES
SILVER BELLS HH BB011
Choreographers: Merl and Delia Olds
Comment: A comfortable waltz routine and the
music is most pleasant.
INTRODUCTION
1-4 OPEN-FACING Wait; Wait; Apart, Point,
; Together to BUTTERFLY, Touch, —;
PART A
1-4 Waltz Away, 2, 3; Waltz Together, 2, 3;
Side, Rock Bk, Recov end facing RLOD
in LEFT-OPEN; (Rev Twirl) Fwd, Fwd,
Close;
5-8 Twinkle, 2, 3 Face LOD; Manuv, 2, 3
CLOSED M face RLOD: (R) Waltz Turn
end SEMI-CLOSED facing LOD; (Twirl)
Fwd Waltz end OPEN-FACING;
9-12 Repeat action meas 1-4 Part A:
13-16 Repeat action meas 5-8 Part ending in
BUTTERFLY M facing WALL:
PART B
1-4 Side, Draw, Close; Side, Touch, —;
(Rev Twirl) Side, Draw, Close end BUTTERFLY M facing WALL; Side, Touch, —;
5-8 CLOSED Dip, —, —; Manuv, 2, 3 M face
RLOD, (R) Waltz Turn end SEMICLOSED facing LOD: (Rev Twirl) Fwd,
Fwd, Close;
9-12 Repeat action meas 1-4 Part B:
13-16 Repeat action meas 5-8 Part B:
SEQUENCE: Dance goes thru three times Step
Apart and back.
TWIN HEARTS — Grenn 17039
Choreographers: Charlie and Edith Capon
Comment: A mid-level waltz routine and the
music is well played. Cues are offered on one
side of the record.
INTRODUCTION
1-4 BUTTERFLY M face WALL Wait; Wait;
Waltz Balance L, 2, 3; Waltz Balance R,
25 3;
5-8 (Twirl) Vine, 2, 3; Thru, Side, Close;
(Twirl) Vine, 2, 3; Thru, Side, Close end
in CLOSED;
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PART A
Fwd Waltz, 2, 3; 1/4 L Bk Turn face LOD,
Bk, Close; (L) Waltz Turn; Bwd Waltz, 2,

SEQUENCE: Dance goes thru twice except 2nd
time thru omit meas 16 of Part B and Walk fwd,
BUTTERFLY Lunge Thru,

(R) Waltz Turn; (R) Waltz Turn M face
WALL; Whisk; Thru, Side, Close;
PART B
1-4 BUTTERFLY Side, Draw, Close; Waltz
Away, 2, 3 Bk to Bk; Side, Draw, Close;
Waltz Together, 2, 3 end CLOSED;
5-8 Fwd, Side, Close; Bk, Side, Close; Bk,
Side, Close; Fwd, Side, Close;
9-12 Hover, 2, 3; Thru, Side, Close; Solo
Waltz Turn, 2, 3; 4, 5, 6 end CLOSED M
face WALL;
13-16 Repeat action meas 5-8 Part B:
INTERLUDE
1-4 BUTTERFLY Waltz Balance L, 2, 3; Waltz
Balance R, 2, 3; (Twirl) Vine, 2, 3; (Twirl)
Vine, 2, 3;
SEQUENCE: A- A -- B Interlude A- A B plus Ending.
Ending.
1-5 BUTTERFLY Waltz Balance L, 2, 3; Waltz
Balance R, 2, 3; (Twirl) Vine, 2, 3; Thru,
Side, Close; Apart, Point, ;

SINGING IN THE RAIN - Grenn 17040
Choreographers: Bob and Barbara Wilder
Comment: An interesting two-step routine which
is not difficult. The music is very pleasant, light
and airy. Cues one side of record.
INTRODUCTION
1-4 CLOSED M face LOD Wait; Wait; Side,
Touch, Side, Touch; Dip, -, Recov, -;
PART A
1-4 Fwd Two-Step; Fwd Two-Step; Fwd,
Close, Bk, -; Bk, Close, Fwd, -;
5-8 Fwd, -, Check BANJO, -; Fishtail;
Fwd, Close, Bk, Close; Walk, -, 2 end
CLOSED M facing WALL, -;
9-12 Side, Close, Fwd, -; Side, Close, Bk,
-; Side, Close, XIF to SIDECAR, -;
Side, Close, XIB to BANJO, -;
13-16 (Bk, Close, Fwd, Fan to SEMI-CLOSED
face LOD) Fwd, Close, Bk, -; Thru, -,
Side, Close end CLOSED M face WALL;
4 end face
Open Vine, -, 2, -; 3,
LOD in OPEN, -;
PART B
1-4 Step, Brush, Step, Brush; Run, 2, 3,
Brush; Step, Brush, Step, Brush, Run,
2, 3, Brush;
5-8 Fwd, Close, Bk, -; Bk, Close, Fwd end
BANJO M facing LOD, -; Progressive
Scissors, 2, 3, -; 4, 5, 6, -;
9-12 Fwd, Close, Bk, -; Bk, Close, Fwd, -;
Fwd, Lock, Fwd, -; Fwd, Lock, Fwd
end CLOSED M face WALL, -;
13-16 Turn Two-Step; Turn Two-Step end M
face LOD; Side, Touch, Side, Touch;
Dip, -, Recov, -;
SEQUENCE: A B A B thru meas 15 then
Step Apart and Point.

1-4
5-8

CHRISTMAS BELLS HH BB011
Choreographers: Ken and Mary Carol Meyer
Comment: This is not a difficult two-step and the
music is danceable.
INTRODUCTION
1-4 OPEN-FACING Wait; Wait; Apart, -,
Point, -; Together M face LOD in
CLOSED, -, Touch, -;
PART A
1-4 Fwd Two-Step; Walk,
2,
Fwd
Two-Step; Walk, -, 2 -;
5-8 Side, Close, Fwd, -; Rock Fwd, -, Recoy, -; Side, Close, Bk, -; Rock Bk,
Recov, -;
9-12 Repeat action meas 1-4 Part A:
13-16 Repeat action meas 5-8 Part A:
PART B
1-4 Side, Close, XIF to SIDECAR, -; Walk,
, 2, -; Side, Close, XIF to BANJO, -;
Walk, -, -;
5-8 Fishtail; Side, Close, XIB, Side end in
CLOSED facing LOD; Fwd, Close, Bk,
Close; Fwd, -, 2 BUTTERFLY M face
WALL, -;
9-12 Vine, -, 2, -; Bk to Bk Two-Step; Vine,
, 2, -; Face to Face Two-Step end
CLOSED M face WALL;
13-16 Turn Two-Step; Turn Two-Step end
SEMI-CLOSED facing LOD; (Twirl) Fwd,
, 2, -; Pickup to CLOSED -, 2, -;
,

-

-

-
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SINGING CALLS
YOU ALWAYS HURT THE ONE YOU LOVE
By Johnnie Wykoff, Indianapolis, Indiana
Record: Blue Star #2212, Flip Instrumental with
Johnnie Wykoff
OPENER, MIDDLE BREAK, ENDING
Walk around the corner see saw your pet
Join hands circle to the left
Four boys star right
Git once around tonight
Allemande with corner girl
Weave around the ring you
Always break the kindest heart
Swing and whirl and promenade so if
I broke your heart last night
It's because I love you most of all

Good Wishes For the Holidays - Walt and June Berlin - 57

FIGURE.
Heads promenade git halfway round
Walk in and right and left thru
The sides square thru four hands
To the outside two right and left thru
Pass to the center square thru three
Corner girl swing and promenade for me
Oh if I broke your heart last night
It's because I love you most of all
SEQUENCE: Opener, Figure twice, Middle
break, Figure twice, Ending.

WHO'S SORRY NOW
By Mac McCullar, San Luis Obispo, California
Record: Big Mac #053, Flip Instrumental with
Mac NicCullar
OPENER, MIDDLE BREAK, ENDING
Four ladies chain three quarters round
Join hands and circle left
Allemande left allemande thar
Go right and left and star
Men back up make a right hand star
Slip the clutch all backtrack
Do sa do back to back allemande left
Come back and promenade that ring
Take your lady home and swing
I'm glad that you're sorry now
FIGURE:
Heads promenade halfway around the ring
Down the middle curlique
The boys run to the right square thru
You go three quarters round you know
Trade by do the right and left thru
Swing thru go two by two boys run then
Half tag swing the corner girl promenade
You had your way now you must pay
I'm glad that you're sorry now
SEQUENCE: Opener, Figure twice, Middle
break, Figure twice, Ending.

FIGURE:
Head couples square thru and
Git four hands you go
Round that corner do sa do make a wave
Now the ladies trade swing thru
Boys run right and then bend your line
Do the right and left thru
Flutterwheel go straight across
Then sweep one quarter more
Swing that corner lady round and
Promenade that floor
My front door is open to someone like you
Won't you come in for a while
SEQUENCE: Opener, Figure twice, Middle
break, Figure twice, Ending.

MY FRONT DOOR IS OPEN
By Dean Rogers, Mineral Wells, Texas
Record: Lore #1211, Flip Instrumental with
Dean Rogers
OPENER, MIDDLE BREAK, ENDING
Circle left
My front door is open to someone like you
Won't you come in for a while
Walk around your corner girl
See saw around your own
Do a left allemande weave the line
Wind it in and out around and

ALL ABOARD
By Gary Shoemake, Carrollton, Texas
Record: Chaparral #314, Flip Instrumental with
Gary Shoemake
OPENER, ENDING
Circle left well now the
Union Pacific and the Overland Express
The Frisco and the Santa Fe
They're the biggest and the best
You're gonna walk around that corner lady
See saw round your own
Left allemande that corner girl
Gonna weave around you roams
Ride the train ride the train
Swing your lady promenade again
Sleeping in a box car when it rains
Ride the train ride the train
MIDDLE BREAK:
Circle well look a yonder coming
Coming down the railroad track
It's the Orange Blossom Special
Men star right and roll it once around
Allemande left that corner girl
Come back swing your own
Well the sides face grand square
FIGURE:
Head two couples square thru on the
Wabash Cannon Ball
Gonna find that corner lady
Do sa do around you all
You swing thru and then the
Boys run to the right you know
Do a half tag and scoot back
Boys across you go now boys
Run to the right slide thru
With a right pull by allemande left
New corner girl gonna promenade you fly
Hear the mighty rush of the engine

'When you meet your girl

Hear that lonesome hobo call
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Promenade that big ole world
My front door is open to someone like you
Won't you come in for a while
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Wabash Cannon Ball
SEQUENCE: Opener, Figure twice, Middle
break, Figure twice, Ending.

— Hearty Good Wishes For the Holidays — Jack and Thelma Murtha SQUARE DANCING, December, 1983

1984 Premium Album Tracks

The MAINSTREAM Program
Marshall Flippo
Abilene, Texas

The BASIC Program
Bob Van Antwerp
Stateline, Nevada
Circle to the left
Walk all around the corner
See Saw round the pretty little doll
Allemande left . . . Alamo style . . . swing thru
Swing thru . . . meet your partner . . . do sa do
Boys star by the left . . . once around
Pick up the girl with an arm around
All the ladies go the other way back
When you meet that girl
Turn her by the right
Go to the corner . . . allemande left
Come bac:( . . swing . . . promenade
One and three square thru four hands
With the outside two swing thru
Boys run around the girls . . . bend the line
Right and left thru . . . pass thru
Bend the line . . . pass the ocean
Swing thru
Boys trade . . girls turn around
Wheel and deal . . . swing thru
Boys run around the girls . . bend the line
Right and left thru ... pass thru
Bend the line . . . pass the ocean
Swing thru
Boys trade . .. Girls U turn back
Wheel and deal . . allemande left
Right and left grand .. . promenade home
Sides right and left thru . . . heads box the gnat
Pull by . .. separate . . . go around two
Hook on the end of the line . . star thru
Double pass thru . . . first couple left
Next two right . . star thru . . . veer to the left
Couples circulate . . . ladies trade
Wheel and deal . . . dive into the middle
Pass thru . . . split those two . . . go round one
Down the middle . . . star thru . . . pass thru
Right and left thru with outside two
Star thru . . . everybody California twirl
Bend the line . . . star thru . . . veer to the left
Couples circulate . . . wheel and deal
Allemande left . . . come back . . . do sa do
Turn to the corner . . . allemande left
Allemande thar... shoot the star
Go forward two . . make an allemande thar
Shoot the star and promenade home
Four ladies grand chain straight across
Let's chain 'em back . . bow to your partner
SQUARE DANCING, December, 1983

One and three right and left thru
Cross trail thru . . . walk around one
Into the middle . . . do a turn thru
Do a left turn thru the outside two
Come in again .. . turn thru again
Cloverleaf everybody .. . right and left grand
Promenade home
Sides touch one quarter
Walk and dodge
Circle up four with the outside two
Break to a line
Move eight to middle and back . . . pass thru
Wheel and deal . . . double pass thru
Centers in . . cast off three quarters
Pass thru . . . wheel and deal
Girls swing thru
Step thru . . . make a wave
Boys and girls trade
Flutterwheel . . pass the ocean . . . girls trade
Recycle . . veer to the left . . . ferris wheel
Everybody do a double pass thru . . . peel off
Pass thru . . . wheel and deal
Boys swing thru
Step thru . . . make a wave
Girls and boys trade
Flutterwheel . . . reverse the flutter
Pass the ocean . . . boys trade . . . boys run
Bend the line . . . pass thru . . . wheel and deal
Just the boys zoom
In the middle do a right and left thru
Double pass thru... peel off .. . pass thru
Wheel and deal . . . zoom . . . girls swing thru
Step thru . . . make a wave . . . boys scoot back
. tag the line
Boys run . . . pass thru
Face out . . . boys run .. . centers trade
Same sex trade . . . centers trade . . . girls run
Touch one quarter
Boys run around the girls
Join both hands with her . . . circle half
Star thru . . . California twirl . . . pass thru
Bend the line . . . star thru . . . pass thru
Trade by . . . touch one quarter . . . scoot back
Boys run . . . star thru ... veer left
Ferris wheel
Center two pass thru . . star thru
Two ladies chain across
Send her back to Dixie style to ocean wave
Cast off three quarters . . . centers trade
Same sex trade . . . centers trade
Cast off three quarters ... girls trade
Left swing thru .. left allemande
Right and left grand . . bow to your partner
...
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The PLUS Program
Mike Seastrom
Northridge, California

The ADVANCED ONE Program
Bronc Wise
Long Beach, California

All join hands .. . circle to the left
Left allemande ... all eight spin the top
Meet your partner . . . spin it again
Meet partner .. . right and left grand
Meet a little girl . . promenade home
Head two couples square thru three
You'll be facing out . .. separate
Go around one to a line of four
Pass thru . .. tag the line all the way thru
Face in .. . touch a quarter . . . triple scoot
Just the boys do track II
Girls do a single circulate . . . hinge together
Check diamonds .. . diamond circulate
Flip the diamond .. . ladies trade
Swing thru
Boys run to the right . .. bend the line
Touch one quarter . .. coordinate
All the boys circulate ... ladies trade
Ferris wheel
Center four square thru three quarters
Left allemande . .. right and left grand
Promenade with partner . . , walk home

One and three right and left thru
Pass the ocean ... everybody chain reaction
Boys run around the girls
Couples circulate
Girls quarter thru . . . diamond circulate
All six two acey deucey . diamond circulate
Six two acey deucey . .. flip the diamond
Swing thru . .. boys run around the girls
Bend the line . . . touch a quarter
Split transfer . . girl around
Boy cast three . .. move out
Three quarter thru . cast three
Boys touch .. . boys trade
Boy run around that girl . .. bend the line
Pass thru . wheel and deal
Double pass thru
Horseshoe turn . . . swing thru
Boy run around that doll ... bend the line
Right and left thru . .. pass thru
Wheel and deal in the middle . . . ocean wave
Chain reaction . .. right and left grand
Promenade

Side couples lead to the right . .. veer left
All the couples circulate
Three quarters tag the line
Boys swing thru ... girls partner trade
Boys extend . . . scoot back

Sides right and left thru . . . star thru
Pass thru
Pass in . . . touch one quarter
Eight circulate
Center four walk and dodge
Girls do a pass thru
Everybody horseshoe turn
Touch a quarter .. . follow your neighbor
Spread .. . all eight circulate . . . recycle
Veer to the left . .. crossover circulate
Boys quarter thru ... look for a diamond
Flip your diamond ... ladies trade
Ladies run around the boys . . . boys trade
Boys walk and dodge
Everybody step and slide
Girls only walk and dodge
Boys partner trade and roll
Start a split square thru three
Bend the line . . . half breed thru . . . pass thru
Wheel and spread ... pass thru
Turn and deal
Girls square thru three .. . meet the boys
Star thru ... cast a shadow . . . roll back
Boys trade in the middle
Boys run around the girls . . . acey deucey
Bend the line . . . pass thru . . . wheel and deal
In the middle .. . double star thru
Everybody pass in .. . touch a quarter
Transfer the column . . . follow your neighbor
Spread . . . ladies trade .. . recycle
Right and left thru
. pass thru
Right and left grand .. . promenade home

Follow your neighbor and spread
Girls step in . .. explode and
Right and left thru ... pass thru
Wheel and spread .. . star thru
Double pass thru . track II . . . make waves
Relay the deucey . .. spin the top
Girls run around the boys ... girls circulate
Girls fold ... star thru ... pass the ocean
Boys circulate .. . girls trade . . . recycle
Right and left thru ... pass thru . . . trade by
Left allemande . .. promenade short
Head couples pass the ocean
Extend the tag
Fan the top . .. grand swing thru
Boys run around the partner . . . couples hinge
Ferris wheel ... centers touch one quarter
Walk and dodge . . cloverleaf
New centers start a Dixie grand
Right pull by . . . left pull by
Right pull by . . . left allemande
Allemande thar . go right to left
Men back in a right hand star
Slip the clutch . .. pass good lookin'
Left allemande come on back in a
Right and left grand . .. promenade home

— May Your Holiday Be Filled With Happiness — Jim and JoAnn Mayo SQUARE DANCING, December, 1983

236 WALKER SPRINGS ROAD
KNOXVILLE, TENN. 37923
615/693-3661 OR 615/974-9667

COMPLETE LESSON PLAN FROM BASIC THROUGH A2
NOW AVAILABLE!
THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE, ORGANIZED CALLER TEACHER / DANCER AID
EVER INTRODUCED TO AMERICAN SQUARE DANCING!

BASIC, 29 WEEK PROGRAM
MAINSTREAM, 12 WEEK PROGRAM
PLUS, 20 WEEK PROGRAM
Al , 20 WEEK PROGRAM
A2, 20 WEEK PROGRAM

WITH ( 9) RECORDS
WITH ( 6) RECORDS
WITH (13) RECORDS
WITH (10) RECORDS
WITH (10) RECORDS

These manuals are designed to enable the caller to teach or call any program from BASIC through
A2, using Callerlab's approved list of each program. They contain an automatic, built-in review and
reteach system. Any or all five (5) programs or any part thereof can be called or taught in any one
evening, using only the COMPOSITE MANUAL.
All five (5) manuals can be bound in one (1) COMPOSITE MANUAL OR manuals can be purchased
singly (to provide for students in classes).
Manuals and records correspond — the movements are presented in the same order in the manuals
as they are on the records. These are particularly useful to areas or regions not fortunate enough to
have a regular caller. All records are choreographed and called by JACK LASRY.

Basic Manual
Mainstream Manual
Plus Al & A2 Manuals
Composite (all five)
All Records

$ 7.50 plus $1 shipping
$ 3.50 plus $1 shipping
$ 5.00 plus $1 shipping ea.
$26.00 plus $3.50 shipping
$ 3.50 each

The BASIC, MAINSTREAM and PLUS manuals are CALLERLAB ENDORSED and reflect all the
changes that were made at the Callerlab Convention in Philadelphia, PA, in March, 1983.
For each lesson the right-hand page gives the movements to be reviewed, the movements to be
retaught, the movements to be taught for that lesson with definitions, styling, timing and possible
starting formations. The left-hand page has a list of all movements in the program that previously have
been taught, so that the caller has, at a glance, a ready list of movements that can be used for that class
— without having to depend upon memory or a checklist of movements previously taught.
The BASIC manual contains definitions of square dance formations, square dance "rules", definitions of styling terms, dancing hand positions and a glossary c4 square dance terms. ALL FIVE (5)
contain diagrams of formations for that particular program, a large-print list of all the movements for that
particular program, as well as for the preceding program (on the left-hand page to enable the caller to
have two programs at a glance).
These manuals are designed by TED FRYE and critiqued by one of the nation's most knowledgeable
callers and choreographers, JACK LASRY. These spiral-bound manuals will lie flat when opened.
Once opened to the proper lesson, the caller will not have to turn a page. The clarity and precision of
these manuals cannot be overemphasized.

The

ROOFER'S
RECORDS
New Releases Coming Soon by Gerala
TRR-116 ALABAMA JUBILEE
TRR-117 CRUISING DOWN THE RIVER
TRR-118 DO WHAT YOU DO WELL
TRR-119 FIREBALL MAIL
TRR-120 I'M IN LOVE AGAIN
TRR-121 I'VE GOT A HEART OF GOLD
TRR-122 YOU CALL EVERYBODY DARLING
TRR-123 WHERE YOU GONNA BE TONITE
TRR-124 WHO'S GONNA PLAY THIS OL' PIANO
TRR-203 MITCH'S RAG (Hoedown)
TRR-204 SUGAR FOOT (Hoedown)
Produced By:

The ROOFER'S RECORDS — 4021 N.W. 61st —
Oklahoma City, OK 73112 — Phone (405) 942-4435

GOLD STAR
RECORDS
Presented by
Carl Anderson

Carl Anderson

New Releases

GS 718 Bouquet of Roses
by Carl Anderson
GS 719 Hey Li Le
by Dick Barker

Dick Barker

GS 720 Gold Star Medley
by Larry Marchese
Other Favorites Coming Soon

For information write
1904 W. Arrowhead Drive
Stillwater, OK 74074
(405) 377-4073
Larry Marchese

AVAILABLE for Caller Seminars
Callerlab Accredited
Caller Education Specialist

24K Gold-Plated Enameled

SQUARE DAN:: VEL11?
P. Earrings or Pendant $3.95
Both for only $6,95
plus $1.00 ship. & handling
(Calif. res. add 6% sales tax)
When ordering specify dress color:
red, blue. or black.
Send check or money order to:
Charmz-Reaction
P.O. Box 6529
Woodland Hills. CA 91365
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CALLER of the
MONTH
Shannon Duck, Phoenix, Arizona
and
.E.J when Shannon Duck picks up the mike
his love of square (lancing not only comes
across — ifs catching.
emerge
about 15 years ago in the small town of Globe,
Arizona. About four squares of dancers were
intent on having a square dance instructor and
since there was not one to be had in the limited area, Shannon was elected. And so it was,
with only about two years of dancing experience, that he started on the road to callerdom
via the written word and a worthy instruction
manual as his guide. The four squares became
the Country Cousins, with Shannon and his
wife Sandra at the helm.
The next step was caller's school and his
education was consistent. Shannon attended
Frank Lane's first, second and third Caller's
Colleges and within two to three years was
well on his way, calling and teaching four to six
times a week. When he moved to Phoenix in
1971 he was a relatively well-established
caller and a familiar figure at Retirement
Mobile Parks in Sun Lake, Arizona, and on
the eastside of Mesa.
Shannon and Sandra have always been affiliated with teaching and clubs. Their current
NTHUSIASM REFLECTS RESPONSIVENESS

DIXIE
STILES
DOWNTOWN. U.S.A.

1 line "Slim Jim $1.25
Name only,
regular size $1.25
Name and town
OR design $1.50
Name and town
and design $1.75
Name, town, design
and club name $2.00
State shape $2.50 and up

ANY STATE SHAPE $2.50 & UP EACH
We Design Club Badges
Order Any Badge in Any
Blue, Green, Brown, Red,
Color—Black, White,
Yellow, Walnut.
Please Send Check With Order
Add 15v per badge for postage and handling

MICRO PLASTICS
Box 847 Rifle, Colo. 81650

Phone (303) 625-1718

SQUARE DANCING,

nPrprnhpr, 'RI

schedule includes the Circle M's and Party
Time Squares along with beginner classes and
workshop programs for both Plus and Advanced. Alternate weekends allow time for
travel and he now makes regular trips to California, New Mexico and Texas as well as locally to Scottsdale and Tempe, Arizona. The
traveling started about four years ago when he
also added recording to his agenda. Shannon
recorded first on the Old Timer label and
about a year ago joined Rawhide Records. His
newest release is Spring Fling, which personifies Rawhide's current plans for a Square
Dance Convention in Hawaii in April.
An accredited member of Callerlab,
Shannon Duck is thoroughly in favor of that
organization's standards and tells his dancers,
"Learn to dance well in whatever program you
choose . . . that means smoothly and with
unlimited enjoyment."

LETTERS, continued from page 3
Dear Editor:
We thought you might like to see copies of
the proclamations our Northern, New Jersey
Square Dancers Association got from the governors of both New York and New Jersey honoring Square Dance Week. Most all the clubs
have really been gung ho with promoting
Square Dance Week. We even got the middle
feature section in the Bergen "Record" which
is a hard paper to crack.
Doc and Peg Tirrell
Cresskill, New Jersey
Dear Editor:
Our club is having a lot of fun each Friday
night dancing to a real mixture of old records.
I am trying to stick to the Callerlab style of
movements as far as I can interpret them from

THE PERFECT CHRISTMAS GIFT!
Learn To Square Dance In The Privacy Of
Your Home, Made Easy By One Of Our Best
Callers, HAYES HERSCHLER.
NOW EVERYONE CAN SQUARE DANCE!
To Order, Send $8.00 To:
H-BAR-H RECORDS, 8008 Stallion Ct.,
Nashville, TN 17991
. . . ORDER NOW FOR CHRISTMAS! . . .
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* BADGES *

FREE SAMPLES FOR CLUB BADGES
SEND SKETCH & QUANTITY FOR
OUR SAMPLE & QUOTATION

Write for free literature and order forms.

* SPECIAL EVENT AND
VISITATION BADGES
From
$25.00 per 100
* FUN
* CONVENTION
BADGES
BADGES

Plastic Bar
Metal Bar

2.50

(Cal. Residents)
Sales Tax 6%

Single Rover
Emblem
Double Rover
Emblem

1.50
2.50

Postage & Handling Chg — $1.75 per order

Have you square danced 1000 miles or more from
home?
If so—YOU can become a "ROVER." A caller's OK will
qualify a couple if they have completed the mileage
requirement. Hang your Rover Emblem on a Bar engraved with the Town and State where you visited and
danced.

BLUE ENGRAVERS
P.O. Box 1070
San Pedro, CA 90731
"ORIGINALS IN SQUARE DANCE
For Over 30 Years

(213)
833-1581
A

nrIcc,
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BeDGE HOLDERS .
SWIVEL 360°CLIP-ON

DOUBLE
SIDED
SNAP-ON

(141C1 Large

Small

for all pin-on badges!

Al Your Square Dance Shop
and Badge Maker!

1

CLIP 'n

SNAP

DEALERS: Write for brochure for full information.

BADGE MOLDERS, INC.
5420 Clouds Rest, Mariposa, CA 95338 (209) 742-7478

your magazine. Anyone traveling to Port
Elizabeth or any other interested dancers in
South Africa are welcome at our get-togethers. Please telephone me at 041-32-2162.
Tony Webb
Port Elizabeth, Republic South Africa
Dear Editor:
Warm and hearty congratulations on your
Caller/Teacher Manual. It's a superb and
wonderful tool for a caller to work with . . .
I've had some rather interesting things happen to me this year. They started at Callerlab

when I was given two standing ovations . . .
Then Springfield College gave me, a graduate
of Class '28, a Certificate of Appreciation for
outstanding service and contributions to successive generations of young people . . . with
the Melbourne YMCA and the University of
Queensland . . . Then Chip Hendrickson
wrote a contra in my honour, naming it Ivor's
Walkabout. He was amazed I danced every
dance from 9:00 o'clock to midnight when he
called a Traditional Dance with a live orchestra in Albany, New York. The biggest surprise

VWWWWWWWWWWWWIVWWWWWWWWWWWWWVW

PONDEROSA
RECORDINGS

Mike DeSisto

2500 South 384th, Space 103
Federal Way, Washington 98003

Johnny Kozo!

NEW RELEASES
Coming Soon:
JACKSON

SWEET BABY'S ARMS
YOU DO SOMETHING
FIRST TASTE TEXAS

Records Distributed by
Corsair Continental, Pomona, California
Twelgrenn, Inc., Bath, Ohio
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We would love to call for you.
Call (206) 838-8977
PONDEROSA BOYS

*. *AAA*. **.*•%.**A.****.A.*.c.c.***A.c.A.c..**.**.se
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was when Sir James Ramsay, our State Governor, summoned me and told me the Queen
of England was prepared to award me the
distinction of M.B.E. — Member of the
British Empire — for the work I had clone in
physical education. Since I take it that this
included what I have endeavored to do for
square dancing, I consider myself highly honored indeed. I was invested at a function at
Government House on September 16.
Ivor Burge
Queensland, Australia
Hearty congratulations from all your square
dance friends, including us! — Editor

Dear Editor:
Congrats on your Caller/Teacher Manual.
Great book! Have recommended it to many
callers.
Tommy Cavanagh
Essex, England
Dear Editor:
Warren Berquam's Caller's Clinic was absolutely wonderful. A big thank you to The
Sets in Order American Square Dance Society
for my scholarship. He taught us a great deal
and all in a low-key, nonintimidating way.
One phrase permeated the whole experience,
"Make them all winners!" Keeping one's mind
on the happiness of the other folk will help
prevent teachers/showman self-gratification.
And who of us could not benefit by more of
this attitude in our families and other social
relationships?
Judy Hogan
Rhinelander, Wisconsin
Additional scholarships will be offered next
spring. Those interested should send us a
letter indicating why they would like to attend
a caller's school. — Editor

Petticoat Kits
Diu

J(//n/Zwe

You simply sew the side seam and
finish the casing for a perfect fit!

ANNGENE FLUFF AG-101

SLIGHTLY CRISP NYLON

TRICOT TIERS AND A SMOOTH FLUFFY BOTTOM EDGE
COLORS:

white, red, black, orange, yellow, aqua,
blue, royal, candy pink, purple, orchid,
kelly and fluor. orange, pink and lime.

SWEEP:

40 YD*

80 YD**

DIAMOND FLUFF AG-301

120 YD***

CRISP NYLON DIAMOND

AND A SMOOTH FLUFFY BOTTOM EDGE

WEAVE TIERS

COLORS: white, red, yellow, blue and pink
SWEEP:

40 YD*

80 YD**

120 YD***

DIAMOND MAGIC AG-501 CRISP NYLON DIAMOND
WEAVE TIERS, NON —SNAG CONSTRUCTION AND THE
BOTTOM EDGE BOUND WITH STIFFENED TAFFETA
COLORS: white, red, yellow, blue and pink
SWEEP:

20 YD*

FULLNESS

40 YD**

KIT

60 YD***
CUSTOM MADE
PETTICOAT

NOT TOO FULL

*

$16.95

$24.95

FULL LOOK

**

$25.95

$34.95

EXTRA FULL

***

$34.95

$44.95

STATE WAIST MEASUREMENT AND PETTICOAT LENGTH

PLEASE INCLUDE $2.00

PER KIT FOR HANDLING

SPECIAL DISCOUNT

$1.00 PER KIT FOR TWO OR MORE KITS PER ORDER
******************************************

Alw

QUALITY NAME BADGES

NEW CLUBS — free design help ALL
CLUBS — guest, special event, fun,
gimmick badges, charms (including
ROVER, Square Angels, Retriever,
etc.)
NATTONAL_
PANIC BUTTONS — flag with square
dance saying pops up
RHINESTONE BADGES — your name, also Hug-N-Bug,
Snuggle Bunny, Glow Worm, Turtles, KK
GLENVIEW V
D's
BREAKFAST
JUNE 24. 1972
OES MOINES

*Write or call for more info*

A to Z Engraving, Co., Inc.
1150 Brown Street, Wauconda, IL 60084
312/526-7396
A Custom Service Since 1956
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PETTICOAT LAYERS
A NEW AND EXCITING WAY TO RESTORE

THE

FULLNESS AND BEAUTY TO YOUR OLD PETTICOATS
THE LAYERS ARE COMPLETELY GATHERED AND SEWN
WITH FUSIBLE WEBBING ATTACHED TO A SHORT
COTTON TOP. SIMPLY STEAM PRESS AND SEW THE
SIDE SEAM. AVAILABLE IN A NUMBER OF FABRICS.
FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE WRITE

SEWING SPECIALTIES
7429 4TH AVE. SO ., RICHFIELD, MN 55423
612-869-2650
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HOW TO USE THE RECORD REPORT

SINGING CALLS
YOU ARE SO BEAUTIFUL — Hi-Hat 5058
Range: HC
Tempo: 128
Key: A Flat
LA Flat
Caller: Ernie Kinney
Synopsis: (Break) Circle left left allemande
turn thru
men star left
home do sa do
left allemande -- swing — promenade (Figsquare
ure) Heads promenade halfway
thru four hands right and left thru veer to
left ferris wheel square thru three quarleft allemande
ters — swing corner
promenade.
Comment: Nice melody, well recorded and
smoothly called by Ernie. The choreography is
average. The timing is excellent. A relaxed

All sinaina calls are checked and rated by our reviewer
and by dancers who dance to each recording. Recording quality, instrumentation, clarity of commands, presentation, body mechanics, flow of dance and choreography are all considered. The rating is given on an
overall consensus although an outstanding or a detracting feature in one or more points may contribute to the
final rating. The tempo, key and range — high and low —
are included for each singing call, while the key and
tempo are included for hoedowns. Whether you individually agree with the review is not as important as it is for
you to be able to count on the consistency of the reviewer's comments. Comparing these with your own
viewpoint will allow you to determine which records are
most suitable for your own use. Star ratings range from
r to
or below average to outstanding. A
synopsis of each singing call is included while selected
records are reproduced in their entirety in the Workshop
section of the same issue.

*****,

pace that will work well for any type of dance.
Most callers should be able to handle.
Rating. ***

ALL ABOARD Chaparral 314
Key: G, E & A Tempo: 128 Range: HD
LB
Caller: Gary Shoemake
Synopsis: Complete call printed in Workshop.
Comment: This record is a medley of six tunes
each connected in some way with a train. Gary

RECORDS
Joe
Saltel

Bob
Stutevous

Kim
Hohnholt

Dan
Nordbye

C-056 WHEN I'M 64 by Daryl
C-055 I'VE GOT YOU TO THANK FOR THAT by Joe
C-054 YEARS by Daryl
C-053 SMOOTH TALKING BABY by Joe
C-052 WIZARD ON THE HILL by Daryl
C-051 ADELINE by Marlin
C-050 THE OLD LAMPLIGHTER by Daryl
ROUNDS
C-1006 CREAM & SUGAR by Ernie & Mary Hovey

Daryl
Clendenin

Bill
Sigmon

Jim
Hattrick

Gordon
Sutton

HOEDOWNER LABEL
H-112 SIDESTEP by Gordon
H-111 SOMEONE COULD LOSE A HEART by Kim
H-110 THE STEAL OF THE NIGHT by Bill
H-109 YOU DON'T KNOW ME by John
H-108 YOU'LL BE BACK by Dan
H-107 THINKING OF YOU by Bob

Order Direct or from your nearest Record Dealer

John
Reitmajer

PRODUCED BY CLENDENIN ENTERPRISES, 7915 N. Clarendon, Portland, OR 97203

66 — Christmas Gladness — Max and Margaret Neumann
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does a credible job. Callers should take a
listen to see if they can handle the different
melody changes. The figure is good and well
Rating:
timed
YOU'RE OUT DANCING WHILE I'M HOME ALL
ALONE — Big Mac 058
Key: E Tempo: 128 Range: HC Sharp
LB
Caller: Ron Mineau
Synopsis: (Break) Sides face grand square

left
four ladies promenade swing own
allemande — promenade (Figure) Heads flutterwheel — curlique walk and dodge
right and left thru — veer left — chain down the
line slide thru swing corner — left al-

lemande

come back promenade.
Comment: The calling portion seems to have a
rather thin sound. The calling is clear and can
be understood but not full in voice. The beat
could be interpreted as rock influenced. The
figure is good and offers easy dancing.
Rating:
WHO'S SORRY NOW — Big Mac 053
Key: F
Tempo: 128
Range: HB Flat
Caller: Mac McCullar
LA
Synopsis: Complete call printed in Workshop.
Comment: A good old standard that all can

enjoy. The music by Big Mac on this release is
very good. The figure is very adequate with

WEAL DEALERS
Stores handling square dance records and
books anywhere in the world are listed in these
pages. Your listing will reach 80,000 square
dancers, many of them potential record buyers. For
information regarding these special listings write
SQUARE DANCING Advertising, 462 North
Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles, California 90048. Our
Telephone: (213) 652-7434. Attention: Adv. Mgr.

* CALIFORNIA
ROBERTSON DANCE SUPPLIES
3600-33rd Avenue, Sacramento 95824
* CANADA
GLAMAR DANCE CRAFT LTD.
3584 E. Hastings, Vancouver, B.C. V5K-207
THOMASSON SID SPECIALTIES
121 Barrington Ave., Winnipeg, Man.
R2M 2A8
* COLORADO
SQUARE DANCE RECORD ROUNDUP
957 Sheridan Boulevard, Denver 80214

* FLORIDA
ROCKIN' RHYTHMS/LISTENING POST
2248 Casa Vista Dr., Palm Harbor 33563
* ILLINOIS
CROSS COUNTRY RECORDS/TAPES
5104 N. Claremont, Chicago 60625
* INDIANA
B-BAR-B SQUARE DANCE APPAREL
6315 Rockville Rd., Indianapolis 46224

* MINNESOTA
FAIR 'N SQUARE RECORDS (PALOMINO)
816 Forest Hills Dr. SW, Rochester 55901
Order Toll Free 1-800-328-3800
J-J RECORD
1724 Hawthorne Ave., E., St. Paul 55106
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* NEVADA
FOUR SQUARES DANCE SHOP, INC.
145B Hubbard Way, Reno 89501

* NEW YORK
WORLDTONE MUSIC, INC.
230 Seventh Ave., New York, NY 10011
(212) 691-1934

* NORTH CAROLINA
RAYBUCK'S RECORDS & CALLERS SUPPLY
2304 Maywood St., Greensboro 27403
* OHIO
CLAWSON ENTERPRISES
3780 Thornton Dr., Cincinnati 45236
F & S WESTERN SHOP
1553 Western Avenue, Toledo 43609
* OREGON
PROMENADE SHOP
11913 N.E. Halsey, Portland 97220
* TENNESSEE
CALLER'S RECORD CORNER
1136 Mosby Rd., Memphis 38116

* TEXAS
EDDIE'S & BOBBIE'S RECORD SHOP
P.O. Box 17668, Dallas 75217
Phone (214) 398-7508
* VIRGINIA
BIG "0" RECORD SERVICE
P.O. Box 786, Springfield 22150

* WASHINGTON
DECKER'S RECORDS
504 N. Sargent Rd. , Spokane 99206
PONDEROSA SHOP/RILEY'S AQUA BARN
15227 Maple Valley Hwy, Renton 98055
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THUNDERBIRD RECORDS, OWNERS, STAFF, RECORDING ARTISTS, PRODUCERS AND MUSICIANS, WISH ALL OF YOU A VERY MERRY CHRISTMAS
AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR. WE THANK ALL OF YOU FOR THE SUPPORT YOU
HAVE GIVEN US OVER THE YEARS AND WE HOPE YOUR SUPPORT WILL
REMAIN WITH US. MAY GOD BLESS EACH OF YOU.
Bob & Vivian Bennett
Thunderbird Records, 2111 Hillcrest Dr., Valdosta, GA 31602
Mainstream moves. The intro and break offers
a backtrack. The tempo on the instrumental
side is faster and may need some slowing
Rating: ****
down.
THE UNICORN SONG — Unicorn 101
Key: C
Tempo: 130
Range: HC
Caller: Jim Vititoe
LB
Synopsis: (Intro) Sides face grand square -- do
sa do promenade (Break & end) Sides face
grand square — left allemande — weave ring
do sa do — promenade (Figure) Heads
flutterwheel — sweep one quarter more
double pass thru track II — swing thru two
by two — boys run right — ferris wheel — walk

in pass thru touch one quarter scoot
back swing corner — promenade.
Comment: A welcome to the recording world is
extended to Unicorn Records. This release
has a heavy beat which sometimes seems to
override the calling. However, the music is
above average. This reviewer wishes Unicorn
Records success.
Rating: *
BEAUTIFUL BABY — Rawhide 110
Range: HD
Tempo: 128
Key: B Flat
LB Flat
Caller: Dale Houck
Synopsis: (Intro & end) Sides face grand square
— allemande left weave ring turn thru
allemande left — promenade (Break) Walk

55,44vee rawee

and accessories

Look sharp, keep warm, and protect your clothing
with the latest in square dance attire!

Petticoat Bag
Shoo tote

The all new square dance coat is superbly tailored and
machine washable. A variety of styles & fabrics are
available to meet the unique requirements of both round
and square dancers. The matching accessories are
suitable for club identification and make practical gifts.

avaolable at authorized Dealers

The Farm Burrits Collection
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SUPREME

ACC

EDCOR

Bill and Peggy Heyman

WE GUARANTEE YOUR SATISFACTION

THE PROFESSIONAL SOURCE FOR
SQUARE AND ROUND DANCE EQUIPMENT
Now Under Our Ownership

SUPREME AUDIO
The Best Sound Column You Can Buy!
Supreme Sound Columns give you extreme clarity, full range sound with wide
angle dispersion. Construction is sturdy
wood, with formica veneer.
S 40 Sound Column.
x 61 /2" x 21" Tall.
13 lbs. Two 6/9 speakers, 100 watts peak
(4 ohm). Only $175.00 plus $10 shipping.
S 80 Sound Column. 8" x 61/2" x 42" Tall.
28 lbs. Four 619 speakers, 200 watts peak
(8 ohm). Handles approx. 100 squares.
Now Only $300.00 plus $16.00 shipping.
S 80 II Folding Sound Column. 8" x- 13" x
21" Tall. Unfolds to 8" x 61/2" x 42". Each
half can be used separately. 30 lbs. Four
6/9 speakers, over 200 watts peak (8
ohms.) Only $375.00 plus $17_00 shipping.
Supreme Stands. Fit all Supreme Speaker
columns. Lightweight Aluminum. Now
Only $65.00 plus $9.00 shipping.
Supreme Cords. 15 ft. 18 gauge stranded
wire. Now Only $8.00 plus $3.00 shipping.
Supreme Vinyl Covers fw extra protection. Ask for our Low Prices.
(Note: All Supreme Prices guaranteed for
1983. Prices subject to increase in 1984.)
-

SUPREME
S-40
SOUND
COLUMN

-

-

Marantz Variable Speed Tape Recorder.
Now Only $125.00 plus $5.00 shipping.
Clinton P 400 "Boss" Turntable. Now
Only $725.00 plus $8.00 shipping.
Replacement Needles for Hilton and Clinton. Now Only $8.00 plus $2.00 shipping,
-

Bill and Peggy Heyman
271 Greenway Road
Ridgewood, N.J. 07450
201-445-7398

SHURE

Callers' ChoiceTM Record Cases
Lightweight Yet Super Strong
• Weigh less than 41/2 lbs. • Steel Reinforced Handles-can't pull out. • Triple
Hinged Lids form a sturdy easel.
Model 3. Three compartments hold 150
records plus Mike and accessories. Now
Only $68.00 plus $5.00 shipping.
Model 2. Two compartments hold 200
records. Only $64.00 plus $5.00 shipping.
Model 25. Holds 25 LPs. Now Only $75.00
plus $5.00 shipping.
Model 50. Holds 50 LPs. Now Only $82.00
plus $6.00 shipping.
Plastic Record Sleeves. Heavy Duty Protection. Package of 125. Now Only $14.00
Plus $3.00 shipping.
Microphones. Ask Us About Our Complete Line of Professional Quality Microphones.. . All Competitively Priced.
Wireless Microphones. Ask Us About Our
EDCOR INSTRUCTORS PACKAGE.

P.O. Box 574
Kingsburg, CA 93631
Jay Henderson
Owner/Producer
(209) 224-3456

Current Releases
New Releases
FT-101 Pickin' Up Strangers
FT-104 Snipe Romp/Flip Hoedown
by Jay
by Rick
FT-102 Common Man
FT-105 Love's Been A Little Bit Hard On Me
by Rick
by Jay
FT-103 Pick Me Up On Your Way Down
FT/106 It'll Be Me
by Jay
by Jay
Watch For: FT-107 Song Sung Blue by Rick

Rick Hampton
Owner/Producer
(209) 896-3816

Distributed by: Corsair Continental, P.O. Box 644, Pomona, CA 91769

around corner — turn partner by right men
star left pick up partner star promenade
men roll back allemande left — weave ring
— do sa do — promenade (Figure) Heads
square thru four hands — corner do sa do -swing thru — boys run right half tag — walk
and dodge — partner trade — pass the ocean
boys cross fold — swing — promenade.
Comment: A good tune that will possibly evoke
memories for some. Good music accompaniment. The figure has a movement with an
interestingly different twist that works nicely.
Dancers enjoyed this release. It is a good
initial by Dale.
Rating: ***'

I WONDER — Chicago Country 3
Key: G
Tempo: 130
Range: HA
Caller: Jack Berg
LB
Synopsis: (Intro & end) Circle left — left al-

lemande — do sa do left allemande
weave turn thru — left allemande — promenade (Break) four ladies chain three quarters
roll away circle left — left allemande
weave swing — promenade
corner
(Figure) Heads promenade halfway — walk in
square thru four — make right hand star
— left hand once and a half — swing corner —
promenade.
Comment: Another welcome to a new company

BELT BUCKLES

9,
flare
a/kers

Exclusive Worldwide
Distributor

Colors:
Navy, Ivory, Ebony, Pink,
Sapphire Blue, Carnelian
(Tan), Sardonyx (Dark
Brown) & Lavender
Hunter Green, Garnet

If you see our product
for sale at swap meets,
flea markets, etc., the
source may be questionable. We would
appreciate notification.

AN ORIGINAL DESIGN
HANDCRAFTED IN INCOLAY STONE
Only $25.00
(Calif. residents add 6% tax)

J.R. Kush & Co.
7623 Hesperia Street
Reseda, California 91335
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Makes an
ideal gift!

Exclusive Worldwide Distributor
Dealer Inquiries Invited

Phone (213) 344-9671 or 345-7820
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I PUT SOME SNAP

I IN YOUR DANCE WEAR
Make your square dance and western wear totally
unique with our wide selection of pearl and metal
snap fasteners.

Send for FREE CATALOG
that has produced some excellent music on
this release. Great things could come from this
company. The calling is well done. The figure
may require some calling practice as it offers a
left hand star one and one half to corner
Rating: ****
swing.
BOB WILLS IS STILL THE KING —
Dance Ranch 674
Key: E Tempo: 128 Range: HC Sharp
LC Sharp
Caller: Al Stevens
Synopsis: (Break) Sides face grand square four ladies promenade — swing at home
promenade (Figure) Head two couples
square thru four hands — make right hand star

The Campau Co.
P.J. Box 20632-SD
Dallas, Texas 75220 1

heads star left one time — to same two right
and left thru half sashay turn thru new
corner left allemande
come back and
swing promenade.
Comment: This melody is hitting the radio stations specializing in country music quite frequently. The music is average and the figure is
Mainstream.
Rating: ***
C.C. WATER BACK — Chicago Country 1
Tempo: 128
Key: C
Range: HD
Caller: Jack Berg
LC
Synopsis: (Intro) Sides face grand square —
four ladies chain — chain back — promenade
(Break) Sides face grand square four ladies

THE BRIGHTEST
IDEA EVER!
Listen First
Buy Later

°

a0\

TAPE AND RECORD SERVICE
3508 Palm Beach Blvd.,
Ft. Myers, Florida 33905
The only way for a really "bright" caller to keep current with all the great new music coming
out. Add to this the convenience and speed of toll free ordering of records, and you have
the finest tape service anywhere in the world.
*3 year S&R/D Calendars available
81/2" x 11", 1983, 1984, 1985.
Information call:
(813) 332-4200

Need Records in a hurry? Call Toll Free 1-800-237-2442

The "Original" Subscription Tape Service
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Kyle's

Badge
Special
$ 2.50
Includes Postage
& Handling

Square Dance fashions at their best!

• Petticoats
• Pettipants
• Dance Shoes

White, Red, Blue, Black
Brown, Green,
Gold or Silver

• Dresses
• Records
• Skirts and Blouses

Please send one dollar for brochure—refundable
with first order. Mail and Phone Orders filled
promptly! Bank Cards Welcome!

Kyle's Engraving
1361 S. Wilcox Dr., Kingsport, TN 37660
(615) 247-1949
Badges for Clubs-Fans-Fun
Bolo Ties-Buckies-Trophies-Rubber Stamps

KYLE & BLANcHFiRrHwri

promenade -- swing your own — promenade
(End) Sides face grand square — four boys
promenade — swing own — left allemande promenade (Figure) Heads square thru four
hands corner do sa do swing thru
boys run right — tag the lire girl turn around
touch a quarter ladies trade — corner
swing left allemande come back promenade.
Comment: Another good release on the new
"Chicago Country" label. This has a strong
beat, a nice figure and is very well recorded.
Jack seemed to really enjoy calling this release and it was also enjoyed by the dancers.

Nice start by this company. Rating: ****

BRIGHT LIGHTS AND COUNTRY MUSIC —
Petticoat Patter 115
Range: HD
Tempo: 130
Key: A
LE
Caller: Toots Richardson
Synopsis: (Break) Circle left — left allemande —
come back do sa do left allemande —
weave ring swing — promenade (Figure)
corner do sa
Heads square thru four hands
do swing thru boys run right — half tag —
scoot back — boys run right everybody
slide thru pass thru left allemande —
promenade.
Comment: A clear recording with a good musi-

DIXIE DAISY

MAJESTIC
1" heel, steel shank, glove leather,
6-12 N; 4-12 M; 5-10 W; half
sizes
Black/White
$26.50
Red/Navy/Brown
$26.50
Gold/Silver
$28.00
_

.

Z't.th,tYttt

DANCER
Ideal for Round Dancers. 11/2" heel,
all leather cushioned insole for
comfort. 5 10 N; 4-10 M; 5-10 W;
SCOOP
3/4" heel, steel shank, glove leather, lined, half sizes
sizes 4 thru 10 med., 5 thru 10 narrow, half White/Black
$29.75
sizes, also wide
Red/Navy/Brown
$29.75
Black/White
$31.50
$27.95 Silver/Gold
Red/Navy/Brown
$27.95
Gold/Silver
$27.95

N-20 Sissy Nylon
N-29 Sissy Cotton Red
S,M,L ,XL $8.25
Orange
N-21 Cotton/Poly Yellow
Mid-thigh Length Green
Lt. Blue
S,M,L,X L $9.25
Royal
N-24 Nylon
Lilac
Shorty Length
S,M,L,XL $9.25

-

Brown
Black
White
Pink
Hot Pink
Aqua

Panty-blouse
cotton/poly
broadcloth
White, Red, Black
Hot Pink, Turquoise
P,S,M,L,XL
$16.50
Prices subject to change

Add $1.85 handling. Maryland residents add 5% tax.

1351 Odenton Road, Odenton, Md. 21113
72
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GRENN,

P.O. BOX 216
BATH, OHIO 44210

INC.

Latest One-Night-Stand Squares
TOP 25366 Sheik of Araby No. 6 by Dick Jones
TOP 25304 Mountain Music No. 4 by Dick Jones
TOP 25364 Apple for the Teacher No. 2
by Dick Jones
Christmas Squares
FTC 32044 Christmas Island by Paul Hartman
FTC 32040 Winter Wonderland by Paul Hartman
GR 15013 Winter Mixer/4-Skate Mixer
by Bob Howell
GR 12049 Rudolph The Red Nosed Reindeer
by Earl Johnston
GR 12160 Auld Lang Syne by Ear! Johnston

Latest Rounds
GR 17046 Hawaii two-step by Bud & Shirley Parrott
GR 17045 Q.T. Waltz by Dave & Jeanne Trowell
GR 17044 Chicago foxtrot by Hal & Lou Neitzel
GR 17043 Stacy's Waltz by John & Marge Clever
GR 17042 Bluegrass Two-Step
by Glen & Beth McLeod
GR 17041 Lovers Parade two-step
by Bill & Jean Filbert

cal background. The figure offers a half tag
and scoot back as the most difficult moves.
The vocal sounds as if Toots is doing both the
singing parts.
Rating:
FREIGHT TRAIN — Blue Star 2211
Key: A Tempo: 130 Range: HF Sharp
LG Sharp
Caller: Lem Gravelle
Synopsis: (Break) Join hands circle left walk
around corner — turn partner by left — men
star by right left allemande weave ring —
do sa do promenade (Figure) Four ladies
chain across heads promenade halfway
walk in square thru four hands do sa do
swing thru — boys run right half tag —

swing corner — promenade.
Comment: Lem's personal enjoyment when calling always comes across. The key seems high
for most callers but actually is not. The figure
offers nothing more difficult than a half tag.
Rating: ***
WHATEVER HAPPENED TO OLD FASHIONED
LOVE — Big Mac 054
Key: B Tempo: 140 Range: HD Sharp
LB
Caller: Jay Henderson
Synopsis: (Break) Sides face grand square —
weave ring — swing —
allemande left
promenade (Figure) Heads promenade half
way — sides square thru four — swing thru —

PETTICOAT HANG-UP?
Don't know where to store your petticoats neatly and conveniently? Solve your petticoat problems with an all new

PETTICOAT TREE
Decorate your room and keep as many as 12 petticoats neat and
easy to reach. This spring-tension petticoat tree is satin brass
plated with 12 specially designed hooks to make it easy to
remove and replace your petticoats. The tree fits snugly between
floor and ceiling, and can be easily relocated. It fits ceiling heights
7'10" to 8'3" (special heights on request).
Hangers available @ 9510 ea. (White, Creme, Brown)
ORDER YOURS
TODAY

Mail to: R&J SPECIALTIES
1215 Roberta Ave., Glendale, CA 91201
Petticoat Tree(s) @ $34.50 ea.
(+$2.07 tax if CA resident)

Hangers @ $.95 ea. (4Enclosed Is $
Calif. residents
add $2.07 sales tax
Satisfaction
Guaranteed

Dealer Inquiries
Welcome
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6v tax if CA resident)

Check or Money Order

Name
Address
State

City
Zip

Phone
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RENTiRELEASES
11CUR

Caller's°
Record
Corner
163 ANGELUS
MEMPHIS, TENN. 38104
(901) 725-5575 (800) 238-2490
( formerly Jim's Records)

Now Accepting New Subscribers
Record And Tape Review

For

We Have Christmas Ideas For
Your Special Caller ! !
Dealers - Distributors

OVER 30,000 RECORDS
117'

DANCING
DOLL...

$2495
KRAUS
of CALIFORNIA

14e:1/4/13
Cod S
GENUINE GLOVE
LEATHER combined
with an elasticized throat
and buckled strap for perfect fit.
Add a foam cushioned insole for comfort that keeps
you dancing. 11/4" heel. WHITE, BONE, CAMEL,
NAVY, RED or BLACK. In full and half sizes .
uy
6-10N, and 5-10 M, W.

Save $4
O and b

r
too for

4 590

FOR FAST PERSONAL
24 HOUR SERVICE [—
CALL 602-747-5000
Charge Orders Only

id
ueblo
raders

1.11315 .W./8
114711 44710NAL

■

Add $1.95 p&h one item.
$2.95 for two or more.
AZ res. add 7% tax.

SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED
OR MONEY BACKS

Enclosed is $1 for newest
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FASHION CATALOG
and a $2 BONUS CHECK .

Dept. AVGIA
3740 E. 34th Street,
Tucson, Arizona 85713

DECEMBER, 1983

INSTRUMENTAL
Muggy/Willy
Rhythm Express/Rainbow
Sally Johnson #2/Fat Boy Rag
FLIPS
A Song In The Night —
B. Harrison
Bad Reputation — A. Horn
Common Man — B. Househoulter
Down Deep — M. Hoose, J. Jones,
W. McDonald, D. Williamson
Feliz Navidad (Wish You A
Merry Christmas) — J. Berg
Feels Right — B. Payner
Give Me Forty Acres — S. Kolb
Gotta Travel On — M. Patterson
He Got You — D. Stuthard
I Keep Putting Off Getting
Over You — S. Russell
In It For The Love —
G. Shoemake
I Saw Mommy Kissing Santa
Claus — B. Williamson
It'll Be Me — P. Kozlowski
It's High Time — J. Preston
Just Hangin Around — A. Tipton
Little Golden Horseshoe —
A. Stevens
Mele Kalikamaka (Hawaiian
Christmas Song) — D. Pfister
Nadine — G. Stewart
Paradise Tonight — A. Tangen
Ruin My Bad Reputation —
J. Snyder
Shadows of My Mind — A. Horn
Sheik of Araby — D. Jones
Sixteenth Avenue — R. Shuler
There's Gonna Be A Shindig —
V. Weese
ROUNDS
Goodnight Waltz/Cotton Eyed Joe
Hawaii Two Step/cues
Q.T. Waltz/cues
Let Me Be Your Little Sweetheart/
Here Comes The Blues
Susie/Better Things In Life/cues
This Hour of Love/cues

CC
RR
KAL

01
306
1288

RB
PR
0C

293
1067
6

RB

296

CC
CC
BSH
JP
RB

6
4
121
601
295

DR

677

CH

315

LR
MR
ST
RBS

10087
21
1274

DR

676

SC
PH
DR

607
102
13

PH
101
PR
1011
TOP 25366
ROC
105
MR

28

PR
GR
GR

902
17046
17045

RR
BEL
COC

200
312
13

AVAILABLE FROM YOUR RECORD DEALER

CORRECTION
CALLERLAB ADDRESS
Please check the Directory in your August
issue of SQUARE DANCING Magazine.
Under "Important Reference Listings," the
post office box number for Callerlab is incorrect. It should read: Box 679. Our apologies.
ecember, '83
SQUARE nANrINr4, D

BADGES BY PROFESSIONALS
GUEST
VISITATION BADGES

Over
15 Years of
Service to
Square Dancers

*Send CLUB BADGE With Order for Design
*$35.00 per 100 Minimum
Plus $25.00 One Time Die Charge
*All orders Prepaid with $1.00 postage

DeIron's of

pule

•

boys run right — ferris wheel square thru
three quarters swing corner — promenade
her.
Comment: This record is quite fast for average
dancers and needs to be slowed considerably. The melody line is not familiar, so it may
need some practice to execute smoothly. The
figure is average. Good music by Big Mac
band.
Rating: **
WHY BABY WHY — Dance Ranch 673
Range: HD
Tempo: 130
Key: G
LD
Caller: Frank Lane
Synopsis: (Break) circle left — allemande left —
do sa do own men star left — turn partner by

CLUB AND
FUN BADGES

*New Methods to Make Your
Club Badges Stand Out
*Send Sketch or Present Badge
for Estimate

Le mon Grove, Calif. 92045
P.O. Box 364, (71
4) 469-21 09
right corner allemande swing own —
promenade (Figure) Four ladies chain three
quarters
heads promenade halfway —
sides right and left thru turn and rollaway
join hands — circle left four boys square
thru four hands swing corner promenade
(Alternate figure) Heads promenade halfway
— same two right and left thru star thru —
pass thru do sa do make a wave
ladies trade recycle pass thru — trade
by — swing corner promenade her.
Comment: A well timed dance with a tune that
has a nice melody line. Enjoyed by the
dancers. Figure is average. Frank comes

New Release by
al
"Square Dance Party for
the New Dancer, No. 1"
Calling by Bob Ruff, L.P. 1001

Bob
Ruff

Here's an L.P. for new dancers using Callerlab Basics 1-22 in 8 singing calls and 1 contra and providing 1
hoedown for creative calling. Complete dance descriptions on the jacket cover with definitions of the basic
movements inside. The music includes the following:
Bad Bad Leroy Brown
Gentle On My Mind
If My Friends Could See Me Now
Big Sombrero
Glendale Train
Long Lonesome Highway
Billy John Hoedown
Robinson Crusoe
Hey Lei Lee Lei Lee
Engine 9
ATTENTION SCHOOL TEACHERS — This album will provide your students with easy dances, good music, and
clear and distinct calling. Use it with "The Fundamentals of Square Dancing, Level 1". The progression of movement
parallels the Level 1 movements making this record an excellent companion album.
ATTENTION CALLERS — All music listed above is available on 45 rpm with dance descriptions for both easy and
alternate figures. Very useful for one-nighters and for the first lessons of a beginners class.
GREAT IDEA FOR A GIFT — This album will make an ideal gift for a friend, school, library, senior center, scouts,
campfire, 4-H, and others.
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER — With your purchase of Wagon Wheel L.P. 1001 you will receive a WW 45
rpm square dance record, flip/instrumental, FREE. Send check or money order for $8.95. Include $1/album for
mailing (U.S. only). California add sales tax.
Mail te,:
Bob Ruff—Wagon Wheel Records, 8459 Edmaru Ave., Whittier, CA 90605 (213) 693-5976
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PRACTICAL, FASHIONABLE, &
TOASTY WARM!!!
Add to your square dance wardrobe
with this picture perfect sweater.
For the times when you need
something extra on those cool nights
or in a chilly dance hall. Allows for
more freedom of movement than a
capelet or shawl.
Sweater has a rounded neck, long
sleeves, and a waist that won't interfere with skirts and petticoats. The
inter-locking square design on the
front identifies you as a dancer.
100% Acrylic. Machine washable.
LIMITED SUPPLY! White Only.
Sizes: Small (6-8), Med. (10-12),
Large (14-16), and X-Large (18-20).

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
If for any reason you are not
completely satisfied with any
product purchased from us,
your money will be promptly
refunded.

BILL & ANNE'S
P.O.BOX 4175
West Columbia, S.C.
29171-4175
1-803-794-7015
TOLL FREE NUMBER
(800) 845-2540
ORDER INFORMATION
Order now while supplies last at this special low
price.

FOR C.O.D. ORDERS ADD $2.00
ADD $2.00 FOR POSTAGE PER ORDER
© Bill & Anne's, Inc. 1983

Allow 3 to 4 weeks for delivery!

ack again and better than ever

OUR NEW PAINpokEri
1

This newly designed raincoat will
get you ready for Fall. Constructed
of durable, yet light-weight nylon.
Special features include: buttoned
front with belt, large hood, raglan
sleeves, and adjustable cuffs. The
flared skirt protects your dance attire without crushing your petticoats
or gaping open in the front. This
good-looking coat may also be worn
over casual clothes. Take it along
on those week-end dance trips!
100% machine washable. Available
in proportioned lengths in sizes
Small (6-8), Medium (10-12),
Large (14-16), and X-Large
(18-20). Fashion colors: Navy,
Burgundy, or Tan.

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
If for any reason you are not completely
satisfied with any product purchased from
us, your money will be promptly refunded.

BILL & ANNE'S
P.O.BOX 4175
West Columbia, S.C.
29171-4175
1-803-794-7015
Order Information
ORDER NOW WHILE SUPPLIES LAST!!

TOLL FREE NUMBER
V
© Bill & Anne s, Inc 1983

tOf111.1

Ar nic An

11.114J — LaJLIU

(Send for our free 32 page color catalogue.)
For C.O.D. orders add 32.00
Add $2.00 for postage per order.

Allow 3 to 4 weeks for delivery!

SC e

big mac records
presents

Scope 607 Mele Kalikamaka — by Don Pfister Hawaiian Christmas Song
Mac McCullar

Current Releases
BM 058 You're Out Dancing While I'm Home All
Alone by Ron Mineau
BM 057 Highway 40 Blues by Mac
BM 056 My Lady Loves Me by Ron
BM 055 You Can't Take The Texas Out Of Me
by Jeanne Briscoe
BM 054 Whatever Happened To Old Fashioned
Love by Jay Henderson

BM 053 Who's Sorry Now by Mac

Favorites
SC 596 Walk With Me by Clyde Drivere
SC 610 Yes Yes In Your Eyes by Wes Wessinger
SC 616 Best Things In Life Are Free by Wes
SC 618 Wait 'Till The Sun Shines Nellie by Jay
SC 632 Sweet Sue by Clyde

The Entire Staff at Scope-Big Mac Wishes You A Very Merry Christmas and A Happy Successful New Year
P.O. BOX 1448 SAN LUIS OBISPO, CA 93406

across clearly and seems to enjoy calling
it.
Rating: r***
AMERICAN MADE — Chicago Country 2
Key F
Range: HD
Tempo: 128
Caller: Jack Berg
LB Flat
Synopsis: (Intro & Break) Sides face grand
square — circle left — left allemande — swing
promenade (End) Four ladies promenade
— swing at home — join hands circle left —
sides face grand square — (Figure) Heads
promenade halfway right and left thru square thru four hands — right and left thru —
swing thru boys run roll
girls tag
swing promenade.

Comment: This new company offers good possibilities. The word-metering in the call may
need some adjustment but is not that difficult.
The music is very good and well recorded.
The figure is a little different and was enjoyed
Rating: ****
by the dancers.
I STILL LOVE YOU IN THE SAME OLD WAY —
ESP 506
Tempo: 130
Key: C
Range: HC
Caller: Bob Newman
LA
Synopsis: (Break) Sides face grand square -four ladies promenade — swing at home
promenade (End) Four boys promenade —
join hands circle left alswing at home

Carol's World Travel

Lo3 14 Day Panama Trans Canal Cruise
PRESENTS

February

25, 1984

PORTS OF CALL
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

San Juan
St. Thomas
Willemstad
Cartagena
Acapulco
Zihuatanejo
Puerto Vallarta
Los Angeles

For more information
please write to:

[2]
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ESCORTED BY

Joe and Carol
Prystupa

on Royal Viking Line.
Carol's World Travel

PHONE (813) 847-2307
6640 RIDGE ROAD PORT RICHEY, FLORIDA 33568

[c]
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LEE KOPMAN
• Now Available on Reel or Cassette
INSTRUCTIONAL TAPES
for Advanced, C-1, C-2, and C-3 levels of dancing
• Minus a couple to make up a square?
Try our Brand New (4) Two-Couple Tapes geared to Approved Callerlab level lists
Mainstream — Advanced Level —
C-1 Level — C-2 Level
• Also Available — Glossary of SID Calls
■
Workshop Tapes
Advanced to C-3 Level

For Details, Write to LEE KOPMAN
2965 Campbell Ave., Wantagh NY 11793
••••■
•1=

lemande — weave ring do sa do promenade (Figure) Heads promenade halfway
down middle right and left thru flutterwheel
across — sweep one quarter more — pass
thru do sa do make a wave — swing thru —
partner trade
boys trade boys run
promenade.
Comment: A country western sound on this record with great backup music by "Southern
Satisfaction." The recording is well produced
with clear voice and music separation. The
figure is well timed and just a little different.
Most callers will be able to handle the melody
line.
Rating:

MY FRONT DOOR IS OPEN Lore 1211
Key: A Flat Tempo: 128 Range: HE Flat
Caller: Dean Rogers
LF
Synopsis: Complete call printed in Workshop.
Comment: This melody was due for a re-issue.
The instrumental has a good beat and the tune
alone makes it worth a listen. Dean does a
great job with the Mainstream figure.
Rating:
YOU ALWAYS HURT THE ONE YOU LOVE —
Blue Star 2212
Key: G
Tempo: 130
Range: HB
Caller: Johnnie Wykoff
LB
Synopsis: Complete call printed in Workshop.

BILL DAVIS CALLER & DANCER SUPPORT SYSTEMS
DANCER/CALLER HANDY FLIP-CARD SYSTEM (In 4 sets: MS, +, A1&2, C1)
An original from Bill & John Sybalsky. One card for each call. Available in three categories to fit your needs. A) With
definitions on flip side for dancers and callers to use as 'flash cards' for learning or reviewing the calls. B) With
get-outs on the flip side for Sight & Module Callers. C) Blank on the flip side for recording your own goodies or singing
call. Each card has call name, starting & ending formation on front. Price per set (A+B+C): MS, A1, A2, C1 $10 ea;
Plus $5. Full system (290 cards) $30. Quotes available for individual categories or quantity orders.
$12.95
THE SIGHT CALLER'S TEXTBOOK Second Edition
The most complete how-to-do-it book ever published on sight calling. Fully illustrated and geared for self-teaching.
Learn from scratch, or improve current skills. Chapters on Resolution, Formation Awareness, Snapshot Get-outs,
Programing, and 10 other topics plus Callerlab (APD) Arrangements and symbols.
TOP TEN 1983
$6.95
All new product of a first-time collaboration of Bill with John Sybalsky. Features FIVE complete dictionaries of square
dance calls for all Callerlab levels (MS, Plus, Al&A2, C1, C2). Illustrations, definitions & choreo for all Quarterly
Selections. Descriptions & explanations of new concepts & ideas. Sections on Formations, Arrangements, a
-number system for mixing dancers, and suggested teaching orders. In-depth analysis of selected new calls (THE
TOP TEN).
$12.50 per year.
SCV CALLER'S NOTE SERVICE . .. Notes only
With $1 million liability insurance: $22.50/yr. The most complete listing of ALL new calls and concepts; choreo
analysis and figures MS thru A2. Equipment insurance & rented premises insurance also available. BI-MONTHLY;
CALENDAR YEAR.
DANCER'S NOTE SERVICE (Bi-monthly)
Definitions of ALL new calls & concepts. Supplements the annual TOP TEN book.

$6.50/calendar yr.

ORDER postpaid by sending check or money order (US funds) to:
BILL DAVIS. 1359 BELLEVILLE WAY, SUNNYVALE, CA 94087. Add $3.00 for air mail.
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DON'T THROW MUD
GET A
SQUARE DANCE MUD GUARD
SQUARE DANCE

20x14 VIRGIN RUBBER
MUD GUARD
DESIGN EMBOSSED
IN WHITE

$16.50 PER SET PREPAID
Plus $2.25 shipping

Dealers Inquiries Welcome

ANOTHER SPECIAL
FROM
A SQUARE DANCERS
SILHOUETTE
CUT AND PAINTED
BY HAND

P.O. Box 1293, Carson City, Nev. 89702 (702) 882-1230

FLIP HOEDOWNS
SIZZLIN — ESP 401
Key: C
Tempo: 130
Caller: Bob Newman
Comment: A patter call with flip side using a
hoedown. The figures are all Mainstream. Bob
comes across very clearly and the hoedown

A4eg Simhins
119 Allen Street
Hampden, Mass. 01036

6" x 10"
1/8" THICK
METAL

$29.50
plus $3.00
shipping

Hanging style available
in large size
13"x20"x1/8"
Shipping: $6.00

P & L SQUARE DANCE SPECIALTY CO.

Comment: A good standard melody well called
by Johnnie. Although figure is not outstanding
it is most adequate and a feeling of enjoyment
was expressed by the dancers. Above average instrumental that utilizes some stop time
rhythm.
Rating: '.'.(***

P&L

SPECIFY MOUNTING
Mail Box or Hanging

instrumental is above average. A good record
Records success.
Rating: *

DEADLINES FOR LISTINGS
Reminder: December 7th is the deadline to
submit information on your Square Dance Vacation Institute to be included in the "free
listing" in the February issue of this magazine.
January 1st is the deadline to send in the
dates and locale of your 1984 Caller's School
and be a part of the free directory in the March
issue of this magazine.

Everything
for SQUARE DANCERS
Send $1.00 for Catalog
(Refunded on first order

#p_700Nylon Ruffles
100 yards of soft Nylon Ruffling are used to trim this
very full three skirt nylon "horsehair" bouffant.
This is not only a very durable, but beautiful
garment. Heavy elastic waistline is double stitched
for comfort and long wear.

Colors:
White/White ruffles
Hot Pink/Hot Pink ruffles
White/Blue ruffles
White/Multi-colored ruffles
Pink, Blue & Yellow
Sizes:
Small, medium, large
Length: 19" 21" 23"
Please give waist size & length desired

80

$25.00

Black/Black ruffles
Red/Red ruffles
Soft Pink/Soft Pink ruffles
Yellow/Yellow ruffles
Blue/Blue ruffles
Brown/Brown ruffles
Orange/Orange ruffles
Purple/Purple ruffles

Handling
$2.00 each
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Music By:
"Southern"
Satisfaction
Band

Elmer Sheffield, Jr.
Tallahassee, Fla.

Larry Letson
Carmel, Indiana

ESP 1001 L/P ESP AND YOU by Sheffield, Jr.
ESP presents an album for your listening and performing
pleasure. Side One has vocals by Elmer. Flip it over and
you become the artist with the same instruments. This is
the perfect record for after-party singing, strumming along
or just listening. (Also on cassette)
NEW RELEASES
ESP 603 Salty Dog Blues by Larry
ESP 602 Mama Don't Allow by Larry
ESP 506 I Still Love You In The Same Old Way by Bob
ESP 505 Swingin' by Bob
ESP 401 Sizzlin' (hoedown, Mainstream calls) by Bob
ESP 311 My Lady Loves Me by Paul
ESP 310 Good 'N Country by Paul
ESP 204 I Wouldn't Change You If I Could
by Elmer & Paul
ESP 119 Way Down Deep by Elmer
ESP 118 In Times Like These by Elmer
RECENT RELEASES
ESP 117 Engine #9 by Elmer (harmony-Tony Oxendine)
ESP 116 A Good Night's Love by Elmer
ESP 115 San Antonio Nights by Elmer
ESP 114 Heart Broke by Elmer
ESP 113 Oh What A Beautiful Love Song by Elmer
ESP 112 Speak Softly by Elmer
ESP 203 I Think About Your Love by Elmer & Paul
ESP 202 Golden Memories by Elmer & Paul
ESP 201 Honky Tonk Queen by Elmer & Paul
ESP 309 Good Ole Days by Paul
ESP 308 I Can't See Texas From Here by Paul
ESP 307 Ain't It Been Love by Paul
ESP 306 I Never Knew The Devil's Eyes Were Blue
by Paul
ESP 305 Another Chance by Paul
ESP 304 Mis'ry River by Paul
ESP 504 I Wish I Was In Nashville by Bob
ESP 503 Coney Island Washboard Gal by Bob
ESP 502 Ain't Got Nothin' to Lose by Bob
ESP 501 Ease The Fever by Bob
ESP 601 Gonna Have A Party by Larry
ESP 400 Lightnin' by Elmer (hoedown)
ESP 001 Birdie Song (mixer)

Elmer Sheffield Productions, Inc.
3765 Lakeview Dr.
Tallahassee, Fla. 32304
904 576-4088/575-1020

Paul Marcum
Nashville, Tenn.

AIL_

Bob Newman
Paducah, KY

DISTRIBUTED BY Corsair Continental Corp.
Pomona, Calif.
Jim's Record Shop
Memphis, Tenn.

YAK
S
T
C

Often imitated
but Never Duplicated
The YAK STACK sound column speaker
For price and information please write:
YAK STACK, INC.

Earl Johnston, P.O. Box 2223, Vernon, CT 06066
Telephone (203) 875-9602

INDEX, continued from page 48
Litchman, Bill (Bibliography) 2/83, p. 21;
(Lloyd Shaw Foundation Archives) 10/83,
p. 22
Lloyd Shaw Foundation (WKTHR) (Dave
Senko) 5/83, p. 28
Lock the Big Top (EN) 4/83, p. 37
Long Tips (POP) 12/83, p. 12
Luck, Cookie (Promenade Palace, Building
a S/D Hall) 7/83, p. 18
Lugenbuhl, Charles and Alida (RM) (Flowing Style in
the Foxtrot) 11/83, p. 38
McCannon, John (0) 1/83, p. 86
McDonald, Barbara (Old-Fashioned Christmas
Dance) 12/83, p. 16; (Refreshment Time) 11/83, p. 8

C & C ORIGINALS
SQUARE DANCE PATTERNS

McQuaide, Lannie (Cast Off) (CC) 3/83, p. 28;
(CC) (Flowers of Edinburgh) 11/83, p. 31
Making of a Successful Clogging Club
6/83, p. 25
Manners in the Dance Program of Henry
Ford and Benjamin Lovett (AISI) 4/83,
p. 10
Manning, Gwen (RM) (Round Dancing in
the British Isles) 3/83, p. 37
Mare, George (Caller's School in Your
Future?) 3/83, p. 20
Marks, Howard (Catastrophies in the
Dance Experience) 2/83, p. 27
Mastering the Timing of the Waltz and
Two-step (RM) (Kaye Anderson) 6/83, p. 30
This dress has a circle skirt with three rows of ruffles. Two rows
of ruffles are stitched to the skirt, the other ruffle is stitched to the
V shaped overlay, then topstitched to the circle skirt. Lace is
stitched to the bottom of all ruffles. Bodice has a V shaped inset
with ruffle and large puff sleeve. Lace is stitched to outer edge of
ruffle. Dress patterns are Multi sized (5-7-9, 6-8-10, 12-14-16,
18-20-40). Patterns are complete with layout, cutting and assembly instructions. Ask for this and other C & C ORIGINAL
patterns at your local square dance shop. If unavailable, order
direct.
DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME.

Mail to: C & C ORIGINALS
Rt. 8 Box 78, Harrison, AR 72601
Pattern #

Size

Amount per pattern $4.00 No. (

)

Complete brochure 50v
Postage & Handling
(see chart below)
Total amount enclosed
(U.S. funds only)
Name
Address
City

State

POSTAGE & HANDLING FEES
1 pattern
$1.25
2 patterns
$2. 00
3 patterns
$2.50
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Zip
4 patterns
5 patterns
6 patterns

$2.75
$3.00
$3.25
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RHYTHM
records
FOR THOSE WHO WANT THE VERY BEST!
NEW RELEASES
RR 151 Trucking Fever by Kip
RR 159 Taking It Easy by Pat
RR 160 Never Been So Loved by Bob
RR 161 Good Luck Charm by Wade
RR 162 Let The Good Times Roll by Jerry
RR 163 14 Karat Mind by Kip
RR 164 Wish You Were Here by Pat
RR 165 On Broadway by Bob
RR 166 Golden Memories by Wade

Wade Driver

Bob Baler

NEW ON CIRCLE D
CD 218 Gentle On My Mind by Les Hughes
Brand New
RR 3000 It's Almost Like Starting Over —
New Country Western Album by Wade Driver
Pat Barbour

Kip Garvey

CURRENT RELEASES
RR 154 You're The Reason God Made Oklahoma
RR 155 Luxury Liner
RR 156 Loving Her Was Easier
RR 157 Dixie On My Mind
RR 158 I'm Getting Good At Missing You
Dave & Nita
Smith
RR 101
RR 103
RR 104
RR 112
RR 113
RR 115
RR 117
RR 118

GOLD RECORD WINNERS

You Ring My Bell
Here I Am In Dallas
Rocky Top
Luckenbach, Texas
If Were Not Back In Love By Monday
Some Broken Hearts Never Mend
All Wrapped Up In You
Red Neck In A Rock And Roll Bar

RR 119
RR 121
RR 125
RR 147
RR 150
CD 211
RR 504
CD 701

Good Hearted Woman
Boogie Grass Band
Rhythm Of The Rain
Amarillo By Morning
Dream Lover
Don't It Make Your Brown Eyes Blue
Expert At Everything by the Smiths
Life Is What You Make It
by Berma & Ted Holub

Hoedowns
RR 301 Rhythm Special
RR Ina Brandy
RR 303 Smooth 'n Easy/Hot and Sassy
RR 304 Smokin7Cotton Eyed Joe

Rounds
RR 501 Wind Me Up by the Smiths
RR 502 Brown Eyes Blue by the Smiths
RR 503 Country Song by the Smiths

Clogging Records
RR 401 So You Want To Learn To Clog (instructional)
RR 305 Rhythm Cloggers Medley/Cotton Eyed Joe/

Country Western Records
RR 2000 You Are My Favorite Thing/End Of The World
by Wade
RR 3000 It's AlmostLike Starting Over (Album) by Wade

Xa 5

S ai
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Square Dance Album
RR 1001 Favorite Singing Calls by Wade

Rhythm Records 2542 Palo Pinto, Houston, TX 77080
713-462-1120

JNB

If Not Available Locally
Order Direct:
Dealer & Retail Prices

LaZY

SOUND

ENTERPRISES

HEAVY DUTY PROFESSIONAL P.A. SPEAKERS
JNB - 2RB(S) - 60 WATTS, 18"x7"x6", 4/16 OHM, 8#
JNB 1 - 100 WATTS, 28"x8"x6", 12/40 OHM, 15.5#
JNB -1 (5.3) - 100 WATTS, 28"x8"x6", 5.3 OHM, 15.5#
JNB - 3 (SOS) -120 WATTS, 2 STACKABLE, 18"x7"x6", 8
OHM, 16#
JNB-4 - 120 WATTS, 28"x10"x8", 8 OHM, 16.5#
SPEAKER CORDS - $7.00
SPEAKING OF SPEAKERS - by John Mooney &
J. Beaird

NEW RELEASE
L8-15 I'M BEGINNING TO FORGET YOU by Marvin Boatwright
L8-3 THE ONLY HELL, Johnnie
RECENT RELEASES
L8-9 ON THE ROAD AGAIN, Johnnie
L8-1314 KARET KIND, Johnnie
L8-14 MY JOURNEY GETS SWEETER, Johnnie
INTRODUCING SING-A-LONG SOLO RECORDS
L8-16 ONE DAY AT A TIME, Vocal by Johnnie/Flip Inst.

Write for complete List of Records Available.

SPEAKER: Design by "Mooney" Distributed Only by: LAZY EIGHT ENTERPRISES & JNB SOUND, P.O. Box 401695, Garland. TX 75040
Prices are subjected to change without notice & do not reflect shipping or taxes (where applicable).

Matthews, Osa (CN) (Techniques of a
Good MC) 1/83, p. 31
Maxhimer, Ralph (0) 10/83, p. 11
Mayo, Jim (Let the Class Fit the Club)
5/83, p. 20
Mazik, Peter (CM) 6/83, p. 54; (Working with Special
Groups) 12/83, p. 20
Miles, Harriet (LADIES) (Packing Clothes
for an RV Trip) 4/83, p. 36
Mini Legacies - Leadership Conferences
(AISI) 8/83, p. 7
Modern Clogging 3/83, p.
Modular Choreography (Cal Campbell)
1/83, p. 20; 2/83, p. 30; 3/83, p. 30;
4/83, p. 23; 5/83, p. 22; 6/83, p. 23;
8/83, p. 19; 9/83, p. 33; 10/83, p. 35;

11/83, p. 28; 12/83, p. 30
Monteser, Frederick (VS) (Show-off
Angels in Beginner Class) 8/83, p. 15
Move Over (EN) 1/83, p. 22
Murdoch, Loraine (LADIES) (In-Home Sewing Service) 11/83, p. 43
Murray, Jack (CM) 11/83, p. 90
Music Too Loud (POP) 12/83, p. 12
My Dad Taught Me To Call (Wade Driver) 11/83, p. 26
My Feet are Killing Me (Jim White) 2/83, p. 20
National Assoc. of S/R/D Suppliers (WKTHR)
(Dave Senko) 9/83, p. 36
National Folk Dance 2/83, p. 16; 6/83, p. 13; 7/83,
p. 7; 9/83, p. 15; 10/83, p. 18
National S/D Convention (WKTHR) (Dave Senko)
6/83, p. 28
.,..mommerow

....amommommow

Sew Simple!

ZipperLess S/ D patterns
Dress pattern $3.50
(both lovely styles!)

8-Gore Skirt $2.00
1-size fits all.

Multisizes
(6-8-10-12)
(14-16-18-20)

A

For complete pattern
catalog J, add .50y

Peasant Blouse $1.75
Sizes S M L in 1 pkg.

minguirp

lim
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POSTAGE
1 pattern $1 25
2 patterns S2 00
3 patterns S2 50

44„...milmop

Shirley's S/D Shoppe
Route 9-D, Box 423-Dept. A
Hughsonville, NY 12537
anisimummew

-S A AiiNiAir•
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AQUA BARN RANCH RECREATION PARK & CAMPGROUND
Northwest Square Dance Hdqtrs/Square Dancing Nightly
PEN YEAR ROUND - 200 Hookups - Indoor Heated Pools - Saunas
OP Hot Tub - Horseback Riding - Game Room - Recreation Halls
Hiking Trails - Golf - Fishing & Shopping Nearby
PONDEROSA SHOP - Records, Square Dance Attire & Equipment
15227 SE Renton Maple Valley Hwy, Renton, WA 98055
to
Phone 2061 255-4618 for info & reservations
C.IMILIM
*.C...ILC..Ca.'k.*A.C.A.VtCAA.C.Iklk'lLCAA.C.A.ILVE.ILCAWN..
National (32nd) SID Convention 6/83, p. 7
(AISI) 9/83, p. 9
National (32nd) S/D Convention Report 10/83, p. 46
National (7th) Universal !VD Report 10/83, p. 45
Need for Standardization (VS) (Charlene
Donaldson) 3/83, p. 21
Neidlinger, Milton (0) 10/83, p. 108
New Class Members, Molding Future Dancers
9/83, p. 11
New 1983-84 Dancer Program 7/83, p. 11
Nickerson, Glen (CC) (Green River Contra) 2/83, p.
44; (Duke of Kent's Waltz) 12/83, p. 29
No Club Caller? (AISI) 12/83, p. 7
Northern Style Do Si Do (AISI) 5/83, p. 7
Novak, Charlie (VS) (Unisex Dancing) 3/83, p. 24
Officer Installation Ceremony (WKTHR) (Mary
modules are indexed into BASIC,
EXTENDED, & MAINSTREAM
sections as recommended by
Callerlab. These sections
contain over 500 modules and
complete routines beginning
with the 1st night of lessons
and continuing all the way
through mainstream.

The Zeros Section
contains over 60
facing couple and
fractional zeros.
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4660 Player Drive
Fort Collins, CO 80525

The Gimmicks Section
includes many unusual
choreographic ideas all
presented as complete
routines. If You Can
and if You Want To
Figures. Hex set
routines, etc.

0

ZITRLC. CITCCIL

$17.50

The pages are split into 4 sections
each so that each module may be
mixed or matched with any other
module to setup a wide variety of
interesting square dance routines.

Everything is bound in a high quality
12 ring binder with a tough blue vinyl
covering. The book is sized to store
directly in your record case. The
loose leaf steel rings allow you to
add or change material around as
you please.

Caller/Teacher's
Quick Reference Guide
Edited by
Calvin Campbell
and
Don Armstrong

Moorehouse) 2/83, p. 33; 3/83, p. 36
Old-Fashioned Christmas Dance (Barbara
McDonald) 12/83, p. 16
Old-Time Dance 12/83, p. 17
Osmond's 4th of July TV Celebration (AISI) 9/83,
p. 10
Ostlund, Margaret and Ozzie (PRD) 3/83, p. 38
Overseas Dancers Assoc. (WKTHR) (Dave Senko)
8/83, p. 22
Packing Clothes for an RV Trip (LADIES)
(Harriet Miles) 4/83, p. 36
Parrish, Vaughn (VS) (Kickers) 3/83, p. 22
Peel Off (TALL) 12/83, p. 32
Pennell, Leila (R M) (Round Dance Teaching
as Teamwork) 10/83, p. 44
Perserveer (EN) 10/83, p. 38

1101
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FADS
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The Contra Section
contains 20 contras
arranged in an easy
teaching sequence
by Don Armstrong.

MAIL ORDER
Caller/Teacher's Quick Reference Guide — $17.50(ea.)
Add $1 for shipping & handling
qty
TOTAL
Send check or money order to:
Caller/Teacher's Quick Reference Guide
4660 Player Drive
Fort Collins, CO 80525
Name

Checklists are provided with a
place to mark the date basic is
taught or reviewed. The list is
setup in the order recommended
by Callerlab.
All material is printed in large easily
readable type and organized to make
your planning of a program easy and
filled with variety.

Address
City

State
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Zip

(Please allow 2-4 weeks for delivery)
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EL DORAD0q.
Jerry

NEW RELEASES
ED 103 LATE NITE LOVIN' MAN by Jerry
ED 203 LIVIN' IN THESE TROUBLED TIMES by Don
ED 401 JUST ENOUGH LOVE FOR ONE WOMAN by Buddy
RECENT BEST SELLERS
ED 101 TELL ME WHAT IT'S LIKE

Don

Buddy

ED 201 SUBDIVISION BLUES
ED 301 A GOOD GAL IS HARD TO FIND
ED 102 RUBY ANN
ED 202 COUNTRY CABINITIS
ED 301 I CAN SEE FOREVER LOVIN' YOU

JERRY BRADLEY, 2378 Windermere, Medford, OR 97501 (503) 779-7411
DON POLING, 2621 Table Rock Rd., Medford, OR 97501 (503) 772-9035
BUDDY ALLISON, 4259 Springdale Circle, Powder Springs, GA 30073 (404) 943-9579

Peters, Bill (CN) (Business Side of Calling)
8/83, p. 27; (CN) (Calling Contracts)
7/83, p. 23; (CN) (Calling Fees) 6/83,
p. 35 (W) (Turn Backs) 2/83, p. 53;
(DBD Slide Thrus) 5/83, p. 45;
(Circulate Once and a Half) 8/83,
p. 39; (Spin the Top) 11/83, p. 49
Pick and Roll (EN) 6/83, p. 34
Pinkston, Grant and Barbara (PRD) 1/83, p. 30
Planning a Dance Demonstration (Christine
Helwig) 9/83, p. 20
Plus Handbook 7/83, p. 33
Preserving a Cultural Heritage, 11/83, p. 24
Preteen Dancers (John and Lilas Rangel)
1/83, p. 12
Procter, Charlie and Bettye (RM)

(Seeking Solutions to Poor Dancing
in Round Dancing) 9/83, p. 38
Professionalism in Calling (CN)
Buddy Weaver) 1/83, p. 33
Profile of Average Square Dancer 9/83,
p.17
Promenade Palace, Building a S/D Hall
(Cookie Luck) 7/83, p. 18
Public Opinion Poll (POP) 12/83, p. 10
Publicity (WKTHR) 12/83, p. 35
Publicity Flyers (WKTHR) (Heiner Fischle)
p. 35

Pushing Dancers into Plus Too Early (POP) 12/83,
p. 10
Quarter Tag (TAGL) 4/83, p. 26
Quickie Christmas Decorations (WKTHR) (Jessie

Inc.
World's largest maker of women's square dance clothing
•
•
•
•
•

Everfall Petticoats. Dresses
Petticoats
• Blouses
Pettipants
• Pant-Blouses
Belts
• Skirts
Pettipak Bags
• Jumpers

Sold throughout all 50 states
and
Canada, England, Japan, West Germany,
The Netherlands, Australia.

ft.
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For store nearest you, please write to:
Malco Modes, Inc. 1578 Howard Street,
San Francisco, CA 94103Ph: (415) 621-0840
SQUARE DANCING, December, '83

THE DANCER'S FRIEND!
The Marantz PMD-200

Variable-Speed Cassette Tape Recorder

Use it to record — to practice!
Slow down those squares or rounds!
•
•
•
•
•

variable-speed ± 15%
one touch record
cue and review
auto or manual record level
record level / battery
strength meter

• built-in Electret
condenser microphone
• aux. input allows you to record
direct from caller's sound system
• impact resistant Lexan case

PMD-200
$184,95
Vinyl Carrying Case. . . $19.95
PMD-220
also has:

$249.95

Use your VISA,
MasterCard, or
American Express for
same day shipment

• memory rewind/replay
• EQ and bias controls for use
with metal oxide tapes
• ambient noise control

fjff'

In U.S. — No Shipping Charge!
Foreign — Add $10 Surface
add $35 for Airmail

IMMO
VISA

.1=INM

4111

SQUARE DANCE RECORD ROUNDUP
957 Sheridan Boulevard
Denver, Colorado 80214
303 238-4810

Vti if4:5.
■

\Ia.\.\

MV:••‘ V
Lawrence & Marian Foerster
623 Wadge Ave. S.
Park River, ND 58270
Ph. 701 284-7901
Jewelry, towel holders and metal dancers available.
Wholesale only. Please include your State sales tax
number with catalog request. Dancers, please encourage your local shop to give us a try.

Balloons
Are Our Business
Balloons for Hoedowns
Balloons for Special Events

Rubber Balloons
Mylar Balloons
Helium
Inflators

We at Balloon Baron not only sell and print
on balloons-we also
manufacture a wide
selection of BALLOON
INFLATORS for any application-Send for our free
catalog showing the
accessories we manufacture
and sell. Become acquainted
with our "Easy Tie"
"Spin-On"
and "Gas Saver.'

Varn
A Division of
WILLIAMS PRODUCTS, INC.

1279-E West Stowell Road
411111111110
Santa Maria, California 93454
For full information call: CA 800-592-5925 • USA 800-235-4112

Hartley) 12/83, p. 34
Rangle, John and Lilas (Preteen Dancers) 1/83,
p. 12
Record Labels, Lioting the Basics (AISI) 8/83,
p. 8
Red Boot Productions (SPLB) 12/83, p. 22
Refreshment Time (Barbara McDonald) 11/83, p. 8
Reporting Tips (WKTHR) (Kay Woodward) 7/83, p. 49
Responsibilities of the Dancers (WKTHR) 8/83,
p. 22
Retirement Square Dancing, 1983 5/83, p. 14
Return to 75 Basics Program? (AISI) 10/83,
P. 9
Ride the Wheel (EN) 11/83, p. 30
Ripple (COS) 10/83, p. 39; (TAGL) 11/83, p. 32
Role of the Round Dance Leader (RM) (Doc and
Peg Tirrell) 5/83, p. 31
Roller Coast (EN) 2/83, p. 36
Round Dance Classic List (Roundalab 1982-83)
2/83, p. 38
Round Dance Classics Poll, 1984 (AM) 11/83, p. 37
Round Dance Teaching As Teamwork (RM) (Lambert
Knox and Leila Pennell) 10/83, p. 44
Round Dancing in the British Isles (RM) (Gwen
Manning) 3/83, p. 37
Round Dancing in the Square Dance Program
(RM) (Wayne/Barbara Blackford; Phyllis/
Charlie Plimpton) 2/83, p. 37
Roundalab (WKTHR) (Dave Senko) 4/83, p. 28
Roundalab 6th Annual Convention (RM) (Harmon
and Betty Jorritsma) 1/83, p. 29
Roundancer Module
1/83, p. 29 Roundalab 6th Annual Convention
(Harmon and Betty Jorritsma)
2/83, p. 37 Round Dancing in the Square
Dance Program (Wayne/Barbara Blackford;
Phyllis/Charlie Plimpton)
3/83, p. 37 Round Dancing in the British Isles
(Gwen Manning)
4/83, p. 31 Learning Modes (Kaye Anderson)
5/83, p. 31 Role of the Round Dance Leader
(Doc and Peg Tirrell)
6/83, p. 30 Mastering the Timing of the Waltz and
Two-step (Kaye Anderson)
7/83, p. 16 Cuddle Up, Dream, Just Me, Tender
is the Night
8/83, p. 24 Single Action Basics for Beginners
9/83, p. 38 Seeking Solutions to Poor Dancing
in the Round Dance Program (Charlie and
Bettye Procter)

Announcing: The 3rd Annual

CALLER COACH SCHOOL
Thursday APRIL 19, 1984 thru Saturday APRIL 21, 1984
HYATT-REGENCY - O'Hare, Chicago, IL
* AL BRUNDAGE
* CAL GOLDEN

FRANK LANE
* JACK LASRY

* JIM MAYO
* BILL PETERS

This school is offered to help callers who do now, or who plan to, teach others how to call. The course will share with you the
experience of the staff in helping callers to improve their performance.
Our staff includes the most experienced caller coaches in the business. Each instructor is a universally recognized caller
training expert and all are accredited by Callerlab as Caller Coaches.

FOR INFORMATION OR ENROLLMENT CONTACT:
Jim Mayo, 79 Wash Pond Rd., Hampstead NJ 03841 (603) 329-5492
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. . . square dance music
in tune with the 80's . .

Robert Shuler
ROC-101 ANOTHER HONKY-TONK NIGHT ON BROADWAY, by Linda Carol Forrest
ROC-102 ONE IN A MILLION, by Bill Knecht
ROC-103 JUST LIKE THE WHITE WINGED DOVE, by Robert (rock music, you'il tuv it!)
ROC-104 ZIP-A-DEE-D0O-DAFT, by Robert
ROC-105 1fith AVENUE, by Robert
Owner/producer Robert Shuler is now accepting a limited number of out-of-town engagements. Attractive dates & rates available!

10/83, p. 44 Round Dance Teaching as Teamwork
(Lambert Knox and Leila Pennell)
11/83, p. 37 1984 RID Classics Poll; p. 38 Flowing
Style in the Foxtrot (Charles and Alida
Lugenbuhl)
12/83, p. 37 Ask Questions in Class (Kaye
Anderson)
Sahr, Gladys "Sunshine" Costumes (LADIES)
10/83, p. 34
Schalkx, A.L. (VS) (Dropouts) 8/83, p. 16
Schmidt, Bud and Wilda (PRD) 2/83, p. 38
Scholarships, SIOASDS 5/83, p. 24
Scoot Back (SL) 8/83, p. 31

Seeking Solutions to Poor Dancing in the Round
Dance Program (RM) (Charlie and Bettye Procter)
9/83, p. 38

Seiter, Rol (VS) (Single Ladies) 8/83, p. 16
Self-study Notes (CN) (Jac/Yvonne Fransen) 12/83,
p. 34

Senko, Dave (WKTHR) (Callerlab) 3/83, p. 34;
(East Texas SIR Dance Assoc.) 1/83, p. 26;
(Legacy) 2/83, p. 35; (Lloyd Shaw Foundation)
5/83, p. 28; National Assoc. of S/RID Suppliers)
9/83, p. 36; (National S/D Convention) 6/83, p. 28;
(Overseas Dancers Assoc.) 8/83, p. 22;
(Roundalab) 4/83, p. 28; (Single Square Dancers
USA) 11/83, p. 35; (Square Dancers of America)
10/83, p. 41; (Universal Round Dance Council)
7/83, p. 50
Set Up Squares (VS) (Frank and Nan Habersberger)
3/83, p. 2
Severance, Dick and Judy (Square Beat, Exercise

pekrris)i remch presents
The Most Extensive Caller Training Program Ever
DUAL CALLER'S COLLEGES
2 Halls
An exciting winter vacation 2 Instructors
Vaughn Parrish and Herb Egender
Callerlab accredited Caller Coaches
New Callers
January 13, 14, 15, 1984
Fee: $250. (no taw-deduct $35)

Experienced Callers
January 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 1984
Fee: $400. (no taw-deduct $65)

Limited Enrollment .
Fee includes all transportation to and from Denver,
tuition, food and lodging at the Ranch
plus a visit to Denver's fabulous National Western Stockshow & Rodeo.
For Reservation Contact:
Herb Egender
2928 S. Parker Ct.,
A

c.c.% onni
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SWING YOUR PARTNER TO
THE DANCER'S CORNER!

ARMETA, Dept. M

Square Dance fashions at their best!
• Petticoats
• Dresses
• Records and Accessories
• Pettipants
• Skirts and Blouses
• Dance Shoes
Brochures available on request. Mail and
Phone Orders filled promptly! Bank Cards
Welcome!

P.O. Box 696
Canby, Oregon 97013

2228 Wealthy S.E.
Grand Rapids, MI 49506
616-458-1272

The Original Fun Club Badges
Send for list

Set to Music) 2/83, p. 14
Shadow to a Diamond (COS) 10/83, p. 39; (EN) 7/83,
p 15
Sheet Makes a Dress (LADIES) 7/83, p. 13
Sherlock, Don (0) 8/83, p. 30
Shift (EN) 3/83, p. 36
Short Track (EN) 9/83, p. 32
Show-off Angels in Beginner Class (VS)
(Frederick Monteser) 8/83, p. 15
Sikorsky, Mike (W) (Fun Choreography) 6/83, p. 45;
8/83, p. 42
Silver Spur 12/83, p. 9; (Dick and Jan Brown) 8/83,
p. 17
Single Action Basics for Beginners (RM) (Kaye
Anderson) 8/83, p. 24
Single Ladies (VS) (Rol Seiter) 8/83, p. 16

Lead
Right
Callers
Notes

Single Square Dancers USA (WKTHR) (Dave Senko)
11/83, p. 35
Singles Clubs (Bob Wildman) 1/83, p. 27
Sleeves (LADIES) 3/83, p. 18
Slow Down the Drive to Higher Levels (Doc and
Peg Tirrell) 2/83, p. 14
Smith, Ed Ross (0) 5/83, p. 59
Smooth Dancing, Styling and Timing (TAGL)
5/83, p. 26
Sound Check with a Sound Level Meter 5/83, p. 19
Special Dance Committee Checklist (WKTHR)
(Maryln Dailey) 3/83, p. 33
Speed in Square Dancing (POP) 12/83, p. 11
Spin Chain and Mesh the Gears (EN) 6/83, p. 34
Spin the Big Top (EN) 4/83, p. 37
Spirits Dance Exhibition Group (Lee Wilkes)

A SPECIAL CHRISTMAS OFFER
CALLERS . . . . Are you interested in calling more
enjoyable dances? Providing more fun to your friends?
Becoming a more effective leader?

DANCERS . . . . Would you like to give your favorite caller a Special Christmas gift?
A $16.50 value for only $10.00, that's 4 issues of our Notes absolutely free. Plus our
Special bonus of a 10% Lifetime Discount . . .
LOOK CALLERS . . . . A 10% Lifetime Discount on the renewal of all subscriptions
started before 31 Jan., 1984. Just $10.00 will start your subscription to LEAD RIGHT
CALLERS NOTES via this Special introductory offer. We believe our Notes are the
very best callers aid available today — Anywhere — At any price We invite you to
compare for yourself. Send for your "FREE" Courtesy issue . .
REMEMBER . . . . A good Callers Note Service doesn't cost, it makes you money.
Order today, this fantastic offer must expire 31 Jan., 1984.
ORDER FROM: MAVPRIrK ENTEIPRISE, 824 N. Adams, Nevada, Mo. 64772
vssr■
so.swm■
israi.
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Dwight Moody, Producer
Bill Wentz, Executive Producer
Aaron Lowder, Executive Producer

6870A Newell Hickory Grove Rd.
Charlotte, N.C. 28212
(704) 537-0133
Callers — Want to make a recording? —
Contact us for rates.

RECORDS ®

Recorded at Lamon Sound Studios
by Staff Musicians

(Founded 1962)

Singing Calls
LR 1078 Ya'II Come — Bill Wentz
LR 10079 Wandering Eyes — Aaron Lowder
LR 10083 It'll Be Me — Aaron Lowder
LR 10085 Wooden Horses Bill Wentz
LR 10087 I Saw Mommy Kissing Santa Claus
— Bruce Williamson
PH 100
Shaking A Heartache — Bill Barnette

Panhandle Records
A division of Lemon

Distributed by:
Twelgrenn, Bath, OH
Corsair-Continental, Pomona, CA
Old Timer Distributors, Phoenix, AZ

1/83, p. 23
Spotlight A Label 11/83, p. 14 (JoPat Records); 12/83,
p. 22 (Red Boot Productions)
Square Beat, Exercise Set to Music (Dick and
Judy Severance) 2/83, p. 14
Square Dance Club Reporters (WKTHR) 11/83, p. 33
Square Dance Coupon Booklets (AISI) 7/83, p. 10
Square Dance Foundation of New England 8/83,
p.18
Square Dance Hall of Fame 12/83, p. 9
Square Dance Mixers at College (AISI) 3/83, p. 7
Square Dance Publications Directory, 1983
6/83, p. 14
Square Dance Stamps (AISI) 3/83, p. 11
Square Dance Tour Guide, 1983 4/83, p. 15
Square Dance Vacation Institutes 2/83, p. 12

PH 101
Ruin My Bad Reputation — Jim Snyder
PH 102 Nadine — Gary Stewart
Hoedowns
LR 10076 Blue Ridge Mountain Memories
(Clog) B/W Melody Hoedown
LR 10077 Cotton Eye Joe (Texas Style)
B/W Long Journey Home

Tape Service:
Hanhurst's, Fort Myer, FL

Square Dance Vacations, 1983 2/83, p. 10
Square Dance Week Publicity (AISI) 8/83, p. 7
Square Dance World Directory 8/83, p. 43
Square Dancers of America (WKTHR) (Dave Senko)
10/83, p. 41
Square Dancing and Travel 4/83, p. 11
Square Dancing as a Commercial Attraction
9/83, p. 18
Square Dancing as a Social Activity (POP) 12/83, p.
13; p. 14; p. 15
Square Dancing in New Guinea 2/83, p, 15
Square Dancing in Sweden 4/83, p. 13
SQUARE DANCING Magazine 35th Anniversary
11/83, p. 2
Square Verse (Beryl Frank) 11/83, p. 142
State Calendar (WKTHR) 8/83, p. 21

ha%
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The Best Little Square Dance Store Around'

oe' ale

The "Sassy"
Our beautiful full circle "Sassy" skirt with ruffle
around bottom and on sides of white lace panel
insert with complimenting bows. Solid colors of
Green, Navy. Red. and Brown.
Sizes S-M-L, Lengths 20", 22", and 23", 24".
(These are made to order, allow at least
3-4 weeks_for delivery.)
STYLE "Sassy"

Send $1.00 for a copy of our new Square Dance
Apparel Catalog.
Will be refunded
with your first order.
°N-1000 Match with white peasant blouse

shown with cord colors-Black, Navy. Red. and
Send with order:
Brown. Also available with red or navy
Style. Color. Size and Price-Your Name. Address, City. State and Zip.
gingham check cord. Sizes P-S-M-L-XL
For Charge: Card Number and expiration date
STYLE 0N-l000
$14.50
Add $3.50 for postage cif' handling. Virginia residents
add 4% tax. Check. Visa, Master Card accepted.

250 West Broad Street (Route

Fails Church, VA 22046

(703) 534-7273
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Mustang Recordings
Produced by
Chuck Bryant & The Mustang Band

Bob Shiver

New Releases
MS 190 A&B Stuck Right In The Middle Of Your Love
by Chuck Bryant
Chuck Bryant
MS 191 A&B All I Ever Need Is You
by Chuck Bryant
Record Dealer —
MS 192 A&B Rodeo Romeo by Bob Shiver
Chuck Bryant & Mustang Recording Co.
April thru Oct. — 2616 Baxter, Austin, Texas 78745 (512) 444-9301
Nov. thru March — P.O. Box 735, San Benito, Texas 78586 (512) 399-8797

Sticking to the Correct Definition (TAGL)
2/83, p. 33
Summitt, Judy and G.B. (PRD) 8/83, p. 26
Tags (SL) 4/83, p. 38
Tarr, Joe and Betty (PRD) 9/83, p. 39
Taylor, Dave (A Look at Square Dancing) 1/83, p. 7
Teaching by Definition, Interview with Frank
Lane (CN) 10/83, p. 47
Teaching Science through Square Dancing (Morton
"Rocky" Raisen) 3/83, p. 25
Teaching Tips and Techniques for Working with
Mentally Handicapped (Mike Woods) 6/83, p. 12
Technical and Social Problems in Today's
Dancing (VS) (Bruce Lackey) 3/83, p. 21
Techniques of a Good MC (CN) (Osa Matthews)
1/83, p. 31

A&S Records.
321 Laurie Lane
Warner Robins, GA 31093
912/ 922-7510.

Ten Big Events in S/D History (AISI) 1/83, p. 8
Tenderfoot Christmas (WKTHR) (Edwin L. Dodds)
12/83, p. 33
Terminology 10/83, p. 12
Thank You Cards (WKTHR) 8/83, p. 21
Three-year Callers' Course (John Essex) 3/83,
p. 14
Tiger's Coach, a Clogger (Bev Warner) 7/83, p. 15
Trimmer, Gene (W) (Lead Left) 3/83, p. 53; (Grand
Square) 9/83, p. 53; (Basic/Mainstream Choreography) 12/83, p. 53
Tirrell„ Doc and Peg (RM) (Role of the Round Dance
Leader) 5/83, p. 31; (Slow Down the Drive to Higher
Levels) 2/83, p. 14
Trades (SL) 1/83, p. 36
Traditional Treasury (Ed Butenhof)

AUTHENTIC GEMSTONE 3-PIECE SET
SCARF SLIDE

BUCKLE

30 x 20 mm

140 x 30 mill

BOLO
140 x 30 mrn

SCARF BUCKLE BOLO 3-PIECE SET
SLIDE
BLACK ONYX
$6.00
$12.50 $10.00 $21.00
BLUE ONYX
7.00
13.00
11.00
23.00
CRAZY LACE
7.00
13.00
11.00
23.00
MOTHER OF PEARL
4.00
10.00
8.00
17.00
BROWN GOLDSTONE
8.00
14.00
12.00
25.00
r__
POSTAGE AND HANDLING ADD $1.50
I
NEW JERSEY RESIDENTS ADD 6% SALES TAX
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h‘s hills
262 HOLLY LANE
P.O. BOX 233
TUCKERTON, NJ
08087
(609) 296-1205
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1/83, p. 28 Jenny Pluck Pears/Saratoga
Lancers/Railroad Track
2/83, p. 28 Roger's Dance/Hey Square/Grand
Hey Square
3/83, p. 37 Variety in Traditional Program
4/83, p. 30 Elbow Hook Mixer
5/83, p. 30 Rod's Quad #2
6/83, p. 33 Rustic Reel/The H Dance
7/83, p. 20 Cowboy's Reel/Cogwheel
9/83, p. 30 The Girl I Left Behind Me/Rakes
of Mallow/Allemande Left and the Gents
Star
10/83, p. 32 Two (and Three and Four) Leaf
Clover
11/83, p. 36 Six to the Center/Texas Star/
Triple Duck
12/83, p. 36 Duck and Dive/Duck for the Oyster
Training Future S/D Leaders (G&K) 9/83, p. 24
Travel for the New Dancer (AISI) 4/83, p. 10
Triple Scoot (SL) 8/83, p. 31
Unisex Dancing (VS) (Charlie Novak) 3/83, p. 24
Universal Round Dance Council (WKTHR) (Dave
Senko) 7/83, p. 50
Van Antwerp, Bob, Interview (CN) 5/83, p. 33
Value of a Broad Background and Styling for
the Caller/Teacher (CN) (Ralph Hay) 4/83, p. 33
Vanderbie, Bette (LADIES) (Badge Holders) 2/83, p. 43
Variations of the Do Si Do (AISI) 5/83, p. 10
Vinyard, Bob (0) 10/83, p. 108
Walton, Colin (VS) (Dancing by Definition)
8/83, p. 16
Warner, Bev (WKTHR) (Gossip) 9/83, p. 37; (Tiger's
Coach, a Clogger) 7/83, p. 15; (LADIES) (Dresses)
12/83, p. 43
Weaver, Buddy (CN) (Professionalism in Calling)
1/83, p. 33
We-Miss-You Card (WKTHR) 4/83, p. 27
What Are They Dancing? 1983 1/83, p. 10
Wheelchair Dancing (Gil Josephson) 2/83, p. 18
White House Square Dance, May, 1982 9/83, p. 16
White, Jim (My Feet Are Killing Me) 2/83, p. 20
Whitten, Bud (CM) 3/83, p. 62
Wildman, Bob (Singles Clubs) 1/83, p. 27
Wilkes, Lee (Spirits Dance Exhibition Group)
1/83, p. 23
Woods, Mike (Teaching Tips and Techniques for
Working with the Mentally Handicapped) 6/83,
p.12
Woodward, Kay (WKTHR) (Reporting Tips) 7/83, p. 49

NEW FROM
CDSS*

Newest Releases
BA-402 You Were On My Mind by Bobby Keefe
BA-602 Bill Bailey by Johnny Walter
BA-601 Looking Over a Four Leaf Clover by Johnny Walter
BA-105 So Round So Firm So Fully Packed by James Maxey
BA-106 A Litle Bitty Tear Let Me Down by James Maxey

BRAHMA RECORDS

904-268-9705
11909 Hoodlanding, Jacksonville, Fl. 32223
Distributed by Corsair Continental Corp.

or
M.07 ATI-LEESTER

1166 HOOKSETT ROAD Zip 03104
WORLD'S LARGEST SQUARE DANCE SHOP

Send $2.00 for our 44 page catalog
$2.00 refunded with first purchase
REMINDER TO MEMBERS
S/D CALLERS ASSOCIATION
OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
ITS RENEWAL TIME

ALL CALLERS
THE ASSOCIATION

invites you to send for a
FREE
copy of Square Dance Callers
Reference Notes & News Letter
3328 Live Oak
Huntington Park, CA 90255

Bob Dalsemer's

West Virginia Square Dances

Bob has described the regular dance events in five communities, including details on
program format, type of audience, and admission as well as the calling, musical
performance, and dance figures themselves.
Bill Litchman says "I found that I was dancing along with the people Bob was
describing . . . . [This book] certainly is a must for those who find themselves
interested in dance history, traditional calls, folk art and culture, and local
history."
$9.35 includes postage & handling. Order from Country Dance and song Society,*
505 Eighth Ave., NY, NY 10018.
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Joe Porritt

Mark Patterson

Bob:
JP110 Once In My Life
JP111 Nevertheless
JP109 See You In My
Dreams
ROUNDS
JP108 Matador
JP 301 All Of Me"
JP107 She Believes In Me
(Loehrs)
JP106 Heartbreak
JP 302 "No Love At All"
Mountain
(Loehrs)
JP105 I Don't Know Why
HOEDOWNS
JP104 Someone Is Looking
JP 501 Jopat/Jolee
JP103 Selfish
JP 502 Country Cat/
JP102 Rhythm Of Rain
City Slicker
JP101 Blue Moon Of
JP 503 Sunshine/
Kentucky
Moonshine
JP401 Tennessee
JP 504 Uptown/Downtown
Sunshine

NEW RELEASES:
JP216 Devil Woman — Joe
JP215 Little Red Wagon — Joe
JP214 Sweet Georgia Brown
—Joe
JP213 You Take The Leaving
—Joe
JP505 Muddy River/Feeling
Good (Hoedown)
JP114 Yellow Ribbon — Bob
JP113 Angry — Bob
JP112 Bobby McGee — Bob
JP601 Gotta Travel On — Mark

Working With Special Groups (Peter Mazik) 12/83,
p. 20
Wright, Paul (VS) (Charging Callers at a Dance)
8/83, p. 15
Yankee Style to an Ocean Wave (EN) 8/83, p. 24
Yokes For Western Shirts (LADIES) 9/83, p. 45

LEGACY UPDATE
At its meeting in St. Louis last May, members
of Legacy took a number of steps that would
tend to make the organization more visible in
the eyes of square dancers around the world.
Already attempts have been made to pinpoint
PATTERN

#280
$4.00

Joe:
Roll Out
The Barrel
JP211 Fightin' Side Of Me
JP210 Blow Up The T.V.
1616 Gardiner
JP209 Country Wasn't
Lane
Cool
Suite 202
HP208 Friday Night Blues
Louisville,
KY
JP207 Love Has Made A
40205
Woman Out Of You
(502) 459-2455
J P206 I Feel Better All
Over
Order from:
J P205 I Don't Drink From JoPat Records
The River
Denise Benningfield
JP204 Gonna Have A Ball 217 Glissade Dr.
JP203 All At Once It's
Fairdaie, KY 40118
Forever
(502) 368-6376
JP212

concerns of square dancers and square dance
leaders by extensive sampling opinion (see
accompanying article). A streamlined outreach program centralized on a square dance
week program and an enlarged hot-line designed to get to the source of problems quickly
were also among the major points discussed at
this leadership conference. Heading the Legacy Board of Directors for the coming two
years are: Chairmen Doc and Peggy Tirrell,
Vice-Chairmen Bob and Dottie Elgin and Executive Secretary Don and Vera Chestnut.

SQUARE DANCE DRESS PATTERNS
Create an original square dance dress for yourself or your club at a
fraction of the ready-to-wear prices. This dress features a full circular
skirt with ruffle sweeping up the side. The pattern has three necklines
and layered sleeves. Patterns in multi-sizes (5-7-9, 6-8-10, 12-14-16,
18-20-40).

Dealer inquiries welcome.
Mail to: AUTHENTIC PATTERNS, INC.
P.O. Box 170119
Arlington, Texas 76003

Pattern # 280

@ $4.50ea. Size(s)

TOTAL AMOUNT ENC-LOSED $
Name
Address
City

State

Zip

1 Pattern — $1.25 3 Patterns — $2.55
Add for
postage & handling: 2 Patterns — $2.00 4 Patterns — $2.90
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CALL IT FANCY.
The special outfit
for those special
nights. A bit more
fancy, but you're
worth it.
• L.•
•

I

•■
• •

111

C.

A. Pride 'N Joy—
Contrasting scoop neck
and hem ruffles are
trimmed with satin ribbon
and bows. Elasticized puff
sleeves trimmed with ribbons
and bows. Colors: powder blue
& white; pink & white; red &
white. $64.95
B. Sissy— Matches dress A.
Sizes: s. m. 1. $12.50
C. Ladies Choice— 8 panel
skirt with contrasting 3 tier ruffle insets and piping. V-neck
bodice with satin bow. Contrasting 3 tier ruffle sleeves.
Colors: red & white; navy &
white. $69.99
D. Sissy— Matches dress B.
Sizes: s. m. 1. $12.50
Bust
Size

Dress
Size

32

6

Waist
Size

Length
S L

24

19 21

8

34

25

19 21

10

35

26

20 22

12

37

28

21 23

14

38

29

22 24

16

40

31

22 24

18

41

32

22 24

,

Fabric Content
50% Cotton/50% Polyester

Get a free matching tie for
your partner with each dress
and sissy order.

Make check
payable and
mail to: Call
It Fancy,
5921 Cerritos
Ave., Cypress,
CA 90630.
Allow 4-6
weeks for
delivery.

I
I

Size _ Length
S

L

S

L

S

L

S

L

❑ Check or money order

Color

❑

Visa

Quantity n

❑ Masterc ard

Price ea.

Calif. res.
6% tax

forjr.

Shipping
State

Zip

Card Number

Expiration Date

Signature

Telephone

Total

Sub total

Name

City

Call It Fancy,
5921 Cerritos Ave.,
Cypress, CA 90630

Item

$ 2.00

Total
Enclosed
*Petticoats not included.

4Pe
Pattern Co.
Box 23
Hamlin, Texas 79520
Catalog $1.50
plus 500 postage & handling
DAFPCNITIONS

Eight Chain Thru: Right and left grand as

from ASARDA News, Alabama

done by squares who dance in narrow hallways.

Partner: That person who is looking for you Dive Thru: A means by which the caller dis-

while other couples are promenading.

covers how many dancers were wearing wigs.

Corner: That person who will soon be your Hash: A form of dancing favored by callers
partner, but by the time you realize it is
already your opposite.

with poor memories for singing calls.

Right and Left Grand: A frantic search for High Level Dancer: One who knows one
more call than you.

partners.

KALOX- Seize-Longhorn
C.O. Guest

Bill
Crowson

New on Kalox
K-1288 Sally Johnson #2/Fat Boy Rag
K-1287 Little Betty Brown #2/Deep Elm
K-1286 Folsom Prison/Johnny Up A Gum
Stump Hoedowns Instrumental only
Recent Releases on Kalox
K-1285 Hush Hush/If You Come Back To Me
Instrumental Only
Two all time favorites
Recent Releases on Longhorn
LH-1041 I'm Only In It For The Love
Flip/Inst. by Mike Bramlett
LH-1040 You Were Only Fooling
Flip/Inst. by Harold Davis
New Rounds on Belco
B-312-A Susie Two-step by Ken Croft
and Elena de Zordo
1st band music; 2nd band cues
by Charlie Proctor
B-312-8 Better Things In Life Two-step
by Pat and Louise Kimbley
1st band music; 2nd band cues
by Norman Teague

B-311-A Hominy Grits Two-step
by Richard and Joanna Lawson
1st band music; 2nd band cues
by Richard Lawson
B-311-8 Harvest Mixer
Mixer by John & Wanda Winter
Recent Releases on Belco
B-310-A Chattanooga Shoe Shine Boy
Two-step by Bill & Virginia Tracy
1st band music; 2nd band cues
by Bill
B-310-B Little Wahine '82 Two-step
by Mary Jane Falk & Ben. G. Conklin
1st band music; 2nd band cues
by Charlie Proctor
New Squares on Crow Records
C-002 Oklahoma Hills by Bill Crowson
C-001
Calendar Girl by Bill Crowson

John
Saunders

Harold
Davis

Guy Poland

Distributed by Kalox Belco Longhorn Records, Inc.
2832 Live Oak Dr., Mesquite, TX 75150
96

Bill and
Virginia
Tracy
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SQUARE

mincE

DATE BOOK

Dec. 1-3 Square Dance World Square-Up,
Expo Center, Orlando, FL — 14948 Spyglass St., Orlando 32817
Dec. 2-3 — Jekyll Island Happening, Jekyll
Island, GA — (904) 265-2050
Dec. 2-3 — Holiday Festival, Community
Center, Hattiesburg, MS — (601) 264-7211
Dec. 2-3 — Fumblin' Feats 7th Annual Festival, Palo Verde High School, Blythe, CA
16811 Riviera Dr., Blythe 92225 (619)
922-7723
Dec. 2-4 — Grand Holiday Weekend, Ponce
de Leon Lodge, St. Augustine, FL — 507
Mentone St., St. Augustine 32084
Dec. 3 — Pecan Harvest Hoedown, Carlsbad,
NM
Dec. 7-8 — Jubilee Squares Holiday Festival,
Hattiesburg, MS — 303 Hillendale Dr.,
Hattiesburg 39401 (601) 544-1443
Dec. 8-10 — Gatlinburg Christmas Ball, Civic
Center, Gatlinburg, TN — 1217 Hawthorne Rd., Lancaster, SC 29720
Dec. 9-11 — EAASDC Winter Jamboree,
Schwabish Gmuend. Germany
Dec. 11 — 8th Annual Western Mass. Fall
Festival, Springfield Civic Center,
FOR A VERY UNUSUAL AND INEXPENSIVE GIFT

PHOTO T-SHIRTS $8.00

Send any size B&W or color photo of good quality.
We'll computerize it and put it on a quality 50/50
cotton and polyester T-shirt.

NATIONAL
SQUARE DANCE
DIRECTORY
1984 Edition
The 5th Edition will be published March 1, 1984. The Directory includes
information and contacts on over 10,000 square, round, contra and clogging clubs in the U.S., Canada and around the world. Also information on
major festivals, organizations, publications, products and services.
A MUST FOR EVERY DANCER
$7.00 per copy (plus $2.00 postage)
Available March 1,1984

Send to: National Square Dance Directory
P.O. Box 54055, Jackson, MS 39208
(601) 825-6831

MAIL ORDER
MASTER RECORD SERVICE
Telephone
(602) 997-5355
Square and Round Dance
Catalog Upon Request
Include $1.00 postage, handling

P.O. Box 37676
10027 N. 19th Ave. Phoenix, AZ 85069

SINGLE? ENTHUSIASTIC?
Interested in starting a SINGLES'
Square Dance Club? LET US HELP!

Become affiliated with the largest
Singles' Square Dance Club in the
World!

WRITE FOR INFORMATION NOW!
BACHELORS 'N' BACHELORETTES

INTERNATIONAL, INC.
c/o RALPH OSBORNE, International President
P.O. Box 1214
South Gate, CA 90280
Also—We can print any message you may want on a
T-shirt. Up to 16 letters or spaces per line and up to 11
lines per shirt. $8.00
Include with your order & photo:
color, size, and amount
your name, address, city, state, zip.
add $2.00 post. & handling per order send check or
money order only to:
JIFA Enterprises
P.O. Box 6155
Gulfport, Ms., 39501

for men or women
standard crew neck
S (34-36) red
M (38-40) or
all photos returned unharmed.
L (42-44) Blue
you must be satisfied or refund.
XL (46-48) trim
A one or two line message can be added above and/or below the photo
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Keep 'em squared up with HI-HAT & BLUE RIBBON Dance Records!

Records

Brand New On Hi-Hat
Recent Releases On Hi-Hat
HH 5062 Old Man River (I've Come to Talk
HH 5061 Waitin' For The Robert E. Lee
Again) by Ernie
by Jerry Schatzer
HH 5063 1.0.0 by Tom Perry
HH 5060 When My Blue Moon Turns To Gold
HH 5064 Taste Of The Wind by Jerry Schatzer
by Tom Perry
Brand New on Blue Ribbon
HH 5059 After The Lovin' by Jerry Schatzer
BR 235 Don't Stop In My World by Bill Stone
HH 5058 You Are So Beautiful by Ernie Kinney
Beautiful Round Dance For Your Christmas Time
HH 5057 One Way Ryder by Bronc Wise
BR 1003 Christmas City Waltz by Gloria Roth
HH 5056 Great American Guest by Tom Perry
The following records are available with harmony from the producer:
HH 471 — 5007 — 5022 — 5031 — 5032 — 5039 — 5041 — 5047 — 5060
Producer: Ernie Kinney Enterprises, 3925 N. Tollhouse, Rd., Fresno, CA 93726
Distributors: Corsair-Continental Corp., P.O. Box 644, Pomona, CA 91769
Twelgrenn Inc., P.O. Box 216, Bath, OH 44210
Jim's Record Shop, 163 Angelus, Memphis, TN 38104

Springfield, MA — 29 King St., Westfield Dec. 17 — Las Vegas B&B 7th Anniversary
01084
Dance, Western High School, Las Vegas,
NV — 1830 Avocado Ct. , Henderson 89015
Dec. 16-17 — Holiday Hoedown S/R/D
(702) 456-1862
Weekend, Missouri Southern State College, Joplin, MO — 1808 Wynnwood Dr., Dec. 18 — Holiday Extravaganza (free),
Anaheim Convention Ctr, Anaheim, CA
Carthage 64836
Dec. 16-17 — Snowflake Festival, Weber Jan. 6-7 — 6th Annual Winter Wonderland
State College, Ogden, UT — 834 West
Festival, Meridian, MS — 3515 42nd St.,
3800 South, Ogden 84403 (801) 393-2039
Meridian 39301 (601) 482-5745
Dec. 17 — Huntington's Christmas S/R/D Jan. 6-8 — Challenge Weekend, San Diego,
CA (619) 421-4555
Ball, Marshall Univ. Memorial Center,
Jan. 7 — WASRDA January Jubilee, National
Huntington, WV —

If you Dance all night, and
Stand on your feet all day,
you're gonna love us!
"HAPPY FEE?'"
These are the original, patented water and foam cushioned
innersoles designed to massage and comfort your tired feet.
They provide flexible and controlled arch support at all times—and
that's important comfortwise, whether you're working or dancing.
Guaranteed to never spring a leak under normal conditions—and
washable, too.

Please send correct shoe sizes: Men
Women
Calif. residents add
Send $4.95 plus .754 shipping and handling to:
6% sales tax.
STRIEGEL & Associates, Inc. • 1562-D Parkway Loop 6 • Tustin, California,
92680
Name
SD-1

Address

city
MASTERCHARGE or VISA #
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❑I
State

Zip
Exp•

would like details on

how I can become a
HAPPY FEET Dealer.
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the4th.National
Canadian Square & Round Dance Convention
August 2. 3. 4, 1984 Winnipeg Manitoba Canada
FOR INFORMATION
AND REGISTRATION WRITE TO

Guard Armory, Hamilton, AL
Jan. 8-15 — 5th Annual Bermuda Convention
PO Box 145, Avon, MA 02322 (617)
963-0713
Jan. 12-14 — 7th Annual January Jubilee,
Philadelphia Centre Hotel, Philadelphia,
PA — 9804 Dubarry St., Glenn Dale, MD
20769
Jan. 12-15 — Tucson's 36th Festival, Tucson
Community Center, Tucson, AZ — 3242
No. Calle De Beso, Tucson 85715 (602)
624-8711

CONVENTION 84
P O BOX 3927 SIN B
WINNIPEG, MANITOBA
CANADA/R2W 5H9

Jan. 13-14 A Whale of a Dance, Landmark
Resort Hotel, Myrtle Beach, SC — (c/o
Heyward) PO Box 198, North Myrtle
Beach 29582 (803) 249-3235
Jan. 20-21 — 6th Annual Midwinter Jamboree, DeGray Lodge, DeGray Square Park,
Arkadelphia, AR
Jan. 20-22 — Winter Festival, Santa Cruz
County Fairgrounds, Watsonville, CA —
3300 Wolcott Common, #106, Fremont
94538
Jan. 21 — Golden Triangle Assn's 28th Annual

B & S SQUARE DANCE SHOP
Visa
Master charge

Billy & Sue Miller
St. Rte., Box 301
Magnet, In. 47555
Ph. 812-843-5491

B & S Nylon Organdy "Crisp" Petticoats
A light weight snag free slip available in beautiful
colors.
Colors: Lt. pink, Lt. blue, White, Lt. Yellow, Bright
green, Orange, Bright yellow, Royal, Navy, Red,
Mint, Lilac, Lime. Beige, Black, Burgundy, Med.
Purple, Hot pink, Brown, Peach, Deep Purple,
Multi. (Any 4 Comb.)
60 yd. — $36.95
35 yd. — $31.95 (no returns)
75 yd. — $41.95
50 yd. — $33.95
(no returns)

Doubles by special order only.
50 yd DBL. $37.00
80 yd. DBL. $53.00
60 yd. DBL. $43.00
100 yd. DBL. $61.00

B & S Ruffle Delight
Two top layers of baby mesh and a third inside
layer of nylon organdy to prevent hose picking. 3
tiered with 150 yds. nylon ruffle on bottom edges.
White baby mesh slips with ruffles available in the
following colors: black, peacock, blue, yellow,
royal, red, orchid, orange, bright lime, fluorescent
orange, hot pink, candy pink, brown, purple, and
light blue and multis.
Price: $30.95.
All Organdy Ruffle Delight's also available

Indiana residents add
5% sales tax

All slips available in lengths 18" thru 23".
No returns on special made Slips under 18" or over 23"
All multi-slips and slips over 23" are $2.00 more.
Send $1.00 for Catalog
Prices Subject to change without notice.
Refunded on 1st Order
Shipping/$2.00 ea. — add 750 ea. additional
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Germany, Austria, France, & Switzerland
Personally escorted by Al & Bea Brundage

July 2-16, 1984
• Oberammergau Passion Play • Rhine River Cruise
• Several evenings of Square Dancing
. . . and much more
For full information and detailed itinerary, write to:
Al & Bea Brundage, P.O. Box 125, Jensen Beach, FL 33457

Winter Festival, Port Arthur Civic Center,
Port Arthur, TX
Jan. 25-28 — Ski and S/D Festival, Red River,
NM — (c/o Richardson) Rt. 1, Box 42, Clinton, OK 73601 (405) 323-5888
Jan. 27 — Annual Sno Ball Dance, Armory,
Oak Ridge, TN
Jan. 27-28 — 26th Annual Panama City Festival, National Guard Armory, Panama City,
FL
Jan. 27-28 — 9th Annual So. Carolina S/R/D
Convention, Convention Center, Myrtle
Beach, SC — 1217 Hawthorne Rd. ,

Lancaster 29720 (803) 285-6103
Jan. 27-29 — Napa Weekend '84, Napa, CA
Jan. 27-29 — Oregon Mid-Winter Festival,
Lane County Fairgrounds, Eugene, OR
3780 Banner, Eugene 97404 (phone 6895326)
Jan. 28 — Winter Wonderland R/D Festival
YWCA, Little Rock, AR
Jan. 28 — Star Promenaders January Jubilee,
Teamsters' Hall, Little Rock, AR
Jan. 28 — 1st Annual Hawaiian Squarestitute,
Naniloa Surf Hotel, Hilo, HI — (c/o
Weaver) PO Box 4844, Hilo 96720

THE BILL PETERS
CALLER'S GUIDEBOOK SERIES
Book 1C
SIGHT CALLING MADE EASY
A complete book devoted exclusively to the HOW and WHY of Sight Calling. Learn how to successfully improvise
your patter presentations with this easy-to-read Guidebook covering all sight calling skills. This book is a MUST for
all callers who want to learn to sight call — or who are anxious to improve their ability to call patter extemporaneously
$7.95
Book 1B
THE MIGHTY MODULE
Learn how to use modules as a primary patter-building tool. Clearly written text covers the Dynamics of Modern
Choreography, Modular "Building-Block" Techniques, "Mix-and-Match" Techniques to accommodate all dance
$6.95
levels
SPECIAL COMBINED VOLUME
Since many successful callers use both Sight AND Modular techniques, we are also offering both of the abovedescribed Guidebooks — combined and bound into a single volume — at this special reduced money-saving
$12.95
price
"MODULES GALORE"
An extra-large collection of modules designed to serve as a supplement to "The Mighty Module." Hundreds of
effective dancer tested modules personally selected by the author
$5.95
ALSO AVAILABLE
PRESENTATION TECHNIQUES (Book 1A)
SINGING CALL TECHNIQUES (Book 2)

$7.95
$7.95

HOW TO ORDER
Order postpaid by sending check or money order to:

BILL PETERS • 5046 Amondo Drive • San Jose, California 95129
Californians add 6% sales tax; from Canada or overseas, U.S. funds, please. Add $3.00 for Air Mail
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CALIFONE PA SETS
$239.95
1815K, One speaker in lid. 10-18 watts
$359.95
1925-03, One speaker in lid. 40-60 watts
$439.95
1925-04, 2 separate speakers in case. 60-100 watts
1155K-12, 2 speakers in case, stereo 5-9 watts/channel $437.95
2155-04, 2 speakers in case, stereo 40-60 watts/channel $549.95
$299.95
1925-00, amplifier only
ASHTON PA SETS SINGLE CHANNEL ASHTON PA SETS DUAL CHANNEL
$ 795.00
$595.00 100 WATT AMP ONLY
50 WATT AMP ONLY
$ 995.00
$695.00 200 WATT AMP ONLY
100 WATT AMP ONLY
$795.00 300 WATT AMP ONLY
$1150.00
150 WATT AMP ONLY
$1495.00
$895.00 400 WATT AMP ONLY
200 WATT AMP ONLY

1) Digital Speed Indicator, 2) Led Power
ASHTON OPTIONS
Meters, 3) Automatic Tape Recorder, 4) Automatic Arm Reset Available This Fall.
PLUS FREIGHT ON ALL ABOVE PRICES
—

HAWKINS RECORD CASES
$28.95
$35.95

RC 700 Wood Case, 120 records
RC 710 Wood Case, 120 records with mike compartment

ASHTON RECORD CASES
RC-4
RC-5
RC-4
RC-5

Metal record case, holds 120 records/mike compartment
Metal record case, holds 150 records/no mike compartment
Wood record case, holds 120 records/mike compartment
Wood record case, holds 150 records/no mike compartment

$31.95

$31.95
$42.50
$42.50

Record Case Shipping—$5.00/Metal—$6.00/Wood

PLASTIC QUICK LOAD 45 RPM
ADAPTER $7.50
plus $1.00 shipping

MIKE COZY
$9.90
plus $1.25
shipping

We also carry Yak Stacks, Supreme
Speakers, and Mity Mite Speakers,
Ashton, and Halpo Speaker stands
from $89.95.

Trak-Shun Slodown Now Available
$5.00 per can + 500 per can shipping

CAR CADDY A new concept in a hand truck. Carries up to 100 lbs., 40" folds to 20". Tubular
steel weighs 7 lbs. Collapsible, designed to be used for sound equipment, luggage, etc. $31.95
plus $4.00 postage USA. Shock cord for Caddy $2.00 each plus $1 shipping.
—

LATEST RELEASES on these OUTSTANDING LABELS
BLUE STAR RELEASES
2212 — You Always Hurt The One
You Love
Caller: Johnnie Wykoff, Flip Inst.
2211 — Freight Train
Caller: Lem Gravelle, Flip Inst.
2210 — Cloudy Days
Caller: Vernon Jones, Flip Inst.
2209 — Chinatown
Caller: Johnnie Wykoff, Flip Inst.

DANCE RANCH RELEASES

675 — Commonly Known As The Blues
Caller: Stan Russell, Flip Inst.
674 — Bob Wills Is Still the King
Caller:1V Stevens, Flip Inst.
673 — Why Baby Why
Caller: Frank Lane, Flip Inst.

BOGAN RELEASES
1345 — Don't Forget Me
Caller: Ron Nelson. Flip inst.
1344 — Traveling Minstrel Man
rn!ler:
Ron r■
Jelsi.,,n, Flip Inst.
•

1343 — Just Because
Callers: Tommy White
and David Davis, Flip Inst.
1342 — Where The Sun Don't Shine
Caller: David Davis, Flip Inst.

LORE RELEASES

1211 — My Front Door Is Open
Caller: Dean Rogers, Flip Inst.
1210 — Blue Side Of Lonesome
By John Chavis, Flip Inst.
1209 — Lavin Cajun Style
Caller: Dean Rogers, Flip Inst.

PETTICOAT PATTER RELEASES
115 — Bright Lights Arid Country Music
Caller: Toots Richardson, Flip Inst.
114 — In The Drivers Seat
Caller: Toots Richardson, Flip Inst.
113 — You're Out Doing What I'm
Here Doing Without
Caller: Toots Richardson, Flip Inst.

SWINGING SQUARE RELEASES

2379 — Should I Do It
Caller: Robert Shuler, Flip Inst.

ROCKIN A RELEASES
1374 — James
Caller: David Cox, Flip Inst.

BEE SHARP RELEASES

120 — You're Singing Our Love Song
Caller: Mal Minshail, Flip inst.

CHRISTMAS SINGLES

1637 — Blue Star Jingle Bells
Caller: Andy Andrus, Flip Inst.
2146 — Blue Star Christmas Medley
Caller: Joh nnie ',Nykoft, Flip Inst.
2147 — Blue Star Christmas Time
A Coming
Caller: Johnnie Wykoff, Flip Inst.
2371
SS Christmas Time's A Coming
Caller: Wayne Mahan, Flip Inst.
65028 — MCA Jingle Bell Rock Mixer

We carry all square dance labels. Dealers: Please write for your inquiries concerning starting a dealership to:

MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE, P.O. Box 7309, Houston, Texas 77248-7309
323 W. 14th — Houston, Texas 77008 — (713) 862-7077

IllebeAtif
WeiterN Wear

ALL LEATHER

ALL LEATHER
ROUND TOE, FULLY LINED, ELASTICIZED
THROAT. FEATURES AN ORNATE 1 INCH
BUCKLE WITH ELASTIC GORE INSTEP
STRAP. 1 INCH HIGH HEEL. ONLY AS
SHOWN.
COLORS
Yellow
Brown
Bone
Black
White
Gold
Silver
Navy
Red

DAY OR NITE
PHONE (301) 724-2925

104 WEMPE DRIVE - CUMBERLAND, MD 21502

L v_ts_41

••ler ch•rgie

ESPECIALLY DESIGNED & CRAFTED FOR THE
CLOGGER. ROUND TOE, FULLY LINED,
FRENCH CORD BOUND THROAT, 1/2 INCH
BUCKLE WITH ELASTIC GORE INSTEP STRAP,
INCH LEATHER COVERED HEEL. ONLY AS
SHOWN.

:

COLORS:
Black
White
Taps Inc.

$34.95
Postage $2.00

Postage $2.00

Narrow, Medium and Wide Widths

Narrow, Medium and Wide Widths

Sizes 5 thru 10 including half sizes

Sizes 5 thru 10 including half sizes.

ALL LEATHER

ALL LEATHER

HIGHLY FASHIONED MODIFIED TOE, FULLY
LINED, FRENCH CORD BOUND THROAT, 1/2
INCH BUCKLE WITH ELASTIC GORE INSTEP
STRAP, 2 INCH LEATHER COVERED HEEL,
ONLY AS SHOWN.

SQUARE TOE, FULLY LINED, ELASTICIZED
THROAT, 7/8 INCH BUCKLE WITH ELASTIC
GORE INSTEP STRAP, 11/4 INCH LEATHER
COVERED HEEL. ONLY AS SHOWN.

COLORS:
Black
White
Silver
Gold
Brown
Navy
Red
Bone

COLORS:
Bone
Camel
Brown
Hot Pink
Navy
Lime
Purple
Yellow
Red
Postage $2.00

Postage $2.00

Narrow, Medium and Wide Widths

Narrow, Medium and Wide Widths

Sizes 5 thru 10 including half sizes.

Sizes 5 thru 10 including half sizes.

m841*. charge

VISA'
•

master charge

1.1 VISA

klelier.t4
1Ve4ters; Wear

104 WEMPE DRIVE —

ALL LEATHER

DAY OR NITE
UUMBEHLAND, MD 21502 — PHONE (301) 724-2925

r-s#1
61?lr
14.1eAterm Wear

104 WEMPE DRIVE

VISA'

DAY OR NITE
CUMBERLAND, MD 21502 — PHONE (301) 724-2925

ALL LEATHER

ALL LEATHER

UNLINED PUMP, LONGER CUT ELASTICIZED
THROAT FOR A SECURE FIT. AVAILABLE #22
TOE. 1/2 INCH LOW OR 1 INCH HIGH HEEL.

FEATURES AN INSTEP STRAP JOINED BY AN
ELASTIC RING, UNLINED, ELASTICIZED
THROAT. AVAILABLE #22 TOE, 1/2 INCH LOW
OR 1 INCH HIGH HEEL.

HEELS
Low - 1/2"
High - 1"

#22 TOE SHOWN
HIGH HEEL SHOWN

$27.95
Postage $2.00

COLORS.
White
Gold
Silver
Yellow
Orange
Hot Pink
Lilac
Brown
Bone
Lime
Red
Purple
Navy
Black

COLORS.
Yellow
Orange
Hot Pink
Lilac
Borwn
Bone
Lime
Red
Purple
Navy
Black
White
Gold
Silver

Narrow, Medium and Wide Widths
Sizes 5 thru 10 including half sizes.

HEELS
Low - 1/2"
High 1"
#22 TOE, LOW HEEL SHOWN.

$29.95

COLORS:
Yellow
Orange
Hot Pink
Lilac
Brown
Bone
Lime
Red
Purple
Navy
Black
White
Gold
Silver

Postage $2_00

_Imaster charge

VISA

kiebexi
114 4 te.111

wov+4014

HEELS
Low - 1/2"
High 1"
#22 TOE SHOWN
LOW HEEL SHOWN

Narrow, Medium and Wide Widths
Sizes 5 thru 10 including half sizes.

Narrow, Medium and Wide Widths
Sizes 5 thru 10 including half sizes.

.11

Postage $2.00

FULLY LINED, ELASTICIZED THROAT, 1/2 INCH
BUCKLE WITH ELASTIC GORE INSTEP STRAP.
AVAILABLE #22 LOW OR HIGH HEEL.

.

L

$27.95

ALL LEATHER

FEATURES THE HIGH STYLED T-STRAP VAMP,
FULLY LINED, ELASTICIZED THROAT, 1/2 INCH
BUCKLE WITH ELASTIC GORE. AVAILABLE #
TOE, LOW OR HIGH HEEL.

•••11111. ,Aripe

#22 TOE,
LOW HEEL SHOWN.

Narrow, Medium and Wide Widths
Sizes 5 thru 10 including half sizes.

ALL LEATHER

COLORS
White
Gold
Silver
Yellow
Orange
Hot Pink
Lilac
Brown
Bone
Lime
Red
Purple
Navy
Black

HEELS
Low - 1/2"
High 1"

$29.95
Postage $2.00

ALL LEATHER

WrOP

DAY OR NITE
104 WEMPE DRIVE — CUMBERLAND, MD 21502 — PHONE (301) 724-2925

LET YOUR
SQUARE DANCE CLOTHIER
HELP YOU

You'll look your best outfitted from head to toe by those who carry the finest in square dance
apparel. Look for a store in your area. Keep the list on hand for easy reference when traveling
away from home. You can count on being clad in the very best when you allow square dance
clothing dealers to help you Dress for the Dance.

* CONNECTICUT
CRAFTY CLOTHES HORSE

* CALIFORNIA
AUNTIE EMM'S SQUARE
AUNTIE EMM'S S/D APPAREL
9244 Magnolia Ave.
Riverside, CA 92503

ELAINE'S OF CALIFORNIA
11128 Balboa Blvd.
Granada Hills, CA 91344

THE JUBILEE SQUARE
DANCE & WESTERN
WEAR SHOP

71 N. San Tomas Aquino Rd.
Campbell, Ca. 95008

4 Glastonbury Ave
Rocky Hill, CT 06067

* FLORIDA

DOROTHY'S SQ. DANCE SHOP

CHEZ BEA S/D CREATIONS

650 N.E. 128th St.
North Miami, FL 33161

LENORE'S PETTICOATS
P.O. Box 607
Deland. Fl. 32720

PROMENADE SHOP
4200F 62nd Ave. N.
Pinellas Park, Fl. 33565

QUALITY WESTERN SHOP
1894 Drew St.
Clearwater, FL 33575

MORRY'S — CLOTHING

11911 Santa Monica Blvd.
West Los Angeles, CA 90025

THE SQUARE FAIR SHOP

7408 Atlantic Blvd
Jacksonville, Fla. 32211
.

PETTICOAT JUNCTION

3720 Easton Drive, Ste. 6
Bakersfield, CA 93309

ROMIE'S S/D& WESTERN
3827 El Cajon Blvd.
San Diego. Calif. 92105
Phone (619) 280-2150

1045 W. Philadelphia
Ontario, CA 91761

* GEORGIA
C & M WESTERN WEAR

3820 Stewart Rd.
Doraville, Georgia 30340

SQUARE DANCE REC. ROUNDUP
957 Sheridan Blvd.
Denver, CO 80214

• MICHIGAN
ARROWHEAD WESTERN
433 North Washington
Royal Oak, Michigan 48067

THE DANCERS CORNER
2228 Wealthy SE
Grand Rapids, Mich. 49506

8869 Avis
Detroit, MI 48209

* NEBRASKA
SQUARE COUNTRY WESTERN
1232-42 High Street
Lincoln, NE 68502

636 Broadmeadow Road
Rantoul, IL 61866

7215 W. Irving Park Rd.
Chicago, IL 60634

CHRIS' S/D CORRAL

2990 Roche Drive South
Colorado Springs, CO 80918

Rt. 115, Yarmouth Rd.
Gray, ME 04039
Catalog $1.00—refund with 1st order

DON'S S/D APPAREL

SQUARE DANCE ATTIRE

* COLORADO

* MAINE
WHEEL AND DEAL SHOP, INC.

RUTHAD PETTICOATS

* ILLINOIS
WARD'S GOOD TIME
WESTERN WEAR

3300 Strong Ave.
Kansas City, Ks. 66106
Catalog $1.00 — refund with 1st order

* KANSAS
BUTTONS 'N BOWS S/D SHOP
3167 So. Seneca
Wichita, KS 67217
Send $1.00 for catalog.

* NEW JERSEY
THE CORRAL, John Pederson, Jr.
41 Cooper Avenue., (201) 229-2363
W. Long Branch, NJ 07764
Member NASRDS; Visa & MC
MADELYN FERRUCCI
Brewster & Lake Rds.
Newfield, N.J. 08344

Creations

SQUARE DANCING
MAGAZINE
MAY BE PURCHASED
AT THESE STORES

STORES handling square dance clothing are invited to write
SQUARE DANCING regarding a listing on this page.

* NEW YORK
DO PASSO
203 Vermont St.
Buffalo. N.Y. 14213

IRONDA S/D SHOPPE
115 Catalpa Rd.
Rochester, NY 14617

ROCHESTER SHOE STORE
K-Mart Plaza
Mattydale, NY 13211

* NORTH CAROLINA
PEARL'S OF RALEIGH
2109 Franklin Rd.
Raleigh, N.C. 27606

SOPHIA is
Rt 9, Box 273A, Hwy. 70E.
Goldsboro, NC 27530

TERESA S/D APPAREL
4818 Louisville Ave.
Lubbock, TX 79413

* OREGON
PROMENADE SHOP
11909 N.E. Halsey
Portland, Or. 97220

* PENNSYLVANIA
FORD'S FLUTTER WHEEL
1630 Lilac Drive
W. Middlesex, PA 16159

HAT TA BOOT WESTERN WEAR
1359 East College Avenue
State College, PA 16801
Phone: (814) 237-8725

* SOUTH CAROLINA
THE SILVER SPUR

WHEEL AROUND COUNTRY
WESTERN WEAR

8027 Greenville Hwy.
Spartanburg, SC 29301

1116 S. Glenburnie Rd.
P.O. Box 3055, New Bern, NC 28560

* SOUTH DAKOTA

• OHIO
DART WESTERN SHOPPE
419 So. Arlington St.
Akron, Ohio 44306

F & S WESTERN SHOP
1553 Western Ave
Toledo, Ohio 43609

M & H WESTERN FASHIONS
13002 Lorain Ave.
Cleveland, Ohio 44111

SQUARE TOGS

11757 Hwy 4?
Sharonville, Ohio 45241

* TENNESSEE
MISS MARIE FASHIONS
1506 Old Waynesboro Rd.
Lawrenceburg, TN 38464

* TEXAS

C BAR S TOO, Inc.
4526 N.W. 50th St.
Oklahoma City, OK 73122

1602 S. Monroe
Amarillo, Tx. 79102

* VIRGINIA
LIW WESTERN APPAREL
Rt. 4, Box 19
Elkton, VA 22827
Phone (703) 298-8676

PETTICOAT CORNER
8816 Washington Hwy., U.S. Rt. 1 No.
Glen Allen, VA 23060

TRIPLE R WESTERN WEAR
250 W. Broad St. (Rt. 7)
Falls Church, VA 22046

* WASHINGTON
CIRCLE UP FASHIONS
8229 South Park
Tacoma, WA 98408

* WISCONSIN

THE CONGLOMERATE

PETTI-PANTS UNLIMITED

2105 Avenue B
Wichita Falls, TX 76309

4400 Windsor Road
Windsor, WI 53598

THE CATCHALL

* OKLAHOMA
(Earl & Peociv Schultz)
240 So. Brady
Claremore, OK 74017

THE SQUARE DANCE SHOP

ZITTERICH'S S/D SHOP
2412 W. Brookings
Sioux Falls, SD 57104

1813 Ninth Street
Wichita Falls,.Tx. 76301

PEG'S S/D & WESTERN WEAR

TERESA S/D APPAREL
3204 Uranus Ave. Rt. 4, Box 1560
Odessa, TX 79763

* CANADA
LOU-ANN S/D ACCESSORIES

C BAR S APPAREL
& RECORDS

12348 Fort Road
Edmonton, Alberta T5B 3A8

FAWCETT'S SID SHOP

McCULLOCH'S DANCE WEAR
CENTRE INC.

412 W. Sam Houston
Pharr, TX 78577

1140 Dundas St.
London, Ontario," Canada N5W 3A8

5632 E. Mockingbird Ln.
Dallas, TX 75206

The S/D Shopper's Mart

See box at far right for separate postage charges on
most of these items
.
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1. Basic/
Mainstream
Movements

PLUS

BASIC anci MAINSTREAM

2. Plus
Movements

Mov-Knents

hTovPwri-I!..-: Or

:VIL:34 DAN=

INDOCTRINATION
HAND{100K ilevs is

4

4 Indoctrination
Handbook

(30c each, $20.00 per 100)

30c per copy
$20.00 per hundred

75q per copy
$60.00 per hundred

§*(A

SP111116110.1119
=IT

Special Interest
Handbook Library
($1.00 each - 6 for $5.00)
5. Club Organization ($1.00 each)

PLANNING

Tv

PARTY FUN

ti :ORGANIZATION
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6. One-Night Stands ($1.00 each)
7. Party (Planning) Fun ($1.00
each)

YOUTH

I/I SQUARE DaleilIG

8. S/D Publicity ($1.00 each)
9. The Story of Square Dancing Dorothy Shaw ($1.00 each)
11

10. Youth in Square Dancing
($1.00 each)
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11. Plastic Record Sleeves $15.00 per 100, plus $2.50 postage)
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HEY! WHERE'S MY CORNER?

LET'S DANCE!
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15
13. Non-Dancer Promotional Four-page Flyer ($5.00 per 100 Min order)
(Postage $1.75 per 100).
14. SQUARE DANCING Magazine Binders in durable bright red vinyl ($4.25
each plus postage - 1 or 2 binders $1.75; Add 50e for each additional
binder)
15. Basic Check Lists - Corresponding to the Basic Handbook $1.00 per
dozen) (Postage 60c)
16 & 17. Temporary Name Tags indicate 16 or 17 ($3.25 per 100; minimum
order 100) (Plus 70e postage per 100)
18. Learn to Square Dance Poster (blue & red ink) ($1.60 per dozen; minimum order 12) (Plus 70c postage per dozen)
19. Learn to Squarc Dance Poster (black & white) $1.10 per dozen; minimum order 12) (Plus 70c postage per dozen)
20. Learn to Square Dance Cards ($4.00 per 100; minimum order 100) (Plus
$1.00 postage per 100)

AN AMERICAN HERITAGE!
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SQUARE DOC:

NEW BEGINNERS CLASS STARTING
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IMPORTANT: Pay the amounts listed below and
we will adjust each order and bill customers for
the actual postage.
IMPORTANT — POSTAGE COSTS
Please add the following postage on items listed:
CALLE R 1 AI
•••

BASIC/MAINSTREAM HANDBOOKS 1 to 6 books 75c;
7-12 $1.00; 13-26 $1.60; 27-50 $2.20; 51-100 $3.50.
ALL OTHER HANDBOOKS 1 book 37c; 2-10
65V; 11-25 $1.10; 26-50 $1.45; 51-100 $2.30.

Mainstream Caller/Teacher Manual $4.00 each,
all other manuals 65c each.

31544-104TAVT.C.-ET
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DIPLOMAS (either Square or Round Dance) 1-10 700;
11-20 95v ; 21-50 $1.50; 51-100 $1.85.
RECORDS (Bob Ruff Teaching Series 6000 &
6501) Add 90v for 1 or 2; $1.10 for 3; $1.35 for 4. Add
15c additional postage for each record over 4.

22
25

22. ALL NEW Caller/Teacher Manual thru Mainstream. Expandable loose-leaf edition ($29.95)
23. Caller/Teacher Manual for Contra Dancing
($6.00)
25. Round Dance Manual — Hamilton ($6.00)

NOTE: In many cases it is far less expensive and much
faster to ship by United Parcel. We would have to have
your street address rather than a post office box number
to ship via UPS.
ALL OVERSEAS Shipments: actual postage will be
charged on all foreign shipments.
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Ftkiamentals of
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DANCING
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Square Dance Diplomas — for your graduates. Min order 10 (15V each)
Round Dance Diplomas — Minimum order 10 (15V each)
Microphone Cozy ($9.90 plus $1.15 postage)
The Bob Ruff Teaching Records (with calls and written instructions) 4
records in this series $8.00 each. LP 6001-Level 1; LP 6002-Level 2; LP
6003-Level 3; LP 6501-Party Dancing to Level 1

The Sets in Order AMERICAN SQUARE DANCE SOCIETY
SUBSCRIPTION AND ORDER FORM
462 North Robertson Boulevard • Los Angeles, California 90048 • (213) 652-7434

E
No.

Obi

Description

Please send me SQUARE DANCING
Magazine for 12 months. Enclosed is
my membership fee of $10.00 to The
SETS IN ORDER AMERICAN
SQUARE DANCE SOCIETY.

New I Renew I

Cost
Each

Total

No

Cost
Each

Description

Qty

Please include postaae. See box above.
NAME.
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

Calif. add 6% Sales Tax (on purchases other than subscriptions)

ZIP

Total (Enclosed) $

Total

#972 Swiss Look JUMPER
Laced front 8-18 $39.98
PERKY!
Solid
Wear with Blouse
Red, Navy
or NEW Dickey
or Brown
.404-40P
White or Print
$4.98
RUTH & REUEL deTURK
Send for our free mail order catalog.
Are you tired of STIFF, SCRATCHING PETTICOATS? 1606 Hopmeadow St. Men's
(Men are!!!) Join the lovers of the NEW LOOK. A 35 yard Simsbury, Ct. 06070
double skirt Petticoat in floating nylon chiffon with super Phone: 203-658-9417 Matching
shirts $19.98
soft ruffle on bottom. S — M — L.
Mon.
thru
Sat.
11-5
White-Black-Red-Brown-Mint-Peach-Lt. Pink-YellowFri. 11-9
Size 20 or above, or tall length
Purple-Navy-Lavender-Cranberry-Rust-Beige
June-July-Aug.
Add $5.00
Shipping Chg. Single item $3.00
X-Lg and Multi-Pastel — add $2.00
Fri. & Sat. Only 11-5
"TrakShun" for slippery floors $4.50/can + $1.50 UPS Other times by appointment
2 or 3 items $4.00

THE

$35.98

Our Advertisers
A-Z Engraving, 65
Anina's, 88
Armeta, 90
Authentic Patterns, 94
Balloon Baron, 88
B 'N' B's International, 97
B & S Square Dance Shop, 99
Badge Holders, 64
Bill & Anne's, 76, 77
Blue Engravers, 63
Brahama Records, 93
Brundage, Al, 100
C & C Originals, 82
Calico House, 93
Call It Fancy, 95
Caller's Record Corner, 74
Campbell, Cal, 85
Campau, 71
Canadian 4th National, 99
Carol's World Travel, 78
Charmz-Reaction, 62
Chinook Records, 66
Clinton Instruments, 4, 5
Coast Shoes, 6
Country Dance & Song Scty., 93
Dancer's Corner, 90
Davis, Bill, 79
Dell Enterprises, 75
Dixie Daisy, 72
Dress for the Dance, 104, 105

Old Pueblo Trader, 74
Ox Yoke Shop, 108
P&L Specialty Co., 80
Parrish Ranch, 89
Peters, Bill, 100
Ponderosa Enterprises, 64
R.J. Specialties, 73
Rawhide Records, 111
Rhythm Records, 83
Riley's Ponderosa Shop, 85
Rocket Records, 89
Roofer's Records, 62
Scope Records, 78
Sewing Specialties, 65
Shirley's S/D Shoppe, 84
S/D Callers Assn. Southern
California, 93
Shopper's Mart, 106, 107
Simkins, Meg, 80
Square Dance Record
Roundup, 87
Square Tunes Records, 61
Supreme Audio, 69
Tortuga Express Tours, 109
Thunderbird Records, 68
Triple R Western Wear, 91
Vee Gee Patterns, 96
Wagonwheel Records, 75
Weber Shoes, 102, 103
Yak Stack, 82

El Dorado Gold, 86
ESP Records, 81
Fann Burrus, 68
Fine Tune Records, 70
Fun Valley Resort, 2
Gold Star Records, 62
Gordon Bros. Shoes, 112
Grenn Records, 73
Hanhurst's Tape & Record
Service, 71
Happy Feet, 98
H Bar H Records, 63
Hi Hat Records, 98
Hilton Audio, 52
Holly Hills, 92
JIFA Enterprises, 97
JNB Sound/Lazy 8, 84
JoPat Records, 94
Kalox Records, 96
Kopman, Lee — Tapes, 79
Kush, J.R., 70
Kyle's Engravers, 72
Lamon Records, 92
Local Dealers, 67
MW Records, 108
Maverick Enterprises, 90
Mail Order Record Service, 97
Malco Modes, 86
Mayo, Jim, 88
Merrbach Record Service, 101
Micro Plastics, 62
National S/D Directory, 97

Introducing
Records

Nelson
Watkins

NEW RELEASES
MW-103 Scarlet Fever by Nelson
MW-102 Bring on the Sunshine by Nelson
MW-101 When You Wish Upon A Star by Nelson
MW-202 Easy Comes Easy Go by Steve
MW-201 Marty Robbins Medley by Steve

Steve
Moore

Distributed by Corsair-Continental
Owners: Steve Moore, 3715 Lynda Pl., Nationai City, CA 92050
Nelson Watkins, 1424 Taft, Escondido, CA 92026

MW Records — 1424 Taft, Escondido, CA 92026 (619) 741-2714
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RHYTHM RECORDS PRESENTS
THE 1ST ANNUAL
"SNOWFLAKE FESTIVAL"
JANUARY 29, to FEBRUARY 5, 1984
At the Beautiful
BANFF SPRINGS HOTEL BANFF, ALBERTA, CANADA
In the Canadian Rockies
-

FEATURING

WADE and GLORIA DRIVER - PAT and KIM BARBOUR - DAVE and NITA SMITH
Experience The Thrill Of A Lifetime In A WINTER WONDERLAND Of
BEAUTY And EXCITEMENT
INCLUDING:

Seven Nights Banff Springs Hotel
Round-Trip Airport Transfers
Baggage Handling At The Hotel
Reception And Banquet
Three Days Of Dancing To Some Of
North America's Finest Talent
• Free Clogging Clinic

•
•
•
•
•

• Free Callers Clinic
• Square Dance Workshop
• Round Dance Workshop
• Country Western After Party Dance
• "Learn To Ski" Package Available
• Optional Scenic Tours And Skiing Offered

ALL OF THE ABOVE INCLUDING AIRFARE
FOR THE INCREDIBLE PRICE OF:

$614.00

per person from Dallas

$654.00

per person from Houston

(DOUBLE OCCUPANCY)

(DOUBLE OCCUPANCY)

44-11-11-41.4-******************************************************************************************

ALL OF THE ABOVE FOR:
$299.00 PER PERSON
PLUS AIRFARE FROM YOUR CITY
DEPOSIT REQUIRED $50.00 PER PERSON

RESERVATION FORM
RHYTHM RECORDS - "SNOWFLAKE FESTIVAL"
WITH DRIVER, BARBOUR & SMITH
JANUARY 29, To FEBRUARY 5, 1984

RETURN IMMEDIATELY TO,

TORTUGA EXPRESS TOURS
P.O. BOX 4311 - ANAHEIM, CALIFORNIA 92803
(714) 774-3121

Name(s)__

Deposit Enclosed $

Address
Phone: Home

_

Work

I Am Not Leaving From Dallas Or Houston,
Please Let Me Know What My Airfare Will Be From
Please Send Me Additional Information Before I Make My Reservations

nrilnetrts orp

•
:•

No. in Party

Patience is the word when making a dress like this one designed by Trieva Nielsen. 85
yards oflace were carefully sewn to make the bib-front of the bodice. Brown and white
voile were used for the balance of the bodice and for the three-tiered skirt which
features free-flowing ruffles.
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Doug
Saunders

HOT NEW RELEASES
RWH-112 Tulip by Jim
RWH-111 Second Fling by Shannon

Dick
Waibel

The Entire Rawhide Staff
Wishes You and Yours A
Very Merry Christmas And
A Happy and Prosperous
New Year

Dale
Houck

Shannon
Duck

Owner-Manager
Becky Waibel

Jim
Brown
DISTRIBUTED BY CORSAIR-CONTINENTAL CORP., POMONA, CALIF & TWELGRENN INC., BATH, OHIO

RAWHIDE RECORDS • 675 E. Alluvial, Fresno, CA 93710

(209) 439-3478

RAWHIDE RECORDS

1984 HAWAII SQUARE DANCE CONVENTION
April 2-9, 1984
Featuring:

Dick Waibel

Doug Saunders

Shannon Duck

Jim Brown

Dale Houck
Rounds by

Reatha & Leo Lange

Jim and Carol Wood

$495 per person
(double occupancy from San Francisco or Los Angeles)
Other key cities available (write for information)
PACKAGE PRICE INCLUDES

•
•
•
•

• Fresh flower lei greetings
Round trip airfare to Hawaii
• Continental breakfast
Seven nights hotel accommodation
Round trip transfers incl. porterage and baggage tips
Three days Rawhide Records Square Dance Convention
ueposit: $100 per person to hold reservation

Final payment due January 28, 1984
Rawhide Records 1984 Hawaii Convention,
675 East Alluvial, Fresno, CA 93710

GRUNDEEN'S WORLD of SQUARE DANCING

"From the sound of things, folks, I'd say Old Nick should arrive any moment!"

The BEST SQUARE SHOE
in AU America
At This Price
COMPARE AND
YOU'LL AGREE

Widths A-B-C-D-E-EE-EEE
Sizes 6-12
Colors — Black orBrown
We pay postage anywhere

All Leather — Top Quality

GORDON BROTHERS
2488 PALM AVE.

BOX 841 - HIALEAH;FLORIDA 1301 1

